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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This bibliography has been prepared primarily to oupport the major

research endeavors of the CIC-AID Rural Development Research Project.

It is presented in this preliminary form primarily for project use.

In order to understand the decisions we have made regarding such

important matters as th'e selection of titles for inclusion and the

organization of the material, it is necessary to provide some background

information about the development of this part of the project.

Our sub-contract specifies the compilation of 'la bibliography of

project reference materials derived from literature on previous and

on-going research in related fields. Both 'research' and 'related

fields' are intended to be broadly interpreted...." In a working

paper prepared for the elucidation of the contract provisions, works

like W. W. Rostow, The Sta es of Economic Growth and John Lewis, The

Quiet Revolution were given, along with others as examples of relevant

materials. If a theoretical treatment of economic development in

historical context and a spebific analysis of a contemporary developing

country are both relevant, this bibliography obviously must cover a

wide range of materials.

After the first meetings with the directors, the research teams

and the advisory group of the entire Rural Development Project, two
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points became evident. A bibliography as wide-ranging as that called

for by the contract mould'be of little use to other research teams

unless (1) it was annotated in considerable detail, and (2) it was

indexed in such a way as to facilitate a rapid and precise search for

materials relevant to the various and separate research endeavors.

While originally we had not planned to provide such complete annota-

tions or so detailed an indexing and search system, we were convinced

that unless some effort was made in these directions our product would

not be worthwhile. To:the degree that our budget allowed, we have

built.these two features into the bibliography.

The bibliography appears in three volumes. Volume I includes FM

of the periodical materials covered; Volume 11 is devoted to books and

book-length monographs; Volume.III covers government and United Nations

publications, in addition to proceedings of specialized conferences.

For detailed matters concerning each of the. three volumes, see the

specific introduction that follows this preface.

Preparation of the bibliography was under the direction of

Professors Richard Blue, Robert T. Holt, and John E. Turner, all of

whom were involved at one stage or another in preparing and processing

the materials. In the research, and in the collecting, abstracting,

and propositionalizing of materials they were assisted by Richard Erikson,

David Garnham, Diane Johnson, Susan Lampland, Lawrence Rose, and

John Schwestka, Misses Diane Johnson, Beverly Nelson, and Diane Pioske
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did yeoman service in the mammoth task of typing.

Although many of the abstracts and all of the propositions were

prepared by our research team, a majority of the abstracts were adapted

from several published abstracts. We would like to thank the publishers

of Economic Abstracts and the Comuonwealth Agricultural Bureaux that

is responsible for publishing BalilaticulkurpLEconomics and Rural

ZA.olobracts for permission to reproduce these adapted abstracts

in this form.

Thanks are also due to the directors of the CIC-AID Rural Develop-

ment Project, Dr. Ira Baldwin and Mr. Ronald W. Jones, for their support

of our undertaking.

The user of this bibliography might well wonder why in this ago

of advanced computor technology such a long bibliography was not pre-

pared in a machine-readable and therefore machine-searchable form.

Our initial predisposition was to move in this direction, but the funds

necessary to put the bibliography in this form were not available. We

have, however, kept our corking materials in such a form that we can

eventually put the entire bibliography on computor tape.

Robert T. Holt
Associate Director
Center for Comparative

Political Analysis
January 1, 1967
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Introduction to Volume III

Government Reports, U.N. Reports and Proceedings of Special Conferences

The materials that have been included in Volume III have been

combined largely forreasons of convenience. While logically-the

conference proceeding: might have fit. better with the periodical

literature in Volume I, the size of 'Volume I made it difficult to_

include any additional material and still bind it all in one volume.

Our research group did not have the resources necessary to pro-

vide complete annotation of the materials included in Volume III.'

It was also impossible to provide as detailed an index and search

system as was prepared for Volume I. Materials included in Volume III

can be most easily located by using the Table of Contents on the

following pages. This table of contents is organized both topically

and geographically. On materials relating to a specific country

it enables one to locate quickly the relevant works. If the

materials on a given country are contained in a work that deals with

a geographic region, it would be included in topical sub - categories

under a continental heading. The most general works have been listed

at the beginning of the Table of Contents under topical sub-headings.
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General Social and Economic Development

1. Alexander, H. L., and R. J. Smith, "A Comparative Study of
Social and Cultural Change," American Philosophical Society
Proceedings, 99(2), 1955: pp. 79-88.

2. Clawson, M., "The Implication of Urbanization for the Village

and Rural Sector," United Nations Conference on the Applica-

tion of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less
Developed Areas Geneva, 1963, Science, Technology,
EtIelopmaffUnited States papers, 7, 1963: pp. 47-53.

Eisenstadt, S. N., "Changes in Patterns of Social Stratifi-

cation Attendant on Attainment of Political Independence,"

kLTorldCona.essofSocioloansactionsoftheThi, 1956:

pp. 32-41.

4. FOlis, H. S., "National Development Planning and Regional

Economic Integration," United Nations Conference onthe
Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of

thelessDe_oedAreas, Geneva, 1963, Science, Technology,

and Development, United States papers, 8, 1962: pp. 39-46.

5. Fisher, J. L., and R. Revelle, "Natural Resources Policies

and Planning for Developing Countries," United Nations

Conference on the Application of Science and Technology
for the Benefit of Less Developed Areas, Geneva, 1963,

Science Technolo and Deyelotagat, United States papers,

1, 19 2: pp. 1-13.

6. Fitzgerald, D. A., "Economic Development," Agricultural
Outlook Conference Proceedin s, 38(8), November 1960.

Helfinstine, R. D., "Economic Coneiderations for Effective
Development," International Seminar Soil and Water Utility
Proceedings, 1962: pp. 236-238.
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$* "International Sociological Association," Transactions of

the Third World Consassof SociologE0 London, 1956.

Volume VI on the theme of "General Survey of the Problems

of Social Change" containing papers by: Robert C. Angell,

"The Moral Web in Social Change"; T. W. Adorno, "A Note

on Statics and Dynamics in Society"; Howard Becker, "A

Sacred-Secular Evaluation Continuum of Social Change";

S. F. Kechekyan, ''Social Progress and Law"; Arnold M. Rose,

"The Use of Law to Induce Social Change"; A. N. J. den

Hollander, "Changing Social Control in a Bengal City";

A. F. Shishkin, "The Basic Principles of Morals in Soviet

Society"; Maria Ossowska, "Changes in the Ethics of

Fighting in the Course of the Last Century"; Harry J.

Walker, "The Effect of Social and Economic Changes on

Race Relations in the United States"; and M. D. Kammari,

"A Change in National Relations in the USSR".

9. Katz, Saul M., and Frank McGowan, A Selected List of United

States Readin s on Development, Washington, Agency for Inter-

national Development, 1963.

This volume is a representative sample of current American

research papers, academic studies, and operational reports

useful to less developed countries in applying science

and technology to the problems involved in the process

of development. Each of the subject chapters, whether

agriculture, industry, the development process, or plan-

ning and programming, includes many readings that focus

on the human aspects of the subject. The range of

subjects is wide, covering regional planning experiences,

production and marketing policies, and the role of

United States universities in concerting research and

education. Each of the 1,195 detailed bibliographical

references ia followed by an abstract. The classification

is alphabetical by subjects.

10. Mason, E. S., "Some Aspects of the Strategy of Development

Planning," United Nations Conference on the Alication of

Science and Technolo for the. Benefit of the Less Developed

Arias, Geneva, 193, AcienceTechnoliDeveloent,
United States papers, 8, 1962: pp. 1-14.
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11. Millikan, M. F.,."Criteria for Decision-Making in Economic

Planning: The Planning Process and Planning Objectives in

Developing Countries," United Nations Conference on the

Amlicalion of Science and Technolo for the Benefit of

Less Developed Areas, Geneva, 19 3, Science, Technology, and

Bey2-LomDA, United States papers, 8, 1962: pp. 28-37.

12. Minocher, Homji, Homi Be, How Others Do It: A Study of

Communit Y Development in Mau Landti, Karachi, Ministry of

Economic Affairs, 195.

The author of this publication was given a "participation

grant" to undertake a study of work carried out in the

general field of community development. The study tour

took him to the United States of America, countries in

the Caribbean region and some countries in Europe. The

methods, techniques and practices observed during this

tour would serve as a guide in the work of the Village

Agricultural Industrial Development Program in Pakistan,

where the author is working. This village plan is a

comprehensive and multi-purpose rural development project

which envisages not only the education and stimulation

of people, but also their development in all the fields

or phases which are necessary for a higher level of

village life, e. g., agriculture, horticulture, animal

husbandry, health, sanitation, communications, education,

literacy, home economics, recreation, cooperation, credits,

land consolidation, etc. For such a multi-purpose pro-

gram the author chose from the countries he visited only

such subjects for study as each country was best suited

to provide,

During the study tour, 'Which took a little over four

months, the author tries to evaluate the usefulness of

various countries and/or institutions to which future

Village Agricultural Industrial Development partici-

pants might be sent for further study.

The author has not attempted to make a comprehensive

report but rather to emphasize points of interest and

importance which he considered could be adapted for use

in Pakistan and especially ideas and suggestions which

could be adapted by the Village Agricultural Industrial

Development personnel and used, experimentally or other

wise, in improving the Village Agricultural Industrial

Development program.
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13. The Flow of Financial Resources to Less Develo ed Countries

1961-1963, Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development, Paris, 1964.

This report is the fourth in a series published by the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and

its predecessor the Organization for European Economic

Cooperation on the flow of financial resources to devel-

oping countries. These repbrts are intended to provide

factual information about the flow of financial resources

reported by individual donor countries and by the multi-

lateral agencies. The emphasis is on the description of

the size and nature of the flow of financial resources

and of the principal features of the policies of indivi-

dual donor countries, as well as their institutional

arrangements for extending external assistance. The

total flow of offinial financial resources (net) from

industrial Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development countries to less-developed countries and

multilateral aid agencies in 1963 was $6,048 million,

and thus was slightly higher than in 1962, but still about

one per cent lower than in 1961. The total net flow of

long-term private capital (excluding guaranteed export

credits) declined from about $2,59 billion in 1961 to

$1.91 billion in 1962, and to $1.87 billion in 1963.

The nature.and financial terms of official assistance

are divided into: (1) grants and grant-like contributions;

(2) bilateral loans; (3) contributions to multilateral

organizations, and are then analyzed according to speci-

fied. purpose. Economic assistance from Sino-Soviet coun-

tries and from other industrial countries outside the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development is

also analyzed. The second part of the publication

consists of detailed surveys of the assistance programs

of member countries,

14. Klatzmann; J., Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development, PlarmialaalLogjand Under Conditions of

Attlapilnalssmo. i.jiiternational Cam etition in A riculture:

ZIPASILSILMLIAOS271ElaalligEltt, Paris: 19 5.

The paper discussed linear programming used in the loca-

tion of agricultural production.
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15. Polk, W. R., Develonmental Revolution: North Africa Middle

East Scath Asia, Washington, Middle East Institute, 19.6,T--

This book consists of a modification of papers read at the

17th annual conference held by the Middle East Institute.

Chapters are by M. Halpern, D. Ensminger, C. Bowles, W.

W. Rostow, K. Hansen, C. Samli, W. Lewis, S. J. Langley,

F. Slaon, Y. Sayish, R, M, Hill, L. Battle, E. W. Overton,

J. B. Wiesner, E. Asfour, J. M. Weir, D. Smith, R.

Nathan, A. Paul, R. Robinson, V. Rockhill, and H. Chenery.

Rural planning and trade are included.

16. SvenniJ son, I., "The Concept of Economic Grovoth,fl

national Confeser_iceAaisg.turalEcon3...14sts h7ocetings llth

Conference, 1961, Published 1963: pp, 18-38.

This article includes discussion.

17. Thorp, W. L., Develmagat.Assicitance Worts and Policies

of theMembers ofLbiltleueloment CommfAtee, 1265 Review,

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,

Para, 1965.

The Development Assistance Committee was created in

January 1960 for the specific purpose of providing a

central point where suppliers of assistance to less devel-

oped countries might consider common problems together.

The record of 1964 and the problems with which the Devel-

opment Assistance Committee has been particularly con-

cerned show two basic trends of general significance which

have become much stronger during the last year. The first

is much greater appreciation of the proposition that
economic development is a difficult and complex process

in which the suppliers and the recipients of assistance

are involved in a joint venture. The second is the not-

able increase in inquiry. and research, both within govern

mants and in private institutions. The report outlines

progress in the less-developed countries, the volume and

level of the assistance effort, the central factor of

performance, external indebtedness and financial issues,

technical cooperation, developments in organizations and

old and new directions.
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18. United Nations, Department of Economics And Social Affairs,

Falak.211914aILIEW29gL_LTI, New York, 1963.

The survey deals with (1) the developing countries in

world trade; and (2) current economic developments

(includes agriculture).

19. United Nations, Department of Economics and Social Affairs,

Economic New York, 1963.

A broad survey was made of methods and techniques adopted

by countries with different economic systems for formu-

latng plans and policies of development and securing

their effective implementation. In particular attention

is drawn to the critical nature of foreign exchange sup-

plies for assuring economic and industrial growth and to

the problems faced by many developing countries in

expanding their foreign trade and augmenting their own

capacity to earn foreign exchange. External assistance

with all its limitations of the existing arrangements

and the continuing uncertainties in the availability of

such external resources plays an important role in the

plans of developing, countries. Although the value of

bilateral assistance fa acknowledged, it is recommended

that certain problems (e.g., the distortion in plan

priority, tying of credits to specific projects and

specific currencies, the heavy burden of repayment)

inherent iirsuch aid should be solved by multilateral

and international arrangements for economic assistance

to the less developed countries. However, scale and

tempo of developmental efforts, both at the national and

international levels0.are.f.ar from adequate, and greater

effort on the part of individual countries must be

supported more fully by far-sighted measures and policies

at the international level.

20. Vries, E. de, Finance for Development, 11 Tenth International

Conference A ricultural Economists Proceedings757,gla767"-

1958), London, 19 0: pp. 284-308.

The author shows that investments around and supporting

agriculture are quite large, Often considerably larger

than agricultural finance per se. the more immediate

agricur4ural.field, investments are generally a combina-

tion of (1) private, non-institutionalized (both in money

and kind); (2) private, institutionalized; (3) public.



20 (continued)
The fields of investment can roughly be divided as

being: (1) permanent land improvement or reclamation;
(2) general services to farmers (a) research, extension,
vocational training, and CO marketing; (3) long-term

investment in requisites (buildings9 livestock, machinery);

(4) short-term investment in agricultural production.
He points out that as investments in transportation,

education, and so on are closely interrelated with agri-

culture, it is evident that the last four categories

have no strict borderlines.

21. Young, F. W., and R. C. Young, "Toward a Theory of Community

Development," United Nations Conference on 2242T1LINtial
of Science and Technolo for the Benefit of the Less

Developed, Geneva, 1963, Science, Technolosy, and

ayelamalk, United States papers, 7, 1963: pp. 23-31.

22. Ezzat, A. El W., LandRefallliggEgt, Country Project

Number 4. Center on Land Problems in the Near East, Sala-

huddin, Iraq, Rome, FAO, 1955: p. 10.

II. Foreign Aid and General Technical Assistance

23« Andrews, Stanley, Universit Contracts: A Review and Comment

on seq.ectedUniversit...____T Contracts in Africa the Middle East

and Asia, 19611 Agency for International Development, 1962.

24. Report to the President on Government Cntracting for Research

anutplamt, prepared. by the Bureau of the Budget and

referred to the Committee on Government Operations, United

States Senate, 87th Congress, second session, Senate Docu-

ment number 94, Washington D. 0., Government Printing Office,

May 17, 1962.
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25. Center for Overseas Operations and Research, Syracuse
University, The progaggals4Lagallo. Assistance in

A icultural Education: The Case of the Phili.sines,

prepared by John Laska, June 22, 19.1.

26. Chakravarty, S., and P. N. Rosenstein-Rodan, "The Linking

of Food Aid With Other Aid," World Food Program Study,

Rome, 3, 1965: pp. vi and 39.

This study seeks (1) to indicate the proper relationship

between specific commodity aid, in particular food aid,

and the non-specific aid given in the form of freely

spendable foreign exchange, and (2) to discuss the various

conceptual issues involved and to derive analytical

relationships between the two categories of aid. Chapter

-- General economic issues in food aid -- examines the

values of food aid to developing countries, the ability

of an expanding domestic agriculture to absorb large-

scale food aid, the importance of intersectoral price

ratios and the commodity composition of investment.

Chapter II The program approach to food aid -- discusses

food aid as a proportion of estimated total import

surplus, the assumption of a non-constant rate of saving,

food aid and the divided economy, and optimal proportions

of food and other aid. Chapter III -- The project approach

to food aid: the formation of closed loops defines

the closed loop, examines the need for rural education

and discusses food aid as a capital good. Chapter IV --

Policy implications examines the view that food aid

should be steady and continuous and looks at planning for

the termination of food aid. Chapter V -6, Co-ordination

among aid-providing countries indicates the disadvan-

tages of some bilateral aid, looks at multilateral forms

of aid and bilateral aid within a multilateral framework

and discusses sharing the burden of aid, the promotion

of consortia and the co-existence of WFP and bilateral

agencies. Chapter VI -- Co-ordination within the aid-

receiving countries -- defines a development program and

examines the position of those countries with and with-

out sound development programs, the difficulty of assess-

ing additional investment, and varying degrees of

efficiency. All the methods suggested are operational

and may be easily applied; a section is appended in

which a numerical example with Indian data is presented

to illustrate one of the methods in question.
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27. Clark, H. F., "hat We Kncw About Helping People". Sixth

Conference for Agricultural Services in Foreign Areas.

Washington, D.C., U. S. Department of Agriculture, 1955.

28. Adler, George, The Scone of Technical Assistance in Agriculture

(Mimeo 58 pp. - August 19 Syracuse Project.

29. Alder, George, Careers in Technical Assistance: A Staff

TgEla, Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public

Affairs (mimeo 20 pp. - January 1965).

30. Allen, G0R., and R. G. Smethurst, "The Impact of Food-Aid

on Donor and Other Food Exporting Countries," World Food

Prim Study, Rome No. 2, 1965: pp. vii+52.

In this study, "food aid" is defined to include certain

items generally omitted in World Food Program discussions,

viz. tobacco and fibres, because (1) US Public Law 480

covers these two commodities and (2) "food aid", when used

for development purposes, is the more effective the more

fully it matches the demand for consumer goods generated

by the employment created through the projects it is in-

tended to finance. The subject is analyzed in the fol-

lowing chapters: (1) Statement of prospective demand and

supply position in developed countries; (2) Possible agri-

cultural policies confronting countries with actual or

potential surpluses; (3) Surpluses or supply control?

(discussing ways of securing the ideal product mix for

food aid, and possible kinds of supply control); (4) The

The social costs of surpluses; (5) Food programs as an

outlet for intermittent surpluses, especially from

smaller countries; and (6) Effects of food aid on third

party commercial exporters.

31. Clay, Gen. Lucius D., The 222E2 and Distribution of United

States Milita and EaWomic Assistance Programs, Report

7bo the esident of the U. S. from the tbmmittee to

Strengthen the Security of the Free World, Gen. Lucius D.

Clay, 1963.

32. Commission of Foreign Economic Policy, Emmu9ALPresi-
dent and the Congress. ,Clarence B. Randall, Chairman,

aral70775717g47-4
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33. Commission on Foreign Economic. Policy, Staff Papers.

Presented to the Commission on Foreign Economic Policy,

February 1954.

Committee to Strengthen the Security of the Free World,

Report to the President-of:the.United States, Intssmeijsa
Distribution of United States Mi.it= and Economic Assis-

1E222...2EME, oh :20) 19 3.

35. Committee on Foreign Affairs Personnel, Personnel for the

New Di lomacy. Report of the Committee "Or-ARiTEFIGNITs

ersonnel, Christian Herter, chairman, New York: The Ford

Foundation, December 1962.:

360 Dessau, J., "The Role of Multilateral Food Aid Programs,"

World Food Program Study, FAO, Rome No. 5, 1965: p. 58.

The aim of this studyis to identify the distinctive

features and purposes of multilateral food aid programs

in order to provide the criteria for assessing the role

of multilateral food aid, and to determine how and to

what extent such aid might complement bilateral programs.

Chapter I - The effects of food aid -- traces some of the

beneficial and harmful effects of food aid programs.

Chapter 11 - Concepts and purposes of food aid -- examines

some of the differer definitions of purpose that not only

govern different current programs but sometimes co-exist

within the same program. Chapter III - Development and

food aid -- attempts to determine the role of three

dynamic factors, viz.: (1) the structure and behaviour

of the population; (2) the propagation of new techniques,

and (3) the creation :of modern instituions, in "develop -

ment" (defined as the .whole set of "changes in mental

attitudes and social habits and of institutional changes

which constitute theoconditions of growth for real aggre-

gate product and which transform a series of particular

instances of progress into progress of society as a whole")

Chapter IV - The scope of aid -- discusses the criteria
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The paper emphasizes that it is primarily people that

create economic development. The non-material motivations

are discussed under the headings: leisure, social status,

social environment, cultural and political identity, and

religious beliefs. The conclusion is that non-material

motivations of individuals must be taken into account in

planning economic development. It is noted that the
democratic society is not the type of community structure

most compatible with rapid economic development. It is

w: not necessarily desirable in the initial stages of develop-

..ment for the farmer to own and control all resources

himself.

113. Karve, D. G., "The Organization of a Unified Agricultural

,....;;Development Program." Eleventh International Conference of,

.
Agricultural Boonomists Proceedings, 22010. Published 1963:

355-376. Paper includes discussioit.'

-I4 Kuznete, S., "Economic Growth and the Contribution of Agri-

culture: Notes on Measurement." Eleventh International

Conference., of Azi icultural conomists P oceedin:s 1961.

Published 19.3: pp. 39-82. Paper includes discussion.

115. Long, E. J., "Institutional Limitations to Economic Develop-

ment of Underdeveloped Countries." Western Resources Con-

ference P4Rers 1961. Published 1962: pp. 5157. Paper

includes land tenure.

116. Malone, C. C., "Improving Management in Agricultural Develop-

ment", in Knitediferenceorlthebionof
Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed

Areas, Geneva, 1963. lo3,.oaxScienceTechtidDrhveloent.

United States papers, 1962: v. 3, p. 69-76.
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117. Malone, C. C., "Improving Management in Agricultural Develop-

ment. United Nations Conference on the A.lication of Science

and Technolo for the Benefit of the Less Develo ed Areas

Geneva, 1963. Working papers Agriculture v. 9 no. 448,

November 3, 1962. Paper contains programs for developing

areas.

118. Handal, G. C. (ed .)4 Seminar on Human Factor in the Growth

of Rural Economy. Sanlniketan: 1963. (Proceedings of Con-

ferences. 7.)

This seminar was the seventh in the series of conferences

held at Santiniketan during 1961-62 to commemorate the

centenary of the birth of Rabindranath Tagore. The pur-

pose of the seminar was to bring into bold relief the

tutal man in his totality. In addition to containing

the welcome address by S. R. Das, opening address by S..0.

Chaudhri, and the inaugural address by S. R. Sen, the

volume deals with the. ideas of Rabindranath and social

framework, which are discussed'in 13 papers. The first part

dealing with 'cooperation, education and extension'

contains the following papers: (1) 'Tagore's reflections

on India's rural problems''' by B. N. Ganguli, (2) 'Community

and cooperation' by D. G. Karve, (3) ' Tagore and coopera-

tion by P. K. Ray, (4) 'Three villages: a view of the

impact of Sriniketan' by. G. C. Handal and (5) 'Agro-

_economic research and agricultural extension' by G. V.

Chalam and K. S. Rao. The second part dealing with the

social framework discusses the problems of small farms,

agricultural labour and land reforms. Under the latter

are the following: (1) 'Class relations in Bengal

villages' by K. P. Chattopadhyay, (2) 'Role of social

factors in the consumption pattern of handicraft products'

by Suraj Bandyopadhyay and Kumarananda Chattopadhyay,

(3) 'The role of small farms in agriculture and social

reconstruction of India' by P. K. Sen, (4) 'A note on

family farmingl.by B. K. Chowdhury, (5) 'Agricultural

labour in south' India' by G. Parthasarathy, (6) 'Problem

of agrir_21tural workers restated' by C. H. Shah, (7)

'Land reforms-- present stage pnd future possibilities'

by V. M. Jakhade, and (8) 'Score aspects of land reform

measures in India' by Priyatosh Naitra.
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119. Mitchell, J. C., "The Sociological Background in Agricultural

Development." Symposium on Agricultural Economic Development.

1964: pp.22-33. With reference. to work of the FAO.

120. Mbseman, A. H. (ed.), _17.........SLnpAAicvatura.theDeveloin

Nations. A symposium presented at the Cleveland meeting of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

29 arid, 30 December 1963. Washington: American Association

for the Advancement of Science, (Publication No. 76), 1964.

121. Neale, W. C., "Developing Countries: Role of Land Policy in

Providing Incentives for Development and Sharing More Widely

the Benefits of Development," in Homestead Centennial Sym -.

posium, University of Nebraska, Land Use Polio and Problems

in the United States. 1962: pp. 441- 1.

122. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,

Intellectual Investment in A iculture for Economic and Social

Development. Document on Agriculture and Food 60, 19.2.

123. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,

Policies for Science andEducation..CountrtReviews: Greece.

Paris: OECD,

124. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,

Seminar S llibus. Paris: OECD, August 28) 1963.

(Classified frestrictedt).

A series of seminar subjects referring to problems to be

dealt with in the formulation of an educational plan,

with discussion outlines, used at the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development Training Course for

Human Resource Strategists held in Athens in September 1963.

125. Papageorgiou0 E., "Fragmentation of Land Holdings and Measures

for Consolidation in Greece," International Conference on

Land Tenure and Related Problems

Land Tenure. Proceedings. Madison: University of Wisconsin

Press, 1956, pp. 543-548.

126. Parsons, K. H., "Land Reform and Agricultural Development,"

International Conference on Land Tenure and Related Problems

Land Tenure. Proceedings.

Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1956, pp. 3-22.
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127. Penders, J. M. A.,."The Function of Rural Extension in

Developing Countries." United Nations Conference on the

Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the

Less, Developed Geneva, 1963. 'Working Papers,

Agriculture v. 5, no. 225, October 9, 1962.

128. Phillips, H. IC, Develo Paris: UNESCO,

June 25, 1963. (Classified 'limited'). (Draft chapter for

Handbook on economic and social as ects of educational plan-

A. wide - ranging introductory study of education in economic

and social development, which considers in some details

the problems of integration of educational planning into

development planning.

129. Puri, G. S., "A Comparison of Agriculture in Tropical India

With Nigeria Agriculture." Agricultural Societsr of Nigeria.

ProceedinaLlskIrinual Conference, 1963: v. 2, pp. 51-52.

130. Rashid, M., Al2garkg2pof.blleEdusated. Paper given at the

International Economic Association Conference on the Economics

of Education, Menthon St. Bernard, August 29-September 7,

1963.

The paper discusses the commonly associated phenomena of

unemployed intellectuals and scarcity of skilled labour,

and suggests that educational planners should take account

of the character of the labour market, particularly when

planning for the higher levels of education. Social fac-

tors affecting employment must also be considered.

131. Rastyannikov, V. G., "0 faktorahk, vliyayushchikh na rost

nakoplenii v sel'skom khozyaistve ekonomicheski slaboraz

vitykh strap" (Factors influencing capital formation in the

agriculture of economically underdeveloped countries.)

United Nations Conference on the Aslication of Science and

Technolo
Geneva, 19.3. Working Papers, Agriculture v. 10, no. 489,

November 9, 1962.

.4)s for the Benefit of the Les Develo ed Areas

English summary, 2 p.
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132. Rivera-Santos, Luis, "The Role of Government in Agricultural

Development." Rehovoth Conference on Corn rehensive Plannin

of A iculture in Develo

Rehovoth: August 19.3

Countries Proceedin

Government has to participate in directing the market

mechanism, if there is to be rapid agricultural develop-

ment. Direct government action to share the responsi-

bility for rural socio-economic progress should not be

looked upon with reluctance. Drawing on two models

from Puerto Rican experience, production of coffee for

export and of fresh milk for local consumption, the

author concludes that in many cases changes and adjust-

ments in agricultural programs cannot take place without

the effective leadership of government institutions.

133. Robinson) Mary E., Education for Social Change: Establish
Institutes of Public and Business Administration Abroad.

A Report by Mary E.Robinson, based on a conference conducted

by the Brookings Institute for the Public Administration Divi-

sion of the International Co-operation Administration.

Washington, D. C.: Brookings Institute, 1961.

134. Sam, Alfred, Social Factors in Education Plans. Paris:

UNESCO, January7f77065777.17EYIed !limited!). (Draft

chapter for the Handbook on economic and socialjomatIJIE

educational tannin .

After mentioning the importance of demographic factors

in educational planning, the author considers the effect

of social inequality on education, the relation between

education and employment, and the influence of education

on social stratification.

135. Sen, /mut:7a K., AP12x...LininModelof Education, Requirements

of Ebonomic DevelawsW....liamSomakka. Paris: Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Development, April 18, 1963.

(Classified !restricted!).

The paper considers the Tinbergen approach to educational

planning as analogous to the planning of capital goods!

requirements and evaluates Tinbergents work accordingly.

In conclusion it is suggested that this approach is better

adapted to elucidating minimum requirements for educated

people rather than optimum requirements.
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136. The Social Trainin of Front-line Rural Develo

136-139

ent Workers.

New York: United Nations, August 19.2

This study is primarily concerned with the ways and means

being tried out in different countries to equip rural

workers to encourage and promote people's initiative,

leadership and capacity for concerted action, and to act

as links between the people and technical services of the

government concerned. It is limited to the discussion of

content and methods appropriate to these functions and does

not enter into the question of training for specialized

technical fields such as health, home economics, agricul-

ture, or literacy. Front-line workers constitute the

lowest level of salaried personnel directly aiding and

advising the village community on its development. Six

annexes refer to examples from India (social education,

case discussion, field work), Thailand (working with

people, evaluation of trainees), and Pakistan (job analysis)

137. Texeira, Anisio S., Ostensible and Real Values in Educational

Polio c;,. Santiago:. United Nations, 19 1.

The paper shows how the concept of education prevalent in

Brazil, and hence the structure of the school system, are

out of step with the educational needs of national develop-

ment.

138. 13AriculbalCrur..2....pbeditCooeratisg_p_
the Conference Secretary-General.
for the Application of Science and
of Less Developed Areas. (Working

no. 88(C), December 14, 1962.

and Marketin : RR ort of
United Nations Conference
Technology for the Benefit
Papers, Agri.), v. 12,

139. United Nations Conference on the Application of Science and

Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas,
agj.colAzzlimox1alrelomer_t. Vol. III. Agricul-

ture. New York: United Nations 1963. pp. viii and 309.

Of some 2,000 papers presented at the United Nations

Conference held in Geneva, in February 1963, some 500

were devoted to agriculture, showing the importance
attached to agricultural development as a basis for

progress in other fields. This volume gives an account

of the ideas and information presented by the many speakers
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139. (continued)

139-143

on various aspects of agriculture. The book is divided

into five parts: (1) the background to agricultural
development; (2) and (3) development of plant and animal

resources; (4) development of the social, economic and

educational framework in agriculture; (5) industrialization

of agriculture.

140. United Nations, Department of Economic Affairs, Land Reform:

Defects in A: arian Structure as 0b6tacles to Economic

'Development. New York: 1951.

141. United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural. Organization,

Manual of Educational Statistics. Paris: 1961.
.rT

This handbook of suggestions, definitions, principles and

examples for educational statisticians was largely compiled

from information supplied by Member States in the form of

national publications and contributions tothe Worldey.
of Education. The section that is most relevant to the

subject of educational planning is that headed 'Statistics

of educational finandel, which gives tables of national

expenditure and particular financial allocations for

education, with an explanatory text.

142. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-

tion, Financiagafgasatial. International Conference on

Public Education, 18th. Paris/Geneva: UNESCO/international

Bureau of Education, 1961.

A comparative study of methods used by various countries

in financing educational schemes, showing how the several

categories of public education are financed; Lists of

funds available in eacYi area are ineludea. The main body

of the text is followed by a section devoted to studies by

individual countries.

143. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza

Lion; Ma Or anization of the School Year: A Comparative

Study. Educational Studies and Documents, No. 43. Paris:

UNESCO, 1962, Pp. 0 and 113.
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144. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-

tion, Elements of Educational Planning. Educational Studies

and Dopuments, No. 45. Paris: UNESCO, 1963, pp. 0 and 42.

145. United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, Postwar

Chess in Some Institiutional Factors AffectingAmiculturt.
lame, FAO, 1957. Reprint from "The State of Food and Agri-

culture 1957", pp. 111.148.

146. United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, Statistics

of Hunger. Rome: 1962.

One of the main objects of the Freedom Campaign is to

create public awareness of the basic elements of the world

food problem. This booklet attempts to show in a simple

and graphic form the striking features of this problem and

provides a basis for thought in regard to its causes and

possible solutions. Among the subjects treated are: cattle

_numbers and output by regions; grain surpluses; six

.countries where agricultural production is increasing

rapidly; hybrid maize in the U.S.A.; wheat and legumes in

Greece; wheat in Yugoslavia, poultry in Israel; more food

from the sea.

147. United Nations, International Bureau of Education - UNESCO,

In-Service Trainin fairialmalphim. Geneva: 1962.

The study utilizes comparative national experiences to

show the extent and organization of training, methods,

international measures, future plans, and the categories

of staff involved. A second section gives in more detail

the national responses from which these generalizations

were derived.

148. United Nations, International Bureau of Education - UNESCO.

Shorts a of Prima Teachers. Geneva: 1963.

This study utilizes comparative national experiences to

demonstrate the shortage, its causes, and steps taken to

overcome it. The latter part gives in greater detail the

national responses from which these comparative conclu-

sions were derived.
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149. United Nations, Trusteeship Council, 1,0,2,4EgimgridPractict.......

Relatin: to Land Tenure and Utilization in the Trust Terri-

tories Under British Administration: Memorandum Submitted

lasigheUniKindelastgatim. New York: 1951.

The part on Tanganyika includes discussion of agricultural

training and toctension, improvement of rural water sup-

plies, livestock development, soil conservation, marketing

and cooperative societies, agricultural and rural develop-

ment schemes, proposed developments of the Rufiji and

Kilombero valleys, and reclamation of tsetse-infested and

waterless areas. The part on Togoland includes discussion

on the introduction of improved farming methods, soil,

conservation, the work of local development committees,

and cooperatives. The section on the Cameroons includes

information on agricultural demonstration and on the

Cameroons Developdent Corporation.

150. Williams, Gareth, ExapjiaLltemmwerReir....,0mots and the,

the214111/sinwerinAtieulture. Paris: Organiza-

tion for Economic Cooperation and Development, November 19,

1963.

The author mentions some special features of agricatural

manpower but emphasizes the advantages.of integrating

agricultural add rgra educatiopj:differentiating these

two, into general educational planning«

151. Witt, L., "Economic. Development With Special. Reference to

Agriculture. Agriculture Economics Seminar Proceedings,

1958. March 1959: pp. 36.

OA,

V s1.
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IV. Education and Development

152. Allen, G. V., "Education for Progress," lioldFooc_gIConress,

February 4, 1963.

153. Anderson, C. Arnold, Eq#4:Efficienc. and Educational

apatualtLin Relation to conomic Development. Chicago,

Committee on Economic Growth, Social. Science Research Council,

963. (Paper given at the Conference on Education and

Economic Development, Comparative Education Center, Univer-

sity of Chicago, April 4-6, 1963).

Drawing extensively on examples, both from the historical

experience of the West, and the contemporary underdeveloped

countries, the author discusses the relation of access to

education to educational performance with reference to

development, suggesting that universal access is not the

most important factor in enabling education to contribute

to development, with consequences for the scale of educa-

tional efforts needed.

154. Annapolis Conference on International Education, The Pro-

19of-1,12tA,:,......E...InaoliLCorceedizlerence on International Educa-

tion. Published by the Bureau of International Cultural

Relations, Department of State, July 27, 1959.

155. Arrow, Kenneth J., Criteria for Social Investment. Paris,

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,

August 16, 1963.

The author discusses the problems of calculating the

benefits deriving from acts of social investment, con-

cluding.with a brief examination of these problems in the

context of educational investment..

156. Report of International Study Group I to the Association of

State Universities and Land Grant Colleges Centennial Con-

vention, The S ecial Role of Land Grant Colleges and State

Universities in Meeting the Needs_2122ey2122IngEgions,

P.zember 12.16, 1961.

157. Axelrod, Joseph, and Donald N. Bigelow, Resources for Larigame

and Area Studies. A report on the Language and Area centers

supported under the National Defense Education Act of 1958.

Washington, D. C.: American Council on Education, 1962.
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158. Beers, H. W., and I. T. Sanders, "Effective Communication in

Agricultural Extension." United Nations Conference on the

Application of Science
Less Developed Areas. "Working Papers, Agriculture ,

v. 10, no. 490, November 9, 1962.

159. Bjork, Richard, "The hole of American Universities in

International Relations." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,

Institute of Research on Overseas Programs, Michigan State

University, n.d.

160. Boesch, Ernest E., Adapting Education to Society. Paris:

UNESCO, June 14, 1963.

Using the methodology of information theory, the author

treats education as a process of transmitting information

and makes suggeetions accordingly for the optimization

of education and educational planning in relation to the

inducement of social change.

161. Bose, Santi Priya, "Aims and Methods of Agricultural Exten

sion and Their Adaptation to the Human Factor in Developing

Countried Rehovoth Conference on Corn rehensive Planning of

Aielthtureilunries Proceedings. Rehoboth:

August 1963.

It is necessary to change the entire cultural pattern of

an underdeveloped society before permanent technological

changes can be hoped for. The aim should be to change

a folk society into an urban society. It will not be

enough merely to give advice to the peasants to change

their farming methods. Methods will have to be devised

for changing the entire mental outlook of the peasant.

Therefore, the method of agricultural extension should

comprise a wide and comprehensive education program

designed to bring about changes in the habits and mental

hoilion of the rural people.

162. Bowen, William G., Assessing the Economic

Education: an AppyllutloL12:191I41112ARR_
Organization for Economic Cooperation and

May 11, 1962. (Classified restricted').,

Describes the various methods of attempting to measure

returns to investment -in education, in the process of

Contribution of
roaches, Paris:

Development,
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162. (continued)

discussing the difficulties involved in.tLsir use, and

some of the drawbacks to which they are subject. In-

cluded are: (1) the simple correlation approach;
(2) the returns-to-education approach; (3) the residual
approalh; (4) the forecasting-manpower-needs approach.

163. Bowles, F. Accesstojion, 'Vol. I (UNESCO),

1963-1965.

Influenced by Lerner, Passing of Traditional Society.

164 Bowman, Mary Jean. "Human Capital: Concepts and Measures."

Pp.69-92 in Mushkin, Selma J. (ed.), gammia_gIII42tn
Education. U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

Office of Education, Bulletin 1962, No. 5. Washington:

Government Printing Office, 1962, pp. xviii and 406.

165. Bowman, Mary Jean. The Shaping of Economies and Men.
Chicago, Committee on Economic Growth, Social Science Re-

search Council, 1963. (Classified 'restricted°. (Paper

given at the Conference on Education and Economic Develop-

ment, Comparative Education Center, University of Chicago,

April 4-6, 1963.)

This widely-ranging interdisciplinary study offers an

extensive review of the relation between education and
economic development based on the work of many authors,

and offers some challenging ideas on the subject. The

adoption of' the various well-known development strategies

for education planning in order to ensure its maximum

utility is also discussed.

166. Busset, G. M., The Personal and Interpersonal Relationships

Affecting the Work of American Advisers to the Extension

1, lice of a Foreign Area. Cornell University Comparative

.,Atension Education Seminar. Mimeo Release 3:5-21, September

1960.

167. Committee on the University and World Affairs, 11122aimEgtm
and World Affairs. A report by the Committee on the University
and World Affairs,Ii. L. Morrill, chairman. Nevi York: the

Ford Foundation, 1960. Available through Education and

World Affairs.
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168. Committee on the College and World Affairs, The College and

World Affairs. A Report by the Committee on the College

and World Affairs, John W. Nason, chairman. Published by the

Hazen Foundation, 1964. Available through Education and

World Affairs.

169. Debeauvais, Michel, The Balance Between the Different Levels

of Education. Paris: IEDES, 1963.

The paper discusses problems of measurement of educational

enrolments, of construction of the educational pyramid,

and.of educational wastage, and then considers criteria

for selecting a balance between different levels of educa-

tion.

170. East African Institute of Social Research, Proceedings of the

F. jCo:ISderence June 1963 Part F Education Research.

Kampala: East African Institute of Social Research, 1963.

'the studies comprising this set of papers provide educa-

tional information of relevance to the educational planner,

'..both at the macro- and micro -levels,

171. 'Eilarson, Harold la., "The Universities' Stake in the Developing

Nations." Remarks to the Association of Governing Boards'

annual meeting, Pennsylvania State University, October 18,

1963... Available through Eftcation and World Affairs.

172. Fenley, J. 1/1:., Importance of Understanding the Levels of

...,___TraininExtiEducation. Cornell University Compara-

tive Extension Education Seminar. Mimeo Release 2, pp. 1-9,

July 1960.

173. Fenley, J. M. (ed,), Thoshts on Administration in Extension

and Rural Development. Cornell University Comparative

Extension Education Semd4r. Mimeo release 8, April 1961.

174. Gelband, Carla S., "University Contract Programs: Education

Support to Developing Nations." Paper prepared for tha

American Council on Education, August 1961.
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175...I....Green, J. C., and V. W. Ruttan, "Agricultural and Industrial

Extension Services to Diffuse Technological Knowledge,
-United Nations Conference on the A lication of Science and

Technolo for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas,

Geneva, 19 3. Science, Technology, and Development. United

States papers, 1963: v. 9, pp. 51-60.

176. Hayden, Howard, Optimum Areas for Educational Administration

-.in Rural Communities. Paris: UNESCO, September 1961.

This paper contains a discussion of administrative func-

tions, and a consideration of systems in a number of

countries, followed by proposals for a plan for adminis-

tration, specifically referring to rural areas.

177. Holmgreen, E. N., An Appraisal of the Training Needs of

aderal_.:.....Aez.ncSece.edirForeign Service. Cornell. Univer-

sity Comparative Extension Education Seminar. Mimeo

Release 2, pp. 17-20, July 1960.

178. Humphrey, Richard A. (ed.), University ProAects Abroad.

Papers presented at the Conference on University Contracts

Abroad, November 17-18, 1955.

179. HiiMphiey, Richard A. (ed.), University Projects Abroad.

Papers Presented at the Conference on University Contracts

Abroad, November 1956.

180. Humphrey, Richard A. (ed.), ...pBluerintarce.
Addresses and Summary of Proceedings of the Conference on

University Contracts Abroad, November 14-15, 1957.

181. Humphrey, Richard A. (ed.), Education Without Boundaries.

Addresses and Summary of Proceedings of the Conference on

University Contracts Abroad, November 1958.

l82. Humphrey, Richard A. (ed.), Toward a Foreign Policy for

.....SLA.HilerElaca. Addresses and Summary of Proceedings of

the Conference on University Contracts Abroad, November 1959.

183. Humphrey, Richard A. (ed.), The Role of American Higher Edu-

cation in Relation to Develaing_Amas. Addresses and

Summary of Proceedings on the Conference on University Con-

tracts Abroad, November 1960.
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184, Hurwitz, Shmuel, "Aims, Organization and Teaching Methods

for University Education in Agriculture in Developing

Countries." Rehovoth Conference on Com rehensive Planner

of Agriculture in Developing Countries. Rehovoth: August

1963.

University agricultural education must strive for the

combination of the widest possible professional knowledge,

with specialization in a particular agricultural branch.

185. Jacoby, E. G., Methods of School Enrollment Projection.

Education Studies and Documents, No. 32. Paris: UNESCO,

1959, pp. 0 and 43.

186. Krasovec, S., "Extension and Community Development." World

Food Congress, May 6, 1963.

187. Lamrock, J. C., "Agricultural &tension in a Developing

Country." United Nations Conference on the Application of

Science and Technolo,li for the Benefit of the Less Develo ed

Areas. Wbrking Papers, Agriculture v. 8, no. 393,

October 26, 1962.

188. Laves Report, Toward a Cultural Effort in International
,

Educational and Cultural Affairs. Prepared by Walter Laves,

19 3.

Lubin, Isador; Dollard, Charles (eds.), Human.Resources.

Training of Scientific and Technical Personnel. Washington,

D. C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963.

A collection of papers prepared by the United States for

the U. N. "Conference on the Application of Science and

Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas',

1963, dealing with a variety of themes of interest to the

educational planner.

190. Lynn, Charles W., Agricultural gEisgaa,muLdsma_Nads
With Special. Reference to the Colonies: A Re ort on a Tour

1142111-1E.AlturactenndAc.....L1ris2.a
Work in East and LestAfricaEnanc....119111g21
States of America and Puerto Rico. London: Her Majesty's

Stationery Office, 1949. Bibliography: p. 103-104.
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190. (continued)

190-192

"...the importance of rural welfare should receive greater

recognition by the Administration in formulating basic

Colonial policies than has been the case in the past....

It is not large new schemes that are required so much

as facilities to carry out and expand existing policies."

The report contains the following sections: definition

and aims of extension program planning; approach to exten-

sion; extension methods; conclusions; summary; and appen-

dixes describing extension services in England, Wales,

Canada, the United States, and Puerto Rico. "In preparing

this report conditions of African peasant agriculture

have been kept mainly in mind."

1110110111.0.600.00, ------ Colonial review, v. 6, September 2949:

74-77. 126.C6, v. 6. Abridged extracts from the report.

----- Tropical agriculture, v. 26, July/December

1949: 706-75.
Reprints the abridged extracts which appeared in the

Colonial Review. Agricultural extension work and the

colonies: a study of the experience of other countries.

Commonwealth survey, no. 25, July 25, 1949: 35-36.

Comments on the report and on its foreword by Sir Frank

Stockdale, deputy chairman of the Colonial Development

Corporation, who summarizes the main developments in

colonial agriculture in the past fifty years and calls

attention to the importance of extension work in raising

productivity and living standards.

191. Lyons, Raymond F., "Criteria and Methods for Assessing an

Educational System." Pp. 57-65 in Parnes, Herbert S. (ed.),

Planning Education for Economic and Social.r.
Washington: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

ment, 1962, pp. 0 and 270.

192. Malassis, L., Intellectual Investmert in A riculture for

EcsigmleggftaosIgjayelagaml. Paris: Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development, 1962.
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192. (continued)

192-196

An examination of intellectual investment, divided

between research, education and information, in the agri-

cultural sector. Illustrates also the relevance of such

investment to economic development, and also the need

for it to take place in harmony with development, to

avoid an exodus of the educated from the land. Chapter

Seven, dealing with planning, emphasizes the need to

include agricultural education in educational planning,

and discusses this process, with an example from France.

The coordination of all the aspects of intellectual

investment, to facilitate economic development, is

emphasized.

193. Malassis, L., Ra..maortrp.eliminairesoammaticrides
investissements antellectuels en en relation avec

lejlemlapmentpconomique et ......j.etsocipragsamraation de

l'education en eneral (Preliminary Report on the Programming

of Intellectual and Agricultural Investment in Relationship

to Economic and Social Development and the Programming of

Education in General). Paris: UNESCO, September 4, 1963.

(Classified 'limited!).

The paper is intended to underline the principle that

rural development goes hand in hand with the development

of rural education, and hence planning of these develop-

ments must also be closely related. It goes on to con-

sider the process of planning rural education.

194, Marvel, William W., The Place of Education and Human ResourceD2209Z2n. Report on a conference

organized by Carnegie Corporation and held at Williamsburg,

Virginia, April 8-10, 1962. Available through Education and

World Affairs.

195. Merrill, J. L., The Universit and World Affairs Morrill

Committee Report, 19 O.

196. Mosher, A. T., "Education, Research, and btension in Agri-

cultural Economics in Asia and Latin Ameri:ca Today," Tenth

International Conference_Agricultural
Economists Proceedin s,

Mysore, 1958. London: 1960, pp. 195-219.
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196. (continued)

196.198

The important need is for a sufficiently intimate func-
tional relationship between education, research, and
extension so that each is influenced by, and served by,
the other two. This can be achieved by the following
measures short of total administrative integration where
the latter is either unwise or unachievable. (1) By adding
a training component to research projects. (2) By
making project grants for research to agricultural col-
leges. (3) By giving regional extension responsibility
to colleges of agriculture. (4) By strengthening profes-
sional societies of agricultural economics. (5) By meeting
each other's needs. Perhaps the most important step of
all in integrating the three activities is to be contri-
buted by men in each field constantly keeping in mind the
the inter-relationships between them and making oppor-
tunities for cooperation and mutual service.

197. Neff, Kenneth 1, Education and the Development of Human
Technology. U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Office of Education, Bulletin 1962, No. 20.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962, Pp« iii, 34.

198. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
"Agricultural Education at University Level. OECD Documn.
Fed..kcis. Paris, No 70, 1965.

Part I, General introduction and commentary on country
reports, compares the data contained in the revised coun-
try chapters with those in 411e original report No. 30
and shows that there is continuing change and development
in agricultural education« Part II consists of the coun-
try reports on the general situation of higher education.
Part III contains curriculum patterns for agricultural
first degrees in member countries of OECD. Part IV pro-
vides details of facilities for post-graduate studies.
Part V presents cooperation between agricultural faculties
and Part VI shows the contribution of the faculties of
agriculture in member countries of OECD to higher educa-
tion in agriculture in developing countries.



199. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
Seminar Syllabus. Paris: OECD, August 28, 1963.
(Classified 'restricted').

A series of seminar subjects referring to problems to be
dealt with in the formulation of an educational plan, with
discussion outlines, used at the OECD Training Course for
Human Resource Strategists held in Athens in September 1963.

200. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
Su 1 Recruitment and Trainiraof Scienceand Mathematics
Teachers. Paris: OECD, no date.

Using data from OECD countries, this short book discusses
the supply and demand situation for teachers, methods of
training, and the utilization of personnel. In conclusion
recommendations are made for measures to alleviate the
shortage of personnel revealed by the survey.

201. Organization for European Economic Cooperation, Directorate
for Scientific Affairs, Policy_faJchool Science, Countries
with Advanced School Paris: Directorate for
Scientific Affairs, MEC, 1961.

202. Parnes, Herbert S., Plannin Education for Economic and Social
DettlommenI; Paris: Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, October 1963.

The papers which comprise this book together give an intro-
duction and in some cases detailed treatment of almost
all aspects of the subject. Hence this must be regarded
as a basic text for educational planners.

203, Phillips, H. M., Education and Develo ent. Paris: 'UNESCO,

June 25, 1963. (Classified Ilimited1) Draft chapter for
Handbook on economic and social aspects of educational
planning.)

A wide-ranging introductory study of education in economic
and social development, which considers in some details
the problems of integration of educational planning into
development planning.
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204. Rashid, M., Absorption of the Educated. Paper given at the
International Economic Association Conference on the Economics
of Education, Menthon St. Bernard, August 29-September 7, 1963.

The paper discusses the commonly associated phenomena of
unemployed intellectuals and scarcity of skilled labor,
and suggests that educational planners should take account
of the character of the labor market, particularly when
planning for the higher levels of education. Social
factors affecting employment must also be considered.

205. Robinson, Mary E., Education for Social!gangelEEtablighLag,
Institutes of Public and Business Administration Abroad.
A Report by Mary E. Robinson, based on a conference conducted
by the Brookings Institute for the Public Administration Divi-
sion of the International Co- 'operation Administration.
Washington, D. C.: Brookings Institute, 1961.

206. Sauvy, Alfred, Social Factors in. Education Plans. Paris:

UNESCO, January 21, 1963. (Classified 'limited°. (Draft

chapter for the Handbook on economic and social aspesIs.of

.------laeducatior ;rat )

After mentioning the importance of demographic factors in
educational planning, the author considers the effect
of social inequality on education, the relation between
education and employment, and the influence of education
on social stratification.

207, Sen, Amartya K., LamanziLodeLoS Education Requirements
of Economic Develqment: Some Comments. Paris: Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and Development, April 18,
1963. (Classified 'restricted').

The paper considers the Tinbergen approach to educational
planning as analogous to the planning of capital goods'
requirements and evaluates Tinbergen's work accordingly.
In conclusions it is suggested that this approach is
better adapted to elucidating minimum requirements for
educated people rather than optimum requirements.
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208. Texeira, Anisio X., Ostensible and Real Values in Educational

Policy. Santiago: United Nations, 1961.

The paper shows how the concept of education prevalent in

Brazil, and hence the structure of the school syntem,

are out of step with the educational needs of national

development.

209. Thorp, Willard 1..1 "101 Questions for Investigation."

Pp. 345-356 in Mushkin, Selma J. (ed.), Economics of Higher

Education, U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

Office of Education, Bulletin 1962, No. 5. Washington:

Government Printing Office, 1962, pp. xviii, 406.

210. Tinbergen, J., Education Plannin Manual. Paris: UNESCO,

July 15,. 1962. ,Draft chapters for the Handbook on economic

and social as ects of educational planning .

In these chapters the author sets out a methodology for

educational planning, via the medium of manpower require..

ments.

211. Umali D. M., "Technological Education for the Economic De.

velopment of the Country." Philliz.2pmskgxaavTechnolo
Conatatimasoaingp. 1960, 8: pp.117-1200

Paper also includes material on agricultural education.

212. United Nations Conference for the Application of Science

and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas,

Geneva, 1963, Amkalkurgssylltag erativos and Marketin

Re..rt of the Conference Secretar, :General. Working Papers,

Agr.) v. 12, No. 88 C December 14, 1962.

213. United Nations Conference on the Application of Science and

Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas,

Agricultural Extension and the Promotion of Conservation

Prill°iPles: Farm 111..W.SME1.21121244,1201.1.1,g92922/A,
report

of the conference secretary-general. (Working Papers, Agr.)

December 20, 1962: v. 12, nc. 92(00
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214. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, Education in a Technological Society. Paris: 1952.

In 1950, a conference brought together experts from
twelve of the Member States of Unesco for the purpose of
studying the question of the adaptation of,the system of
education to a technological society. These experts
concerned themselves mainly with industrial countries, but
they also took into account the situation in Brazil, India
and Turkey.

This book presents the conclusions reached by the con-
ference with respect to the following questions: the
forecasting of qualified staff requirements; the orienta-
tion and development of technical education; the content
of general education; the content of technical and cul-
tural education; occupational adaptation and flexibility;
the education of girls and women; administrative measures
to ensure the adaptation of education to technological
development.

The 'Conclusion' contains the text of a questionnaire
which relates to the problems studied by the conference
and which the latter proposes to send to the Member
States of Unesco.

215. United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Financing of Education. International Conference on Public
Education, 18th. Paris/Geneva: Unesco/International Bureau
of Education, 1961.

A comparative study of methods used by various countries
in financing educational schemes, showing how the several
categories of public education are financed. Lists of
funds available in each area are included. The main body
of the text is followed by a section devoted to studies
by individual countries.

216. United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Elements of Educational Planning.. Education Studies and
Documents, No. 45. Paris: UNESCO, 1963, pp. 0, 42.
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217. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, and International Bureau of Education, Financing of
Education: A Corn arative Stud Publication No. 163.
Geneva Paris: IBE UNESCO, 1955.

218. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Manual of Educational Statistics. Paris: 1961.

This handbook of suggestions, definitions, principles and
examples for educational statisticians was largely com-
piled from information supplied by Member States in the
form of national publications and contributions to the
14LIorld.Sarducatiog. The section that is most
relevantto the subject of educational planning is that
headed 'Statistics of educational finance', which gives
tables of national expenditure and particular financial
allocations for education, with an explanatory text.

219. United Nations Educational,
nation t. The orsaniEption of
ARID, Educational Studies
UNESCO, 1962, pp. 0, 113.

220. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, Secondary Technical and Vocational Education in
Underdeveloped Countries. Educational Studies and Documents,
No. 33. Paris: UNESCO, 1959.

Scientific and Cultural Organi -
the School Year: A Comparative
and Documents, No. 43. Paris:

221. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, and International Bureau of Education, The One
Teacher School. Publication No. 228. Geneva/Paris:
IBi7ITIENC(571961.

222. United 'Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Training of Science Teachers for Secondary Schools.
Paris,505CO, 1961. (Education Abstracts. Vol. XIII,
no. 4 - 1961).

Given the importance of middle-level technical manpower
in development, and its universal scarcity, the training
of secondary level science teachers becomes a crucial
aspects of the teacher-supply problem which usually faced
educational planners. An introductory essay discusses
these training needs in general, and is followed by a
series of brief accounts of national experiences.
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223. United Nations, Experiments for Community

Development. New York: 1957.

This book is a collection of descriptive accounts of

training programs for community development being carried

out in different parts of Asia, the Middle East and

Africa. Material is presented under four pain headings

in order to facilitate the comparative study of content

and methods of training. These headings are: I. Training

of village level workers. II. Training of women workers.

III. Training of local leaders. IV. Training of super-

visory staff.

224. United Nations, International Bureau of Education - UNESCO,

In-Service Trainingforlanany Teachers, Geneva: 1962.

The study utilizes comparative national experiences to show

the extent and organization of training, methods, inter-

national measures, future plans, and the categories of

staff involved. A second section gives in more detail

the national responses from which these generalizations

were derived.

225. United Nations, International Bureau of Education - UNESCO,

Shortage of p:imlaml2a912za, Geneva: 1963.

This study utilizes comparative national experiences to

demonstrate the shortage, its causes, and steps taken

to overcome it. The latter part gives in greater detail

the national responses from which these comparative

conclusions were derived.

226. U. S. Advisory Commission on International, Educational,

and Cultural Affairs, A Beacon2LH2p2a12Aeoanf
Persons Program, Report from the U. S. Advisory Commission

on International Educational and Cultural Affairs, John W.

Gardner, chairman. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office, 1963.

227. United States Committee on Government Operation, Government

i,_glstePrr;raxrnational Education (A Survey

42nd Report by the Committee on Government Operation

(Quattlebaum Report), 1960.
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228. Weidner, Edward W., The World Role of Universities.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 196mary volume of the studies
by Michigan State University on the overseas activities of
American universities and colleges; includes a comprehensive
bibliography.

229. White, E. 1%, "The Job Ahead." Conferen22211gEigultural
Service in Foredza Artas,j262211-229911nal. Published 1961,
9: pp. 81-85.

The paper discusses training leaders for underveloped
areas.

230. World Confederation of Organizations of the Teaching Pro-
fession, Public Support for Education. Washington: World
Confederation of Organizations of the Teaching Profession,
1958.

V. Africa

A. Economic and Social Development

231. Ashford, Douglas E., Second and Third Generation Elites in
the Maghob, Department of State. 1963.

232. Beckett, W. H., "Rural Development in British West Africa,"
International. Institute of Differin Civilizations. Record
of the 28th meeting held in The Hague on September 7-10,
1953. Bruxelles: 1953, pp. 118.127.

The paper describes the intense planning activity in
these territories -- community development, marketing
boards, and planned development projects as well as
agricultural extension and education.
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233. Deko, Gabriel Akinola, Organisation and Implementation of

Modern Agricultural Development. Rehovoth: Rehovoth Con.

ference on Comprehensive Planning of Agriculture in

Developing Countries, August 1963.

It is necessary to introduce education and training ai

the first vital prerequisite to any successful agrarian

reform contemplated in modern Africa. Much will depend

on how available land is utilized. Next comes the all-

important question of capital. The three basic amenities

in the consideration of any rural development programs
are good and adequate water supply, transport and com-
munication service, and social welfare services.

234. Nircle, M. P., "Response to Economic Incentives in Central

Africa." Western Economists Association Proceed_Lna 36:

28-32, 1961.

235. Rhodesian Economic Society (proceedings), Symposium on
Agriculture Economic Development (in S-central Africa)

held at the University College of Rhodesia and ltrasaland

on July 25, 1964. No. 9, 1964, pp. vi, 152.

The seven following papers dealing with various aspects

of the situation in S.-central Africa were presented: the

role of agriculture in economic development (D. S. Pearson)

in which the description given of the factor supply problem

in the area suggests that for the immediate future the

"preferred" development route will lie in the agricultural

sector but that in the long run it will switch to the

industrial sector; the sociological background to agri-

cultural development (J. O. Mitchell), touching upon
some of the ethical and moral issues involved in any
sort of population redistribution that entails a drastic

realignment of social relationships; economic factors

determining agricultural policy (L. Urbe); the effec-

tiveness of government plans (T. R. C. Curtin), in which

the relevance and usefulness of the cost-benefit system

of analysis is demonstrated; sample survey problems (A. A.

le Roux); planning, with the input-output model (R. W. M.
Johnson), which sets out the kind of calculations required

to make forward projections in the agricultural sector;

a modified input-output matrix for Northern Rhodesia
(E. Osborn), presenting a simplified matrix to be used for
projection work and as a framework for testing the con-

sistency of policy objectives in various fields.



236. Robinson, E. A. G. (ed,), Economiclenlopmnt for grica
South of the Cahara. Proceedings of a conference held by
the International Economic Association. London: Macmillan,
1964.

The conference, held in Addis Ababa in 1961, represented
the third of such regional conferences organized by the
International Economic Association. It was concerned

mainly with the practical economic problems and difficul-
ties confronting African countries trying to plan develop-
ment rather than with the more theoretical aspects of
growth theory. The first part was devoted to studies of
these problems. G. S. Ligthart and B. Abbai contributed
a paper on the aims and possibilities of economic develop-
mint in Africa. E. A. G. Robinson dealt with the problems
of Africa as a whole, and then followed seven papers
studying the problems of development of different groups
of countries within the continent. The more functional
aspects of these problems were then discussed in a further
seventeen papers contributed by experts from many parts
of the world and including a paper by M. Yudelman on some
aspects of African agricultural development. Certain
common features and issues emerged from these background

studies: the heavy dependence of all these countries on
primary production and primary exports; the great ad-
vantage accruing to these countries which had mineral
resources to add to agricultural resources; their sensi-

tivity to fluctuations of primary product prices; their
very email scale, almost without exception, both as
markets for the development of local industries and as
nations attempting to carry the administrative burdens,
national and international, of nationhood; in most cases
also, the paucity of educated manpower to carry the
responsibilities of national and industrial administra-
tion, and of the skills needed for industrialization.

237. Sine, L., and S. Cruck, Ig.datIgkmment rural elli:mparlance
des centres-eiloteq.. (Rural development and importance of
pilot centers). United Nations Conference on the Application
of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less
Developed Areas. (Working Papers, Agr.), v. 5, no. 232,
October 9, 1962.

The paper contains an English summary, 1 p.
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238. United Nations, Food and Agricultural Organization, Afric&
Survey. Resort on the Possibilities of Afritan Rural
Development2Growth. Rome: FAO, 1961.

This report is divided into three parts: The setting,
technical change and the balanced use of resources, and
some problems of rural development. Part I gives the
background to rural development in tropical Africa. The
introduction focuses on the opportunities and problems
which devolve from the emergence into independence of the
many Africa countries and outlines the main features of
the present situation. The other chapters in this
section deal with various aspects of development, in-
cluding the economic framework to rural development.
Part II concentrates on technical possibilities in agri-
culture. Part III draws on the analysis of the former
two chapters for broad or specific suggestions and recom-
mendations. It includes Education for rural progress,
the Institutional framework of agriculture. Positive
approach to technical measures for efficient land use
and recommendations on Widening the scope of development.
The Conclusions chapter summarized the main recommendations
emerging from the survey.

239. United Nations, Food and Agricultural Organization, Africa
Survey. Report o Possibilities of African Rural
Development in Relation to Economic and Social Growth
Rome: FAO, 1962.

This survey of African development with particular emphasis
on rural progress is a contribution to the Freedom from
Hunger Campaign. Assistance to rural progress in Africa,
does not present problems essentially different from those
of other less developed areas. It is the magnitude of
the problem which demands special attention. Africa is
predominantly rural. Over 80 per cent of its population
depends directly on agriculture, pastoral and fishing
activities, and forestry. The report is divided into three
parts. Part one gives the background to rural development
in tropical Africa (physical resources, scope for economic
development, etc.). Part two concentrates on technical
possibilities in agriculture (ecological balance, shifting
cultivation, crop production, etc.), part three draws on
analysis of the former two parts for suggestions (organiza-
tion of planning, education for rural progress, etc.).
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B. Foreign Aid -:Technical Assistance

240. El Shimy, S. A. F., 221122211M. 12212n1241 Trait= with
General. Education in Africa. Paris: UNESCO, 1963.

The author stresses the need for education to relate to

environment, and shows how this fails to happen in most

African education, which takes children from agricultural

backgrounds and trains them for white-collar jobs. He

then describes a Ugandan initiative to overcome this situa-

tion, and makes some proposals for African agricultural

education.

241. Parcher, L. A., ',The Potential for Contribution to African

Economic Development Through Agricultural Aid Programs.
Southwestern Social Science Association A:riculture Economics

LELSectioroce. 1962: pp. 5-18.

242. Williams, G. M., "The Role of American Higher Education in

Developing African Nations. American Association of Land-

Grant Colleges and State Universities ProceecTITIE7757:07--

22-25, 1961.

243. U. S. National Research Council, Recommendationsl2r Streaa:

theninp Science -and Technolo in Selected Areas of Africa

South of the Sahara. Washington: 1959.

Agriculture and Development

244. Freitag, R. S., U. S. Library of Congress, General Reference

and Bibliography Division, Agricultural Development Schemes

in Sub-Saharan Africa: A Bibliolmhz. Washington: 1963.

245. Herskovits, M. J., "Some Problems of Land Tenure in Contempo-

rary Africaln International Conference on Land. Tenure and

Related Problems in World Agriculture 1 1. Land Tenure.

Proceedings. Madison: University Wisconsin Press, 2956,

pp. 231-242.
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246. Inter-African Bureau for Soils and Rural Economy, Monthly
Bibliographical Bulletin. Paris: October 1951.

Bulletins for October 1951-June 1953 issued by the Bureau

under its earlier name: Inter-African Information Bureau
for Soil Conservation and Land Utilization.

It is an important continuing source and guide to informa-
tion about agricultural development in Africa. Each
issue contains abstracts of serial and monographic litera-
ture (including the publications of governments and inter-
national organizations) relating to soil conservation and
rural economy. Topics covered include plans for economic
and social development, native colonization settlements,
land utilization and problems concerning agricultural
mechanization, training and extension in soil conservation,
and large-scale irrigatdion and drainage projects.

247. Inter-African Soils Conference. 2nd, Leopoldville Belgian

Congo, 1954. Comptes rendus. Proceedings. Bruxelles: 1955?

This contains 120 reports and communications, which include
summaries of progress in soil conservation since the first
conference at Goma in 1948, in the following countries:
the Gold Coast, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Upper Volta, the
Somaliland Protectorate, Tanganyika, Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, Basutoland, the Union of South Africa, Angola,
Mozambique, the Belgian Congo and Ruana-Urundi, and Mada-

gascar. These progress reports frequently make reference
to settlement, group farming, and reclamation, and irriga-
tion schemes.

The recommendations of the conference, in the areas of
soil conservation and utilization, include the intensifi
cation of efforts to educate rural populations in conser-
vation methods; destocking and pasture improvement;
control of erosion along water-courses; fish farming; and
the teaching of the use of livestock for cultivation and
supplying manure.

248. United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Visiting Mission to the
Trust Territories in West Africa. Report on Togoland under

French administration. Now York: 1949.

The report includes observations on development plans,
cooperatives, the work of the farm schools and the pilot
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248. (continued)

centers (the chief purpose of which is to persuade native
farmers to improve their methods of cultivation, particu-
larly by the use of manure and draft animals), and other
official efforts to aid agricultural development.

249. U. S., Mutual Security Agency, Special Representative in
Europe, AElsgms/LATE10111a4NI/JAMIsirlilailgiljaa
Con o and Ruanda-Umodi, by James S. Hathcock, agricultural
economist. Paris: 1952.

The paysannat pro&am and agricultural research, operations
and education are. discussed on p. 28-31 and p. 3236.
Recommendations for a technical assistance program include
suggestions for projects affecting agricultural development
and productivity (p. 37-64).

.
A:.

D. Education and Development

250. Brand, W., ',The Financing of Education". Cmfurence on
African State- s on the 12021202RI.g.Education in Africa,
Addis Ababa. May11:2541911 Final, Report. Parso: UNESCO,
no date.

251.

A model of the process of costing a plan for African
educational expansion.

Conf©renc:e on African States or
in Af i a Addis

he Develo ont of u nor
Ababa, May 15-25, 1961. Final Report

252. East African Institute of Social Research, Proceedtpmaft[12
EAISR Conference, 40201110aulgaL16.2_1141mbion research
Ea pan, Kampala: EAISR, 1963.

The studies comprising this set of papers include socio
logical and educational data relevant to effective educa-
tional planning for African countries.
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253. Petit, J., "The Attitude of the Population and the Problem
of Education in the Sahara." United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization, Arid Zone Research.
18:459-470, 1962.

254. Phillips, H. M., "Education as a Basic Factor in Economic
Development ." Pp. 97-106 in United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa, and United Nations Education, Scien-
tific and Cultural Organization, Final Report: Conference
of African States on the Development of Education in Africa,
Addis Ababa, May 15-25, 1961. Paris: UNESCO, 1961,
Pp. vi, 127.

255. Sturrock, F. G., Agricultural Economics in Africa: AlleitIEL

on Training..and on the Potential Demand for Agricultural
Economists. Rome: Food and Agricultural Organization of the
United Nations, 1964.

Chapter I considers the role of agricultural economics
in Africa in relation to (1) research, (2) administration
and (3) extension work. Chapter II deals with general
training in agriculture and the training of professional
agricultural economists. Various criticisms are made of
university and college curricula and teaching methods
and suggestions are given for new syllabuses, an in-service
training for the advisory service and the provision of a
post-graduate course in farm management. Chapter III
examines the potential demand for agricultural economists
in teaching, independent research, organization of surveys
and assistance to the advisory services. The annual
requirements of agricultural economists is estimated at
about 100, of whom 60-70 could be trained at the four
relevant departments in Nigeria (2), Sudan (1) and East
Africa (1) and the remainder abroad. Post-graduate study
overseas is recommended. The eight final recommendations
made include a demand for improving teaching, especially
in micro-economics, higher standards of teaching, improve-
ment of training facilities in French-speaking Africa,
provisions for scholarships, the establishment of an
Agricultural Research Council in each country responsible
for financing projects in agricultural economics, surveys
on agricultural structure and data collections, specialist
and postgraduate courses at African universities, and a
reliable estimate of the number of experts needed if the
subject is to play a proper role in African agricultural
developments.
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256. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, and United Nations Economic Commission for Africa.
Final Resort: Conference on African States on the Development
of Education in Africa, Addis Ababa, May 15-25, 1961.
Paris: UNESCO, 1961, PP. vi, 127.

257. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion/Economic Commission for Africa, Conference of African
States on the Develosment of Education in Africa Addis Ababa,
May 15-25, 1961. Final Report. Paris: 1961.

The purpose of the Addis Ababa Conference was to provide
a forum for. African States to decide on their priority
educational needs and, in the light of economic and social
development in Africa, to establish a tentative short-term
and long-term plan for educational development in the
continent.

The final report contains the results of the work done in
commissions and at plenary meetings. The following pro-

essential to economic and social development in Africa
with a review of the cultural and socio-cultural factors
involved; education as a basic factor in economic and
social development; patterns of international cooperation;
financing; the process of educational planning; prerequi-
sites in general education for specialized, technical and
vocational training; adult education.

The report then outlines a plan for African educational
development, the final section of which contains the
recommendations approved by the conference. This plan,
covering short -term. (1961-1966) and long-term needs
(1961-1980) gives some idea of overall needs, priorities
and costs in respect of the African continent as a whole.

Several of the background papers submitted to the conference
by various experts appear as annexes.
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258. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, Economic Commission for Africa, Conference of African
States on the Develocuent of Education in Africa, Addis
Ababa, May 15-25, 1961 - Final Report. Paris: UNESCO, no
date. ED/181.

After general comments on various aspects of African edu-
cation, the Report outlines a plan for African educational
development. Annex IV includes papers on educational
planning and the relation of education to development,
among other subjects.

259, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Conference of African Ministers of. Education, March 25-
30, 1962. Final Reoort. Paris: 1962.

The report contains the proceedings and resolutions of the
conference together with two working documents, one
entitled "National plans for education development in the
general context of economic and social development"
(112 p.), and the other called "Current educational
budgeting in relation to the goals of Addis Ababa"
(111 p. plus tables).

The chief purpose of the conference was to examine and
evaluate the progress made and the problems encountered
since an overall plan for the development of education
in Africa was adopted at Addis Ababa, in May 1961.

Having completed a thorough review of national education
plans and budgets in African countries, the conference
recommended that Member States and Associate Members of
Unesco in Africa should:

(1) Establish or further improve educational planning
machinery;

(2) Integrate the educational plans into the national
development plan for each country;

(3) Continue to concentrate on the improvement and ex-
pansion of teacher training at the first and second levels
as 'being the starting point for educational development
in Africa);

(4) Continue to give priority to second level education;
(5) Step up rural education and relate the rural

school more to agriculture and rural crafts in order to
make rural life 'as full and attractive as the life of an
urban communitrt;
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259. (continued)

(6) Give special attention to adult education programs;
(7) Undertake and expand research in the techniques

of language teaching - in the mother tongue and other
languages - and also arrange for the teaching of a second
language;

(8) Organize in each country a study on systems of
administration and supervision in order to gain the best
returns on educational investment.

The conference also formally requested continued and further
outside assistance from the United Nations and its Spe-
cialized Agencies. This would, for instance, take the
form of aid in educational planning as part of national
development programs through the provision of experts'
services and Unesco -Opex personnel; and the establishment
of an educational planning division within the Institute
of Economic Development Planning being established by the
ECA (Economic Commission for Africa) in Dakar.

In addition, the conference called for an expansion and
increase of Unesco's aid in the form of professors,
teachers, fellowships, equipment, libraries and also the
establishment in Unesco of a clearing house for the re-
cruitment of teachers willing to serve in Africa. In-
creased assistance was also requested for the provision of
the services of, experts to give training in the use of
audio-visual equipment and in the adaptation to African
education conditions of new mechanical methods of teaching
and learning.

The conference recommended a number of financial measures
to Member States and Associate Members in Africa. One
of these concerned appropriate measures to be taken by
ministries of financial planning and economic development
to increase each country's investment in education from
the current 3% of the gross national product towards the
goal of 4% by 1965, as set forth in the Addis Ababa
Plan. The conference noted 'that achievement of this aim
by the African countries is an expression of the principle
of self help on which all international cooperation is
securely founded'.
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259-261

Another recommendation was that urgent measures be taken
to reduce the cost of second level education and make the
most economic use of existing educational equipment. It

was further recommended that national planning authorities,
after estimating capital and recurrent expenditure for
educational development over the next five to ten years,
could use these as the basis for a request for credit from
the International Development Association of the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

In the field of higher education, the conference urged
African States to continue to cooperate with one another
in establishing and operating educational institutions -
particularly at the post-secondary levels in higher teacher- -
training colleges, universities, polytechnics, institutes
of technology, faculties of agriculture and medicine - in
relation to the resources and needs of individual countries.

E. Algeria

260. Hammiche, B. Educational Planning. Paris: UNESCO, October 7,
1963.

A brief description of the machinery set up, and the intial
steps taken, for educational planning in the Algerian
Democratic Republic.

Bechuanaland

261. Bechuanaland (Protectorate), Department of Agriculture
Annual ReRt. MAfeking.

Recent issues record the year's achievements in extension
work, the Mogobane irrigation scheme, the Maseza livestock
improvement center, soil and water conservation, and
Colonial Development and Welfare schemes.
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G. Basutoland

262-265

262. Basutoland, Department of Agriculture. Annual Report.
Maseru.

Recent issues include information on agricultural education,
progressive farmers, cooperative societies, soil conserva-
tion and land use planning, and two Colonial Development
and Welfare schemes which closed down in 1960, the mechanized
group farms and the pilot project.

262. Great Britain, Office of Commonwealth Relations, Annual Report
on Basutoland, London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
1946 + .

Part I of each report gives information about development
plans or about schemes financed from the Colonial Develop-
ment and Welfare fund. Among these are projects for agri-
cultural training, mechanized group farming, soil conser-
vation, and water development. Chapter 6, 'Production,"
in Part II, tells of the year's work in agricultural,
livestock, and cooperative development.

H. Cameroon

264. Cameroons, Southern, House of Assembly, Policy for Agricul-
ture. Buea: 1955.

A statement of official policy with regard to agricultural
development. Activities of the Department of Agriculture
will include education and extension, operation of experi-
mental and demonstration farms, soil conservation, propa-
gation of improved agricultural practices including mixed
farming, and the development and sale or rent of agricul-
tural machinery.

265. Great Britain, Colonial Office. The Cameroons under United
Kin om administration, report by Her Majesty's Government
in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
to the General Assembly of the United Nations. London:
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1920-21+.

In recent issues, Part VI, "Economic Advancement," contains
information on the work of development corporations,
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265. (continued)

marketing boards, and cooperatives in Southern and Northern
Cameroons, and reviews the year's work and present situation
of agricultural and livestock development. Settlement
schemes, the teaching of soil conservation and mixed
farming, and the development of fish cultivation are among
the activities reported.

I. Congo

266. Billes, D, J., "The Planning of Land Use and Soil and Water
Conservation in the Northern Territories," Inter-African Soils
Confer. ena Proceedino. 2nd, Leopoldville, Belgian Congo,
1954. Bruxelles: (1955 ?), v. 2, pp. 1143-1155.

Five land planning areas have been established, and a sixth
will soon be added. Grazing control, irrigation schemes,
fish farming, fertilizer demonstrations, and agricultural
extension are among the activities undertaken. An annexure
reproduced the Land Planning and Soil Conservation Ordi-
nance, 1953.

267. Boutillier, J., "Relations of the Toucouleur Land System and
Traditional Social and Economic Organization: Their Present
Development," International African Seminar, 2, Leopoldville,
1960, ...,:rianAsEAfari_z_anSstems. 1963, pp. 116-136.

The paper contains an English summary.

268. Crine, F., "Political and Social Aspects of the Land Tenure
System of the Northern Luunda,11 International African Seminar,
2, Leopoldville, 1960, African Agrarian.sygma. 1963:
pp. 157-172.

An English summary is contained in the article.
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J. Egypt

269-273

269. Ministry of Education, Education in the Egyptian Region and
the Five-Year Plan. Cairo: 1960,

Text of an address delivered by Ahmed Naguib Hashim, Minis-
ter of Education, at the General Congress of the National
Union, Cairo, June 1960. The first part treats of different
aspects of Egyptian educational development between 1952
and 1960. The second is an outline of the five-year plan
1960-1965 elaborated on the basis of the needs of each
educational field. A short table gives essential facts and
figures relating to the ministerial budget and the number
of students in each type of school.

270. Warriner, D., Land Reform and Economic Develument. Calm:
1955. (National Bank of Egypt. Fiftieth Anniversary Com-
memoration Lectures),

K. Ethiopia

271. Ethiopia, Ministry of Education, gkoillmjchools Curricu-
lum. Addis Ababa: 1958.

An experimental book designed for the use of primary and
community schools. For the first four-year period both
schools follow much the same curriculum. Later on children
in primary schools continue for another two years to finish
their elementary education. The curriculum is divided into
academic and non-academic subjects.

A new and revised curt ioulum is now ready for publication.

272. Ethiopia, Imperial Ethiopian College of Agricultural and
Mechanical Arts, 2119.AigicaQ,10LsulllomAao report of Okla
homa State University, U. S. AID contract, 10. Addis Ababa:
1963.

273. Ethiopia, Ministry of Education and Fine Arts, Technical and
Agricultural Committees, Technical and Agripaltmg Education
in Ethiopia. Addis Ababa: 1952.

These two committees were appointed to study the problem of
vocational education in Ethiopia, and to prepare plans for
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273-275

such education. This document contains the committees'
findings, together with their suggestions for curricula and

recommendations for the improvement of teacher training at

all levels and for the establishment of new schools. Parti-

cular emphasis is placed on the teaching of handicrafts and

the training of teachers for this work.

One appendix examines courses offered at the Technical

School in Addis Ababa, and makes suggestions for enlarging

the curriculum. Another appendix deals similarly with

the work of the University Faculty of Engineering.

274. Ethiopia, Ministry of Education and Fine Arts, A Ten-Year

Plan for the Controlled Ex ansion of Ethio ian Education.

Addis Ababa: 1955.

This includes the Long-Term Planning Committee's
recommendations for the establishment and development

of community schools, giving details concerning the pro-

posed aims, organization, administration and finance of

the program.

275. Ethiopia, Ministry of Education and the Fine Arts, proposed

Plan for the Development of Education in Ethiopia. Addis

Ababa: 1961.

A committee of investigation was appointed in 1961 to

examine the situation of education in Ethiopia in the

light of the conclusions and recommendations of the

regional conference held at Addis Ababa and to make pro-
posals for a 5-year plan and also a 20-year plan for

Ethiopia within the framework of the plans for the conti-

nent of Africa that were adopted at that conference.

The committee approached its task from the angle of the

existing educational organization, and concentrated its

attention upon the quantitative aspects of development .

the number of pupils to be provided for, the number of
teachers to be recruited and of classes to be formed, and

the funds required. This volume contains the text of the
plan and the minutes of the meetings at which the committee

drafted it after studying the various problems to be solved.
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276. United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization. Agricul-
ture in Ethiopia. Compiled by H. P. Huffnagel, consultant
to FAO. Rome: 1961.

The book gives much background information on the country,
its physical characteristics, and economic conditionsr,
Includes some material on cotton and coffee development
programs, livestock development, agricultural education
and extension, Food and Agriculture Organization and
Point Four aid, and credit facilities for agricultural
loans.

277. U. S. Operations Mission to Ethiopia, The Point 4 Program in
Ethiopia: A Cooperative Program of the Ethiopian and United
States Governients. Addis Ababa: 1954.

The paper contains statement on nine projects relating to
agriculture and water resources. These include programs
to assist with agricultural education and extension, pest
control and animal disease control, a survey of water
resources (for irrigation as well as power), and the develop-
ment of a well-drilling program.

278. U. S. Operations Mission to Ethiopia, ThelaLculteof
Ettaptia. Addis Ababa: 1954.

The volumes of this series, which are the annual reports
of the cooperative agricultural program of the U. S.
Operations Mission to Ethiopia, include comprehensive
summaries of the teaching and research activities of the
Imperial College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts with
its nation-wide agricultural extension service, and the
work of the Jima Agricultural Technical School, as well
as the accomplishments of the Agricultural Improvement
Center, the coffee development project, the livestock
development program, the veterinary assistants training
program, the farm machinery project, and the regional
insect control program.

L. Gambia

279. Aalfs, H. G., Report to the Government of the United Kingdom
on Livestock ProdUction in Gambia. Rome: Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations, 1959.
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279-282

The report includes recommendations for improving live-
stock, fostering of ploughing, developing farmers'
cooperatives societies and an agricultural extension ser-
vice,

280. Gambia, Department of Development and Agriculture, Report.
Bathurst: 1949,41951.

Report year ends May 31. The report is issued. in the
series of Sessional papers of the Legislative Council.
It supersedes the Report of the Department of Agriculture.
Reports covering the period 1949-1952, the latest avail-
able here, contain information on several development
projects, such as a group farming scheme at Genieri,
tractor hire schemes, extension of rice-growing, and
work at the Yundum experimental farm (successor to the
poultry scheme). There are also reviews of progress in
extension, demonstration, and education, and in the
departmentis efforts to extend the practice of mixed
farming.

28l. Gambia, The House of Representatives, Gambia Development
Program, 1962 -- 1964. Bathurst: Government Printer.

M. Ghana

282. Foster, Philip J., The Vocational School 1.'llaaj..1221gJa2-
m nt Planning. Chicago: Committee on Economic Growth,
Social Science Research Council, 1963. (Classified 'restric-
ted"). (Paper given at the Conference on Education and
Economic Development, Comparative Education Center, University
of Chicago, April 4.6, 1963).

Drawing on the experience of Ghana, the author shows with
detailed examples the importance of closely related eco-
nomic and educational development policies if educational
expansion is to contribute fully to economic development,
specifically via the relation between expanded vocational
education and development. He suggests some specific
roles for educational institutions in facilitating agri-
cultural development, the major need in many developing
countries.
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283. Ghana, Commission on University Education, &Ask. Accra:
Government Printing Department, 1961.

This report contains the findings and recommendations of
the commission set up at the end of 1960 to advise the
government on the development of university education in
Ghana. The commission first studies the legal and adminis
trative organization most appropriate to the university
institutions aad the means of coordinating their action.
It also makes recommendations concerning the following
questions: teaching staff, student enrolment and selec-
tion methods, development of certain courses, etc. In
conclusion it advocates the immediate formation of a
national board for higher education and research, which
would be responsible for coordinating and planning the
development of university education and research. It also
recommends the setting up of several ad hoc committees
to study in greater detail the main recommendations made
in the report and to implement them. The annex contains
studies on particular questions: the development of
African studies; the access of women to higher education;
the setting up of a university college in addition to the
two existing university centres.

284. Ghana, Department of Agriculture, BeRort. Accra: Government
Printer, annual.

Report year ends March 31. The report includes information
on development policy and plans, and the year's work in
research, extension, education, and surveys. Beginning
with the report for 1950-1951, there are sections on
mixed farming, mechanized farming, land planning or land
utilization and conservation, and on such special develop-

.

ments as those at Damongo and Kpong.
Reports examined covered the period 1945-1946 -- 1956...1957.

285. Ghana, Division of General Agriculture, Miscellaneous Inform-J..-
tion. Accra: annual.

The National. Agricultural Library has copies of the
1959-1960, 1960-1961, and 1961-1962 issues. The 1959 -1960
issue was published by the Division under an earlier name,
Division of Agriculture. The publication includes reviews
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285-289

of the year's work in agricultural education and exten-
sion, and planning and soil conservation, and developments
under the second five -year plan (1959-1964). The 1960-
1961 issue contains a chapter on publications about Ghana
agriculture since 1890. This issue also has a report on
the joint project in cooperative farming; the 1961-1962
issue gives additional information on this project, and
also on the Volta river project, the southeastern coastal
savannah development projects, and the Banda cattle scheme.

286. Ghana, Ministry of Information, Statement by the Commission
on University Education. December 1260 - Janualy 1961.
Accra: 1961.

287. Ghana, Ministry of Information, Survey of High Level Manpower
in Ghana 1960. Accra: 1961.

288. Ghana, Second Develo ent Plan 1956-1964. Accra: Govern-
ment Printer, (1959? .

Chapter two, on agriculture and natural resources, begins
by listing the six main agricultural targets of the plan:
to raise cocoa yields, to establish large acreages in
rubber and bananas in the wet southwest, to establish the
foundations of a cattle industry, to raise the yield of
cereals in the northern region, to bring the Volta flood
plain under irrigation, and to study and promote the use
of fertilizers. Each of these targets, and the plans for
realizing them, is then discussed in more detail. Miscel-
laneous agricultural schemes, research, education and
extension, the Agricultural Development Corporation, and
cooperation are also treated. A detailed list of projects,
and schemes, with planned expenditures, appears on pp.65-72.

289. Ghana, Second development Accra: Govern-
ment Printer, 1959.

One chapter of Ghana's second development plan is devoted
to education - primary, secondary and technical schools,
teacher-training establishments and higher education in-
stitutions. The training of specialized personnel of cer-
tain categories (agriculture, health, etc.) is dealt with
in the appropriate chapters. A detailed list of projects
to be undertaken is given as an annex.
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290. Ghana, Gold Coast (Colony), Development Progress Report,
1955. Accra: Government Printer, 1956.

There are sections on agriculture, animal health, forestry,
soil and land-use survey, tsetse control, and cooperation.
The section on agriculture gives information about agri-
cultural research and extension, the Kpong pilot irriga-
tion scheme, mixed farming and soil conservation in the
Northern Territories, and the Gonja Development Company.

291. Pogucki, R. J. H., Tenure
of the Non-Akan Areas of the Gold Coast. Part I. Accra:
Lands Department, 1952. Part II. Accra: Lands Department,
1954.

N. Kenya,

292. Enlow, C. R., Some Observations on Agriculture in Kendra,
1958. Nairobi: Department of Agriculture and international
Cooperation Administration (U.S.),1961.

A chapter of African agricultural development in Kenya
is followed by an extensive account of the grassland
situation in Kenya in 1958'including the following sub-
jects: surveys and land use, the livestock situation,
game versus livestock, range improvement, marketing live-
stock and livestock products, grassland research and the
future of grassland in Kenya. The conclusion is that
the Kenya grasslands rank among the world's best natural
grasslands, even though a considerable percentage is
much abused by overgrazing. The development of the
Kenyan grasslands and their livestock industry may ensure
the feeding of this protein hungry section of the world.

293. Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Legislature Council, Land
Utilization and Settlement: A Statement of Government
Policy. Nairobi: Government Printer, 1945. (Sessional
paper no. 8 of 1945).

"The problems of the land affect all races, but it is for
the Africans and in the native land units that they are
most acute and urgent ... Unless means can be found
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293-295

to check soil erosion, to secure the proper use of water
and timber resources and to induce the African farmer to
adopt more efficient methods of agriculture, there can
be no sure basis for raising the standard of living of
the African population ... The keynote of the whole pro-
gram is the fuller and more efficient use of the land."
Proposals for African settlement and resettlement include
the establishment of an African Settlement Board, the
investigation of possible settlement sites, soil conserva-
tion and water supply projects, and provision of training
and extension facilities to teach better farming methods.
The statement also contains proposals for Indian, Arab, and
European settlement.

294. Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Department of Agriculture,
Annual report. Nairobi.

In 1949, the department began to publish its annual
report in two volumes, the first dealing with agriculture
during the year and the policy and work of the department,
and the second recording the results of experimental work.

Since 1951, volume one of the report includes sections
on progress in improved farming in the African areas;
reconditioning, resettlement, and development schemes;
cooperation, soil and water conservation, and agricultural
education.

295. Kenya Colony and Protectorate,
Develment Prsegm 1957-1262.
1957. (Sessional paper no. 77

Legislative Council, Iha
Nairobi: Government Printer,
of 1956-1957.)

"The primary emphasis in the new development program
continues to be placed on the development of more immedi-
ately profitable of these assets, and particularly agri-
culture. The creation of a health and soundly based agri-
cultural system is considered vital not only for economic
prosperity but also for social and political stability."
The program of the Minister of Agriculture, Animal Hus-
bandry and Water Resources appears on pp. 46-57. "As a

result of the Emergency an opportunity has occurred to
take advantage of a wave of African feeling in favour of
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land consolidation and farm planning...The present oppor-
tunity is one which, if lost, may never occur again."
Table 13 gives acreage and sterling value figures to indi-
cate increases under the cash crop program for African
agriculture.

296. Melville, A. F., "The Training of Extension Workers: Kenya."

Greatr,ptofTechnoCotion.MiscelBritainDeaxtmer-
laneous, 2:56-59, 1962.

297. Melville, A. R., The Extension Service of the De artment of
Agriculture in Kenya. United Nations Conference for the
Application of the Science and Technology for the Benefit of
the Less Developed Areas. (Working Papers, Agriculture)
v. 3, No, 136, September 29, 1962.

298. Melville, A. R "The Training of Extension Workers: Kenya"

in Department of Technical Cooperation Miscellaneous 2.
London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1962, pp. 56-59.

Extension methods are being improved at all levels in
Kenya. This paper describes the training used in order
to prepare extension workers for the technical and human
problems they will encounter.

O. Liberia

299. Liberia, Department of Public Instruction, Ten-year Education
Plan 1962-1271. Monrovia: January 1962.

300. Philipps, James T., Jr., lialDeveloen.
August 1963. Rehovoth Conference on Comprehensive Planning
of.Agriculture in Developing Countries.

301. U. S. Foreign Operations Administration. Liberian Swamp

Rice Production a Success. Washington: 1955.

The story of a swamp rice project in the Gbedin swamp,
located in the Central province of Liberia. An American
specialist was sent to conduct the project as a demonstra-
tion, and to organize an extension program in one of the
nearby districts. Extension of swamp rice production to
other districts is recommended on the basis of the project's
good results.
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P. Malawi (Nyasaland)

302. Great Britain, Parliament, Advisory Commission on the Review
of the Constitution of the Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, Euars_appmax VI. Survey of developments
since 1953. London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1960.
513 p.

Constitutes Ha factual survey of developments in the
Federation (of Rhodesia and Nyasaland) since it was estab-
lished in 1953, in so far as these have taken place within
the field of Governmental responsibility. It does not
purport to pass judgment on those developments "

Chapter 20 concerns production, and the first part of the
chapter (pp. 368-427) deals with agriculture. Information
is given on the country and its products; agriculture
under the constitution; and official policy and functions
of the federal government and each of the three terri-
tories. Crop development, research, education, marketing,

. irrigation and water development, and cooperatives are
discussed. There is also information on the implementation
of the Native Land Husbandry Act in Southern Rhodesia,
the development of African peasant farmers in Northern
Rhodesia, and land use planning in Nyasaland.

303. Great Britain, Colonial Office, Annual re ort on Nyasaland.
London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 194 +.

Chapter 6, 'Production," in Part II, generally includes
information about the development of various crops, soil
conservation, irrigation and reclamation, extension and
education, master farmer schemes, village land improve-
ment schemes, livestock improvement, fish farming, and
cooperative societies.

304. Nyasaland, An Outline of Agrarian Problems and Poliazia
Nyasaland. Zomba: Government Printer, 1955.

Only about one-third of Nyasaland can be considered
suitable for agriculture, and the rapid increase of the
population presents a serious problem for which resettle-
ment offers no solution. Investigations into the possi-
bility of irrigating and reclaiming presently uncultivated
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305-307

land are continuing, but the major objectives of planning
must be "to create a class of professional farmers with
sufficient land to derive a reasonable standard of living
and to remove the subsistence cultivator from the land
into other employment." Intensification of agriculture
is to be achieved by imparting an agricultural bias to
general education, by extension work, by "the seeking
out and stimulation of promising and energetic individual
farmers as examples to their fellows by the Master
Farmers Scheme; and the encouragement of the more en-
lightened village communities to regroup fragmented land
holdings to permit better use and more efficient manage-
ment."

305. Nyasaland, Committee of Inquiry into African Education,
Report. Zomba Nyasaland, Government Printer, 1962.

306. Nyasaland, Department of Agriculture, Annual Report.
Zomba: Government Printer.

Postwar issues of Part I include data on extension and
education, assistance and loan schemes, master farmer
schemes, village land improvement and resettlement pro-
jects, conservation, group farming, tractor hire schemes,
the Chilwa rice project, and the Shire Valley project.

307. Nyasaland, Land Commission, Report,p v. 1. Zomba: Government
Printer, 1946.

This report, prepared by Sir Sidney Abrahams, is concerned
with a number of land problemq, primarily that of natives
residing on private estates, and also deals with land
legislation and land tenure. Recommendations include the
acquisition of undeveloped, privately owned land, and
the controlled settlement of Africans thereon; non-inter-
ference with customary land tenure but encouragement of
individualism by granting rights of occupancy; the rejec-
tion of any organized program of European settlement; and
systematic reduction of the cattle population in areas
where overgrazing is causing serious devastation.
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308. Nyasaland, Veterinary Department, Report. Zomba: Govern-
ment Printer, annual.

Recent issues include sections on grazing control and
water supplies, livestock improvement, and education.

Q. Morocco

309. Holm, H. 14., The Agriculture of Morocco: ozakunsixg,oress,
Prospects. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research
Service, ERS-Foreign-11, November 1961.

R. Mozambique

310. Costa, C, S. DA., The Establishmentosictatural Education
in the Province of Mbazambioue: Its Advantages. Portugal.
Agencia Gera]. do Ultramar. B. Geral do Ultramar 41(479):
53-111. May 1965.

S. Nigeria

311. Baldwin, K. D. S., "Land Tenure Problems in Relation to
Agricultural Development in the Northern Region of Nigeria,"
International African Seminar, 2, Leopoldville, 1960.
Af.....r.icanAx'ianSvsterss, 1963: pp. 65-82.

312. Gibbs, J. P. P., "Some Problems of Resettlement of the
Displaced Population." Science Association of Nigeria Pro-
ceedings. 5:42-53. map. Published October 1963.

313. Nigeria, Commission on Post-School Certificate and Higher
Education in Nigeria, Report. Inirestment in Education.
Lagos: Federal Ministry of Education.

This report gives the conclusions and recommendations of
the commission set up in 1959 by the Federal Minister of
Education, to conduct an investigation into Nigeria's
needs in the field of post-secondary education. The volume
is divided into two parts - a general report covering all
the questions studied by the commission and reproducing,
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313. (continued)

its recommendations, and a series of special reports
dealing in detail with the principal points of the general
report.

The commission was guided essentially by the country's
needs in the matter of qualified manpower and super -
visory personnel and took for its study three main bases:
its view, necessarily somewhat vague, of the probable
situation in Nigeria in 1980; a forecast of the country's
requirements in highly qualified manpower in 1970; and
an assessment of the present capacity of the school and

university system.

Before considering the development of post-secondary edu-
cation, the commission makes various recommendations con-
cerning primary and secondary education, since these
provide the basis for post-secondary education. It also

indicates the way in which it would be desirable for
pupils to be distributed amongst the different branches
of post-secondary education. The report then devotes
special consideration to the problem of the teaching
staff, their initial training and further training, and
makes a number of recommendations concerning technical,
agricultural, commercial and university education.

The cost of the draft plan is not given in precise
figures but, at the beginning of its report, the com-
mission gives a warning that its proposals are 'far
reaching and costly' and go beyond the present capacity
of the federal and regional governments. It considers
that the necessary means must be found and that large-
scale international aid will be required, particularly
for providing the necessary teaching staff.

The seven more detailed studies which follow the general
report include one by an economist, Professor F. Harbison,
on high level manpower requirements for Nigeria's
future -- the study which served as a basis for the
commission's work.

314. Nigeria, Eastern Nigeria, Ministry of Economic Planning,
Eastern Nigeria Development Plan 1962-68: First Pro rma
meas. Mugu: 1964.
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315. Nigeria, Eastern Region of Nigeria, House of Assembly,
Policy for Natural Resources (agriculture forestry and veteri-
nary). Enugu: Government Printer, 1953. (Sessional paper
no. 3 of 1953).

The aims of the Department of Agriculture are to improve
soil fertility, develop underpopulated areas, put swamps
and flooded land into use (particularly for rice-growing),
improve nutrition, develop a more productive system of
agriculture, improve livestock and plant breeds, develop
cash crops, and test and introduce mchinery. In pursuit
of these objectives, the Department intends to carry out
land use planning, encourage group and cooperative
farming, teach improved cultivation methods to conserve
the soil, and explore the possibilities of introducing
irrigation schemes. Agricultural extension and education
work will be expanded.

316. Nigeria, Eastern Region of Nigeria, Develo lent Pro am
122k6a. Enugu: Government Printer, 1959. Eastern Region
official document no. 2 of 1959).

Details of the Ministry of Agriculture's program, including
agriculture, fisheries, forestry, and veterinary, are
given on pp. 11-14. Development of education, extension,
research, agricultural mechanization, fish farming, soil
conservation, and rice cultivation in the Niger delta
are planned. A paragraph on p. 26 describes plans of the
Eastern Region Development Corporation.

317. Nigeria, Eastern Region of Nigeria, Agriculture Division,
Annual Report. Enugu.

Report year ends March 31. Report includes material on
Colonial Development and Welfare schemes, agricultural
education, extension, and demonstration, conservation,
and mechanical cultivation.

318. Nigeria, Education Develmment in Nieria1262:12m.
A report on the plaaning and cost of educational development
on the basis of the Ashby Commission's report on post-school
certificate and higher education in Nigeria. Lagos:
March 1961.
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319. Nigeria, Education Develo en-L126km. (Sessional
Paper No. .3 of 1961 Lagos: 1961.

320. Nigeria, Federal Ministry of Education, Investment in Educa-
tion. The report of the Commission on Post-School Certificate
and Higher Education in Nigeria. Lagos: Federal Government
Printer, 1960.

A pioneering effort in relating educational expansion to
economic development needs. Part 1 is the general report;

.Part 2 contains a series of special reports on important
particular aspects of educational expansion. Particularly
important is Harbison's manpower survey. The perspective
is long-term up to 1980.

321. Nigeria, Northern Region of Nigeria, Department of Agriculture,
Report. Kaduna: Annual.

Report year ends March 31. Report includes information on
the year's work in mixed farming, agricultural training
centers, soil conservation, irrigation, mechanization,
reclamation, land settlement, planned farms, pasture
improvement, fertilizer schemes, and the Mokwa agricultural
project.

322. Nigeria, Northern Region of Nigeria, Director of Information
Services, Social and Economic Progress in the Northern Ream
of Nigeria_. Kaduna: 1955.

Contains short chapters on agricultural production develop-.
merit, fisheries, forestry development, the Northern
Regional Production Development and Development (Loans)
Boards and cooperatives.

"To convert a Northern Nigeria from traditional agriculture
to a more scientific one, two approaches are indispensable:
(1) an adequate research service capable of keeping ahead
of general progress and investigating all aspects of crop
production so as to enable the extension' service to give
adequate service, and advice; (2) an extension service in
close touch with farmers, imbued with a sense of duty to
them and able to maintain their respect. So far it can be
seen that these objects are very far from attainment. It
is hoped that the plans made for development over the
next five years will go some distance towards them."
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323. Nigeria, Western Region Development Plan (1960-1965).
Ibadan: Government Printer, 1959.

Deals with development policy and the objectives and
execution of the plan, and also examines the development
of human resources through education, employment, coopera-
tion and community development. Describes some of the
principal factors involved in national production, the
progress made and future plans for the promotion of indus-
try and trade. Services contributing to economic growth
are analysed and a final section rovers expenditure and
resources for the area.

324. Nigeria (Western Region), Ministry of Education, Adult
Education Branch, Adult Education Organizers' Course.
Ibadan: 1958.

This bocklet describes the ninth annual conference and
refresher course for adult education officials of the
Western Region of Nigeria which was held in 1957.
The adult education policy is briefly summarized and
outlines are given of lectures on such topics as:
planning and organizing literacy campaigns, out-of-class
activities, the teaching of arithmetic and English,
literature distribution, etc.

325. Nigeria, Western Region of Nigeria, Veterinary Department,
1951-52 Annual report. Ibadan: Government Printer.

Includes a section on livestock improvement and on the
yearts work of the Oyo Stock Farm, the Oyo Poultry Farm,
and the Upper Ogun Ranch.

326. Nigeria, Western Region of Nigeria, Legislature, Future Poliy
A.Emrtr...5211tuss..._jofthentanural Resources.

Ibadan: Government Printer, 1959 ( Sessional paper, no. 9 of
1959).

A general review of projected government policy to stimu-
late agricultural development. Export crops, domestic
food crops, development of cooperative and communal farms,
livestock development, and education are among the aspects
considered. A good part of the paper is given over to a
detailed exposition of the proposed cooperative farm
settlements (p.
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327. Nigeria, Western Region of Nigeria, Department of Agricul-
ture, Report. Ibadan: annual.

Report year ends March 31.
These reports include information on group farming schemes:
mechanization, training of farmers, livestock improvement,
and the projects of the Western Region Production Develop
ment board.

328. Nigeria, White Paper on Education Develo ent in Northern.

ustria,120. Rodmea: 1961.

329. Okigbo, P. N. C., CritatigfmatliagagaiAIREEIROr
tion. Paper given at the International Economic Association
Conference on the Economics of Education, Menthon St. Bernard,
August 29-September 7, 1963.

The paper is critical of many criteria currently used for
deciding public expenditure on education, and makes pro-
posals for a new methodology. It uses Nigeria as an
example.

330. Oluwasanmi, H. A., HThe Role of Agriculture in Economic
Development: Country Experiences." (1) Nigeria. Eleventh
International Conference of Agricultural Economists Promse
in Cuernavaca, 1961. London: Oxford University Press,
1963, pp. 213-220, 273.

The author showed agriculture's role in the transformation
of an African economy from a predominance for agriculture
to one for industry. The shift from subsistence produc-
tion, which began in the'early decades of this century,
was characterized by two major developments: raw material
production for export and the building of modern trans-
portation and communication systems. Regional develop-
ment corporations, which derive the bulk of their funds
from produce marketing boards, join with overseas partners
in building up basic industries.

331. United Kingdom, Commonwealth Economic Committee, Economic
)22veloennangLgnir_gastiail. London: Common-
wealth Economic Committee, 1963.

Summarizes the basic features of Nigerian economy as
developed during recent years and sources and uses of
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development funds. Agricultural exports constitute about
85% of total exports. Great changes in Nigerian agri-
culture cannot be effected at once, because the number
of farmers is large, their holdings small, and the land
law systems not easy to modify. In western and eastern
Nigeria, the regional governments have embarked on schemes
for cooperative settlement. Diversification of the
economy, both by expanding exports such as rubber and
cotton and by developing petroleum resources and manufac-
turing industries, will strengthen the structure and
development of Nigeria's economy._

332. United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Draft Report of the Unesco Advisory Commission for the
Establishment of the University of Lagos. Paris: 1961.

This report gives the conclusions and recommendations of
a commission set up by Unesco at the request of the
Nigerian Government. Its task was to advise that govern-
ment on the organization and development of the University
of Lagos, the establishment of which had been recommended
by the commission, on post-school education.

After an introduction describing the general background
to the creation of the university, the report makes pro-
posals for its legal status, administrative structure,
and teaching organization. For each of the faculties and
institutes (law, commerce and business administration,
medicine, arts, science, education, engineering, African
studies), it considers various points: system of studies
and diplomas, student enrolment and teaching staff. It,

deals also with certain general questions: Standard to
be required of candidates fo" admission to the university,
evening courses, correspondence courses and assistance
for students, location of the university. It stresses
the need for the rapid appointment of the National Uni-
versities Commission, the setting up of which was recom-
mended by the commission on post-school education and
provided for in a draft law to which the report suggests
certain amendments.
Lastly, it indicates possible sources of external aid.
As annexes, there are several statistical tables relating
to the development of the university faculties up to
1969, and also draft regulations.
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T. Sierra Leone

333-336

333. Jack, Daniel T., Economic Survey of Sierra Leone. Sierra
Leone: Government Printing Department, 1958.

The purpose of this survey was "to assess the resources
for development, to study the possibilities for develop-
ment in the main sectors of the economy and to make recom-
mendations for practical measures to be taken." The chap-
ters on agriculture (pp. 12-22) and the cattle industry
(pp, 25-26) include information on mechanical cultivation
schemes and settlement schemes for cattle- owning tribes.
A chapter on cooperative societies (pp. 59-60) emphasizes
the difficulties which the movement has encountered
thus far and advises caution with regard to future expec-
tations.

334. Petch, G. A., "Economic Planning in Sierra Leone 1945-1953",
West African Institute of Social and Economic Research,
Annual Conference Proceedings, Ibadan, Nigeria. Ibadan:
1953, 2d, economic section, pp. 25 -3g.

The paper touches on agricultural research, mechanization,
extension, and cooperation in Sierra Leone.

335. Sierra Leone: Department of Agriculture, Report. Freetown:
annual.

Post-war reports include information on swamp reclamation,
soil conservation, demonstration and extension work,
education, irrigation and drainage programs, a cattle
owner settlement scheme in Loinadugu district, and mechani-
cal cultivation schemes.

336. Sierra Leone: White Paper on Education Development. Sierra
Leone, Government Printing Department, 1958. (Sessional
paper Nov; 4 of 1958.)
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337-340

337. United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Re ort of the Educational Plannin Grou on Their
First Mission to Somalia. Paris: UNESCO, August 19 2.
051;;ITTea711317117777-

The Report is notable for its graphic treatment of the
need to develop an educational system adapted to the
country's development needs and possibilities. This
approach characterizes the detailed treatment given to
technical education in later chapters. Chapters 9 and
10 deal with the needs for educational planning, research
and statistics machinery, exemplified by the current lack
of data which makes planning difficult.

338. United Nations, Trusteeship Council, Visiting Mission to
Trust Territories in East Africa. Report on Somaliland
under Italian administration, together with related docu-
ments. New York: 1951+.

Includes observations on development plans, cooperatives,
irrigation schemes, agricultural research and extension,
and livestock development.

V. South Africa

339. South Africa, Native Affairs Department, Resat. Pretoria.

Each issue contains information on developments in agri-
culture, irrigation, animal husbandry, forestry, soil
conservation, and agricultural education in the Bantu
areas during the period under review.

340. Union of South Africa, Commission on Technical and Vocational
Education, Report. Pretoria: Government Printer, 1948.

This report presents a brief history of technical and voca-
tional education in the Union of South Africa, and dis-
cusses its relationship to general education. It then
goes on to describe a new system of national education,
and the place of technical and vocational education in
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340-346

this system. Further chapters give details of vocational
education in general, deal with such special aspects as
apprenticeship training, teacher training, vocational
education for Africans, and the financial implications of
putting such a scheme into effect. Major findings and
recommendations are summarized and a time-table for
the introduction of a scheme of this type in practice is
given.

W. Sudan

341. Rahman, A. E. A., nExtension Training at the Shambat Insti-
tute.fl National Agriculture EXtension Seminar Sudan, 1st
Seminar Proceedings. 1964: pp. 74-82.

342. Habashi, W., "The Future Role of Extension in the Sudan."
National A riculture Extension Seminar Sudan 1st Seminar

Proceedings. 1964: pp. 177-185.

343. Hassan, A. M., "Extension Administration in the Sudan,"
Agriculture ension Sudai
1964: pp. 17-20.

344. Idris, H., "The Role of Research in Extension Work."
National Agriculture Extension Seminar Sudan, 1st Seminar
Proceedinjs. 1964: pp. 109-111.

345. Leagans, J. P., "Criteria for an Effective Training Policy."
National Agriculture Extension Seminar Sudan 1st Seminar
Proceedings. 1964: pp. 5g:66.

346. Sudan, Ministry of Education, Reor.s_L,sa_.itheas)z:pnization of
Education and on a Recommended Five-Year Plan for Education.
Khartoum: 1959.

This report presents the conclusions and recommendations
of a committee set up in 1958 by the Minister of Education,
under the chairmanship of a Unesco expert, to study the
present organization of education, consider whether it
meets the country's needs, propose any modifications
necessary, and draw up a plan under which it would be
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possible to effect the transition from the old to the
new form of organization while ensuring the necessary
expansion of the education system.

The first part of the report gives the views of the com-
mittee on what should be the aims of education in the
Sudan. In the second part, the committee studies the
present situation and organization of primary and secon-
dary education, and makes proposals for changes in their
structure; it also studies the problem of teacher training.
In stating the aims to be pursued in drawing up curri-
cula, the committee stresses the necessity for taking
account of the special conditions of the country and
its needs and the importance of making provision for
practical activities and manual work. The problem of
the language in which teaching is given is also con-
sidered. Measures for the reorganization of the adminis-
tration are proposed, in particular the establishment
of services to be responsible for planning, statistics
and educational research.

The third and last section of the report contains the
plan drawn up by the committee for the gradual replacement
of the old school system by a new one, and for educational
expansion. The cost is assessed, and several means of
increasing available resources are recommended (effecting
savings and creating new resources). This project is not
part of an economic and social plan, for no such plan
existed when it was drawn up. But the committee expresses
the hope that a general plan, in which the plan for
education can be incorporated, will be prepared.

347. Sudan, Ministry of Education, A New Plan for Education in
the Sudan. Khartoum: 1961.

This booklet outlines the educational reforms which the
Minister of Education proposes to introduce. After
briefly describing the work of the different committees
which have studied the problem, the plan states the aims
set for education in the Sudan, and goes on to describe
the new structure of the school system and of its various
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component parts. It lays down the main lines to be
followed and the methods to be adopted in drawing up
curricula. Lastly, the plan emphasizes the need for
administrative reorganization and, in particular, for
the extension of the Ministry's Office of Planning and
Research.

This plan is concerned only with structural and educational
problems; it does not deal with the quantitative develop-
ment of the education system.

X. Swaziland

348. Swaziland. Livestock lAiculancoalDeartment Report.
(Mbabane?) annual.

Reports examined covered the years 1942 through 1949.
Issues generally contain brief remarks on the year's
work in soil and water conservation, livestock improve-
ment, agricultural education and extension, and colonial
development and welfare plans. The 1946 annual report
includes a four-page statement of agricultural and live-
stock policy.

Y. Tunisia

349. Holm, Henrietta M. and Carolee Santmyer, Agriagtalisi
Tunisia: Organization Production and Trade. Washington:
U. S. Department of Agriculture, February 1964.

Tunisia is making a serious attack on its agricultural
problems. Redistribution of farmland takes high priority
in the current ten-year program for agriculture. Gains
from crop diversification and increased yield per acre
in the irrigated zones are being made. Tunisia's income
from exports of olive oil, hard wheat, citrus and other
fruits and vegetables is expected to increase. A more
rapid rate of development is anticipated when planned
land and water reforms have been made.
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Z. Uganda

350-351

350. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The

Economic Development of qmmip., report of a mission organized
by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
at the request of the Government of Uganda. Baltimore: Johns

Hopkins Press, 1962.

In the mission's view, "the major opportunities for the

economic development of Uganda in the coming years still
lie in agriculture," a situation to which the six develop-

ment plans drafted for the territory since 1944 give
insufficient attention. The mission's recommendations
for agricultural development, set out briefly on pp. 96-102

and in greater detail on pp. 125-257, include diversifi-

cation of export crops and the development of cotton and

livestock output, and the improvement of peasant produc-
tivity by expansion of extension services and credit
facilities. In addition, "We recommend a small investment
in a pilot project in land resettlement in an area that

was abandoned because of sleeping sickness half a century

ago, in a small pilot project in cooperative farming, in
various irrigation experiments and in a step-by-step
approach to the development of an irrigation project in
Toro by UDC. We suggest the completion of the swamp
reclamation project in Kigezi, one area in Uganda where
there is pressure on the land, and the carrying out of
an economic study of the results before decision is taken

on a larger program,"

351. Uganda, Agricultural Department, Annual Report. Entebbe:

Government Printer.

Recent issues include information on progress in soil

conservation, agricultural education, animal husbandry
and pasture work, irrigation and swamp reclamation,

resettlement scheme (on land formerly leased to the
Bunyoro Agriaultural Company), mechanical cultivation,

ox-drawn equipment, and farm planning.
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352. Uganda,Agricultural Productivity Committee, Report.
Entebbe: 1954.

"Supplement to the Report of the Development Council
entitled .tA five-year Capital Development Plan 1955-1960f"

An important document. The committee was asked to prepare
a program for raising agrarian productivity and farming
standards. Proposals are grouped under the following
headings: Farming, Special Land Utilization Projects,
Water Resources, Forestry, and Fisheries. The activities

of the Agricultural and Veterinary Departments were
treated together under "Farming" to emphasize the cam-
mitteels view that nfUture agricultural progress in
Uganda lies to a great extent in mixed farming.
As background to the recommendations; Chapter 3 gives
much factual information about land use and past crop
production. The numerous recommendations, summarized in
Chapter 16, include: encouragement of mixed farming and
the use of manure and fertilizers; development of group
and cooperative farming; promotion of self-sufficiency in
food production of each district; extension of mechanical
cultivation by expanding contract hire services; expan-
sion of agricultural education; establishment of a cattle
ranching scheme in Bunyoro, a pasture control scheme at
Ankole, a land utilization and rehabilitation unit in
Karemoja, and the replacement of Busoga Farms by a group
farming scheme; resettlement of some 80,000 people from
congested areas in Kigezi over the next five years;
planning resettlement schemes for parts of Bugishu,
Lango, and Teso; swamp reclamation in Kigezi; pilot irri-
gation schemes for cotton and sugar cane in different
areas; and the extension of fish farming.

353. Uganda, Legislative Council, Standing Finance Committee,

'Thin.....1....1"Bor21112...a9P112.__ED41ance CEHLAtatBEgtheNIT12R-
mant,And Welfare Committee on post -war development.
2d ed. 'Entebbe: Government Printer, 1945. 153 pp.

A six-year program which includes projects for agricultural
education and extension, tsetse control and reclamation,
swamp drainage and reclamation, livestock improvement,
and the extension of rural water supplies.
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AA. United Republic of Tanzania

354. Forbes, A. P. S., "Relations Between Extension and Research
Services, Tanganyika," in Department of Technical Cooperation
Miscellaneous 2. London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
1962, pp. 74-75.

Although there is formal division between extension and
research services in Tanganyika, these frequently overlap.
This paper describes the harmonious relations that have
been established between specialists and extension workers.

355. International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
Economic Survey Mission to Tanganyika, The Economic Develop-
ment of Tanganyika; (report). Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1961.

Report of a mission whose task "was to assess the resources
available for future development, to make recommendations
for practical measures to further such development, and
to indicate the financial implications of such recommen-
dations." The section of the report which is devoted to
agricultural and livestock development contains much
current background information in addition to the mission's
recommendations on the following topics: lend use and
tenure, improvement of African agriculture, agricultural
transformation and research, livestock development, irriga-
tion and flood control, forestry and fisheries, estate
agriculture, and institutions for agricultural development.

Annex IC gives information about the following operations
of the Tanganyika, Agricultural Corporation: the Nacingwea,
Urambo, and Kingwa undertakings which were transferred
from the Overseas Food Corporation; the Ruvu ranching
scheme, the Lupe, Tingatinga tobacco farm, the Rufiji basin
survey scheme, and the Mbarali irrigation scheme.

356. Tanganyika, Department of Agriculture, 2112AgrAgaltantA
the cultiyglatsksmaukkgp, Western and Central Pro-
fallsicludi...,.nga_____,Record of Investi ations and Some of the

Lines of Pmgl, by N. V. Rounce. Cape Town: Longmans

Green, 1949.
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"This little book is presented as a basis on which all
those who deal with the welfare of the two million odd
peasants concerned may base their plans, not only for
the restoration of the areats fertility--conditions have
very often gone too far for that to be effective.-but for
the gradual improvement of land usage without which
there can be no extension of social welfare." Includes
chapters on native cultivation methods and suggestions
for their improvement, soil erosion, and methods of exten-
sion. Appendix II is a summary of land rehabilitation
measures in operation or suggested, and Appendix V
reproduces the soil conservation orders and plough rules
in Usukuma.

An earlier edition of 73 p. was published in 1942 under
the title A Record of Investi ations and Observations on
the Agriculture of .the Cultivation Steppe of Sukuma and
.2_,......._saNamwezithSuestiwiLinesofProess.

357. Tanganyika, Department of Agriculture, Report. Dar es

Salaam: Government Printer, annual.

Since 1951, the report has been issued in two parts.
Part 1 is devoted to agricultural policy and general
matters, and Part 2 to reports on experiments and inves-
tigations. Recent issues of Part 1 include sections on
increased productivity schemes; land planning, soil and
water conservation, and land usage schemes; irrigation;
livestock' and'pasture improvement; mechanization; and
agricultural. education and extension*

358. Tanganyika, sarouglaulutsyjmoLIts Resources and Their
Development. Prepared under the direction of J. F. R. Hill,
Member for Communications, Works and Development Planning,
and edited by J* P. Moffett, Commissioner for Social
Development. (Dar es Salaam?) 1955.

A massive work, providing a comprehensive survey of the
territory's social and economic life and requirements
for future development. Chapter 22, "Agriculture,"
contains sections on the organization of the territorial
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Department of Agriculture; historical background and
general problems, treated by province; land, including
tenure, soils, tsetse eradication, clearing, and research;
water; soil conservation; the cultivation of various
crops; pests, diseases, and vermin; research stations,
experimental and extension farms; fertilizers and manures;
mechanization of agriculture and government farms;
training and education; processing, marketing, and finance;
summary, future requirements, and conclusion. The
sections on soil conservation and mechanization of agri-
culture include references to a number of land usage and
agricultural development schemes, and two subsequent parts
of Chapter 22 discuss the Sukumaland development scheme,
the Uluguru land usage scheme, the Usambara development
scheme, Bukoba district development schemes, the Masai
development plan, the development of the Mbulu district,
the North Mara development plan, the Pare development
scheme, the Southern province development plan, and the
groundnut scheme (with remarks on the revised plans for
the three sites). Chapter 24 includes material on the
Veterinary Department and official measures taken for
the improvement of livestock and animal husbandry methods,
and Chapter 31 discusses cooperative development. The
final chapter in the book is a general review of the
ten-year development plan.

359. Tanganyika, mj.DeveloentPlaranana161-1962-163-
25A. Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1961.

360. United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organi-
zation, Report of Unesco Educational Planning Mission for
Tanjanyika. June to October 1962. Paris: UNESCO,
January 31, 1963. (Classified 'limited').

Reviews the existing educational situation in Tanganyika,
stressing the primacy of the need to set up educational
planning machinery. Paragraphs 109-116 and 252..259 deal
in detail with the setting-up of this machinery and its
functions. In general the report is notable for its
attention to the planned expansion of education in rela-
tion to economic development.
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361. United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, Rural
Economic Develomentolthellustaaitates. Report
concerning land tenure and land use problems in the Trust
Territories of Tanganyika and Ruanda-Urundi, 1959.

362, Zanzibar, Agricultural Department, EertapAcLmmidations
on the Present Position and Future ProspestaILANOact
in the Zanzibar Protectorate. Prepared by A. K. Briant,
Director of Agriculture. Zanzibar: Printed by the Govern-

ment Printer, 1959.

"The economy of Zanzibar is almost entirely dependent on
the growing of its two main crops, cloves and coconuts,
the products of which represented in value 97.6 per
cent of the total exports in both 1956 and in 1957." The

need for diversification is acknowledged. A variety of
crops has been tried; results are described and future

prospects estimated. Nutmegs, limes, cocoa, chilies,
and derris have been successfully produced and are con-
sidered suitable for expansion. Tree crops have certain
advantages in that they fit in with existing agriculture
and are better adapted to the local soils and climate.
Livestock production should be increased because of the
need for manure as well as the demand for dairy products
and meat. Attention is also given to requirements for
agricultural extension and education.

363. Zanzibar, Agricultural Department, Annual report. Zanzibar:

Government Printer.

Recent issues of the report, which covers animal husbandry,
forestry, and fisheries as well as agriculture, include
sections on the development program, mechanical cultiva-
tion (undertaken as part of the rice scheme), livestock
and pasture improvement, and agricultural education and
extension.

364. Zanzibar, Legislative Council, pragramsCSsiaLJan.c
Develecuent in the Zanzibar Protectorate for the Ton-Year
Period le to 1' Zanzibar: Government Printer, 1946.
Its Sessional paper no. 1 of 1946).

The agricultural development program is divided into
four parts: 1) crop development; 2) clove research;
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364. (continued)

3) stock development and pasture improvement; and 4) ag-
ricultural education. In order to diversify Zanzibar's
cash crops, largely limited to cloves and coconuts, and
to reduce dependence on imported food supplies, the fol-
lowing crops are to be developed, by a variety of means:
for domestic consumption, rice, vegetables, cassava,
fruit, sorghum, oil palms, and coffee; for export, tobacco,
cacao,.cashew nuts, derris, and chillies. There are also
plans for afforestation and other anti-erosion measures,
and studies will be made to investigate the best use of
poor lands.

365. Zanzibar Legislative Council, Development Plan 1960-1964.
Zanzibar: Government Printer. (Sessional paper No. 24 of

1959.)

366. Zanzibar. General Statement of the Aims and Policies of His
Hignes§1sgglernment,November 1961. Zanzibar: Govern-

ment Printer, 1961.

BB. Zambia

367. Halcrow, Magnus, Recent Advances in the Northern and Luapula
Provinces of Northern Rhodesia: Bein a Re ort on Intensive

Rural Development. Lusaka, Printed by the Government Printer,

1959.

A popular, Illustrated pamphlet by the Development Com-
missioner. "In 1957 the Northern Rhodesia Government
allocated two million pounds for intensive rural develop-
ment in the Northern Province (since January, 1958
divided into Northern and Luapula Provinces) The
plans now being put into effect cover all aspects of
life and work in the region with agriculture at the
basis ... A change to modern (agricultural) methods is
vital and to this end a depot farm has been established
at Mungwi near Kasama where men and their families are
being trained in the practice of permanent farming. The

depot farm is also the center of an intensive farming
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settlement area extending to some 100,000 acres, which
will be progressively settled by the trainees in planned
farms of twenty to forty acres each with room for exten-
sion if necessary ... Specially selected areas through-
out the region are being developed on similar lines,"

368. Rhodesia, Northern, Re ort on Intensive Rural Development,
in the Northern and Lua ula Provinces of Northern Rhodesia,
1957-1961. Lusaka: Printed by the Government Printer, 1961.

"The Intensive Rural Development Scheme for the Northern
Province was set up in the Territorial Budget in 1957
with the provision of a sum of 2 million pounds."
Its aim was "the strengthening of the economy of that
province with the object of making rural life at least
as attractive as that in urban areas." The report
reviews progress over a four -year period and emphasizes
the need for continuing development, particularly in
agriculture.

A pilot agricultural development area of 20,000 acres
was established at Mungwi. Provision was made for 108
farms, each of 21 acres. A farm training institute was
set up to instruct African families who are to occupy
the farms. This pattern of developMent is to be extended,
and a regional plan for an additional 100,000 acres is
being prepared. A tractor hire service was started and
later incorporated into the Mungwi development scheme.
Bonus and subsidy schemes for good farming and livestock
husbandry, and to carry out plans for fencing and pro-
viding water supplies, and for purchase of fertilizers
and carts, were approved. In addition, a cattle ranch
was started at Chishinga in Kawambwa district, to pro-
duce beef for sale and livestock to distribute to African
farmers.
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VI. Asia,

369-375

A. Economic and Social Development General Development

369. Akhtar, S. M., "Economic and Social Considerations for a
Farm Size Policy." Round Table Discussion Report No. 2.
Documentation Prepared for the Center on Land Problems in
Asia and the Far East. Bangkok, Thailand, 1954. Rome:
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations,
1955, pp. 221-227.

370. Aki, K., "Some Considerations on Economic Development of
Southeast Asian countries," InternaGebionaomplts
U111.-421-21I1eimalCon, 1957. Published 1959:

pp. 598-599.

371. Chang, C. W., "How to Mobilize Community Spirit and Mutual
Aids in Rural Development Programs." Round Table Discussion
Report No. 5. Documentation Prepared for the Center on Land
Problems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, Thailand, 1954.
Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1955, pp. 247-257.

372. Davatia, V. V., "Village Organization as a Basis for Rural
Improvements," Documentation Prepared for on

Land Problems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, Thailand,
1954. Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1955,
pp. 117-120.

373. Iizuka, K., "Geographical Problems of Southeast Asia."
International GeogralhicUniontlesional Conference Proceedin s,
1957. Published 1959: pp. 578-581.

374. International Economic Association, Economic Development with
S ecial Reference to East Asia: Proceedin s of a Conference,
K. Berrill (ed. New York: St. Martin's Press, 19 4.

375. Malaviya, H. D., "Role of Community Spirit and Mutual Aid
in Rural Development," Documentation Prepared for the Center
on Land Problems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, Thailand,

1954. Rome: Food and Agricultural Organization, 1955,

PP. 13-21.
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376. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, Resort of the Re:ional Seminar on Social Research
and Problems of Rural Life in South East Asia, Saigon,
March 18-26, 1960. Paris: UNESCO 1960.

The seminar dealt with the following agenda: (1) the role
of sociological and psychological research in rural develop-
ment programs; (2) Rural life and working conditions in
South East Asia; (3a) Problems of the sociological training
of agricultural instructors; (3b) Problems connected with
the introduction and communication of new techniques
and ideas; (30 The problem of education in its relation-
ship to community development; (4) Social research and
the teaching of the social sciences in South East Asia.

377. United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, Social Research and Problems of Rural Development
in South-East Asia. Paris: UNESCO, 1963.

Report of a seminar organized by the Viet-Namese
National Commission for UNESCO, under the auspices of
UNESCO and FAO (Saigon, March 1960). The volume was
prepared by Vu Quoc Thuc and K. R. Walker. It deals
with the problems of rural life in south-east Asia and
shows how sociological research can help to solve them.
The papers reproduced bear on topics such as local ini-
tiative and how it may be encouraged, education for
community development, the communication of new tech-
niques, the development of rural communities, current
research, and subjects on which research should be
undertaken in this field. A summary of the proceedings
of the seminar is given in the introduction.

B. Foreign Aid and Technical Assistance

378.. Brand, W., Requirements and Resources of Scientific and
Technical Personnel in Ten Asian Countries. Paris:
UNESCO, 1960.

This work is the outcome of a survey undertaken by the
author on behalf of Unesco in 1959. The term 'Scientific
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378. (continued)

378-379

and technical personnel' is taken to mean 'all persons
qualified to exercise various professions requiring the
completion of a university education or professional and
technical education at a level above general secondary
education.'

Two short introductory chapters explain the importance
of trained manpower for economic development and give
a brief outline of the methods generally used to assess
the supply of, and demand for scientific and technical
personnel.

A description is then given of the state of research and
of '6he methods used in India, Burma, the Philippines,
Thailand, the Republic of China, the Republic of Korea,
Japan, Ceylon, Turkey, and Viet-Nam.

The author's mission consisted mainly in observing what
was.being done in these countries, though it was too
short to allow him to pass any judgment. Nevertheless he
managed to make certain observations which are presented
here, and he puts forward certain recommendations, some
of which concern education and the need to integrate
its development with economic development. He also
suggests a series of studies which might be undertaken
by international bodies. The plan of the survey is given
as an annex.

This study does not propose any method of forecasting
future developments -- that is not its purpose but it
constitutes a succinct, clear and very interesting analysis
of the efforts undertaken in several Asian countries, and
provides material for comparison and study on several
points.

C. Agriculture and Development

379. Akhtar, S. M., "Land Problems in Overpopulated Regions,"
Documentation Prepared for the Center on Land Problems in
Asia and the Far East, BarlipTiTTEMER7707477E;;;TWod
and Agriculture Organization, 1955, pp. 45-59.
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380. Buck, J. L., "Training and Experience Needed for Improving
Land Use," Documentation Prepared for the Center on Land
Problems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, Thailand, 1954.
Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1955. pp. 25-35.

381. Chatterjee, S. B., "Monsoon and Its Influence on Southeast
Asia Peoples." Geographic
Conference Proceedings, 1957. Published 1959: pp. 582-589.

The paper discusses the influence of the monsoon in
relation to agriculture.

382. Dalisay, A. M., "How Can Land Reform Best Contribute to
Economic Development?" Round Table Discussion Report No. 10,
Documentation Prepared for the Center on Land Problems in
Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, Thailand, 1954. Rome: Food

and Agriculture Organization, 1955, pp. 295-303.

383. Dalisay, A. IL, "The Effects of Land Reform on Income Dis-
tribution," Documentation Prepared for the Center on Land
Problems in Asia and the:Far East, Bangkok, Thailand, 1954.
Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1955, pp. 99-107.

384. Dantwala, M. L. and R. Schickele, "Land Reform and Economic
Development: Workshop Report No. 9", Documentation
for the Center on Land Problems in Asia and the Far East,
Bangkok, Thailand, 1954. Rome: Food and Agriculture Organi-
zation, 1955, pp. 201-211.

385. Mosher, A. T., "The Role of Agricultural Economics in Agri-
cultural Development." New York: Council on Economic and
Cultural Affairs, Inc. (1960?)

This is a paper presented at the Council on Economic and
Cultural Affairs Conference on the Teaching of Agricultural
Economics in Southeast Asia, held at the University of
Malaya in Kuala Lumpur, May 8-14, 1960. The author
defines agricultural economics as 'the study of alterna-
tives or of choices within agriculture, and within the
national culture but affecting agriculture, with respect
to the impact of these alternatives or choices on farm
production , and agricultural development as 'a process,
over time, through which farms become more productive.'
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385. (continued)

385-390

He considers that agricultural economists! contributions
to agricultural development fall into four categories:
(1) Studies and advisory services related to production
choices and marketing decisions in the management of
farms; (2) Studies of, and the creation and management
of economic institutions essential to agricultural pro-
duction and development--credit, marketing, tenure and
tenancy, etc.; (3) Economic services essential to effi-
cient farm management and to wise policy decisions; and
(4) Analysis of the impact of present and proposed public
policies on agricultural production and development.

386. Ong, S. E. and D. L. W. Anker, "Efficient Farm Management and
Land Use Planning. Workshop Report No. 1, Documentation
Primed the Center on Land Problems in Asia and the
Far East, Bangkok, Thailand, 1954. Rome: Food and Agricul-
ture Organization, 1955, pp. 121-127.

387. Rehsohadiprodjo, I., Settlement Problems on New Agricultural
Land." Documentation.preared for the Center on Land Pro-
blems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, Thailand, 1954.
Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1955, pp. 51-59.

388. Sawamura, T., !Problems of Farm Planning in Asian Countries,"
Social A riculture Economics Seminar Series, India 4:95-101.
March 1964.

389. Schickele, R., "Conflicts in Goals and in Economic Interests
for Land Reform and How to Resolve Them." Round Table Dis-
cussion No. 4. Documentation Pre ared for the Center on Land
Problems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, Thailand, 1954.
Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization, 1955, pp. 237-247.

390. Tavanlar, Eligio J., Thp222.2orDevelounent in

Rehovoth Conference on Comprehensive Planning of Agriculture
in Developing Countries. Rehovoth: August 1963.

On the average, the Asian farmer tilling unirrigated land
works only From 100 to 135 days in the year. Members of
his family may work even less. By creating additional
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390. (continued)

tasks or employment opportunities, community development
has helped to keep farmers more employed on the land.
It is the consensus that community development programs
can aid industries more by helping agriculture, although
indirectly. The essential quality of community develop-
ment lies in bringing the people to realize their own
inherent strength and to exercise that strength for making
their own destiny.

391. United Nations, Economic Commission for Asia and the Far
East, Agricultural Economics Research in Asia and the Far
East. Study prepared by the ECAFE/707Eiriculture Division,
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. Bangkok:
1958.

Part Iof the study seeks to examine the role of govern-
mental agricultural economic organizations in the collec-
tion and analysis of data with a view to facilitating
the formulation of agricultural economic policies as
also the role of these organizations in research. It

examines the facilities available for training and re-
search at the universities and their limitations. It

highlights the action needed to improve the facilities
for training and research. In part II of the study an
attempt has been made to bring together the available
information on current research work in China (Taiwan),
India, Pakistan, Philippines and Thailand.

392. United Nations, Economic Commission for Asia and the Far
East, aricultural Economics Research in Asia and the Far
East. Study prepared by7ITWETA.0Agriculture Division,

Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East. Bangkok: 1958.

Contents similar to that of the preliminary edition.

393. United Nations, Economic Commission for Asia and the Far
East, ECAFE/FAO Agriculture, Division, "Some Aspects of
Agricultural Development Planning in Asia and the Far East."
United Nations, Economic Commission for Asia and the Far
East, Econ. B. Asia and Far East 11(1): pp. 3-23.
June L960.
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394. United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, Problems
J.dAicultura3nsionjxofFoodaritheFaz.East.

Rome: FAO, 1955.

D. Education and Development

395. Chang, C. W., Extension Education for Agricultural and Rural
Development. Bangkok: FAO Regional Office, Asia Far East,
1963, pp. xv, 186.

Suitable advisory teaching material is very scarce during
the early stages of a country's advisory development,
particularly material that is based on local conditions
and experiences. Principles of advisory work applicable
in Asia and the Far East are described, and illustrated
by practical examples. The text is divided into 14
chapters discussing, among other things, advisory work- -
its philosophy and objectives, principles of self-help,
social and economic considerations in advisory develop-
ment, program development, extension teaching methods
and materials, farmers' organizations, rural youth develop-
ment, personnel training, organization and administration.

396. Colombo Plan Bureau, Handbook of Training Facilities at the
Technician Level in South and South-East Asia. Colombo:

1962.

397. Cook, J., "Extension Methods in the Far East,H EzArtment
of Technical Cooperation Miscellaneous 2. London: Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1962, pp. 59-60.

A description of extension methods employed in Japan,
the Philippines and India, including the work of offi-
cials in the Indian community project programs.

398. Debeauvais, M., Determination of Objectives in the Regional.
Planning of Education. Paris, IEDES, 1963. 31 p. Processed.

Using the Karachi Plan as an example, the author shows how,
in a regional (continental) plan, the objectives must be
made consistent if the plan is to be realizable. The

paper also lists the advantages of this supranational

approach to planning.
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399. Regional Center for the Training of Educational Planners,
Administrators and Supervisors in Asia, New Delhi,
Educational Plannin in Developing Countries. New Delhi:
April 1963.

A concise and valuable introduction to all aspects of
the subject of educational planning.

400.-Thapar, R., Visual Aids in Fundamental Education and Can..
munity Development. Report on the Unesco Regional Seminar
in South and South-East Asia held in New Delhi, India,
September 8-27, 1958. Paris: 1959.

401. United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Regional MeetingLof Representatives of Asian Member
States on Primary and Compulsory Education, mKarachi, Dee.
ber 28, 1959 - January 9, 1960. Report. Paris: 1960.

This regional meeting of representatives of Asian Member
States on primary and compulsory education was attended
by delegates from 17 Member States and by representatives
or observers from several international organizations.

The meeting concentrated its efforts on drawing up a
practical program for extending primary education in the
region. For that purpose, it undertook a detailed
examination of the various problems involved, both quan-
titative and qualitative, and adopted a set of recommen-
dations.

The report of the meeting contains these recommendations,
which set forth the basic principles on rhich a reform
of current primary educational systems in Asia could be
based. Stress is placed on the need for planning, ant
certain planning methods are described.

In addition, the report contains a ',Working Plan" for
the provision of compulsory and free primary education
in Asia. Naturally, in view of the vast area of the
region, its division into separate States, the varying
conditions from zone to zone, and the lack of statis-
tical data, etc., the plan can be only very general in
nature. Its purpose is to show the goals to be attained
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401, (continued)

401-402

and to give some idea of requirements, in order to
facilitate the preparation of national plans and concerted
action by Member States and international organizations.
The recommendations of the meeting stress the need to
plan educational development and to integrate it with
the overall economic and social development of the
country involved.

402. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Meeting of Ministers of Education of Asian Member
States, Tokyo, April 2-11, 1962. Report. Bangkok/Paris:
1.977-

The Meeting of Ministers of Education of Asian Member
States of Unesco brought together in Tokyo 18 governments
as participants and 24 governments as observers. The
meeting was organized by the Director-General of Unesco
in association with the Executive Secretary of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East
(ECAFE).

The meeting was called to examine the Karachi Plan for
the achievement of seven years compulsory schooling in
Asia by 1980, particularly in reference to overall educa-
tional planning and to overall national plans for economic
and social development. In addition, the meeting was
asked to review the progress made since the adoption of
the Karachi Plan in January 1960, to discuss ways and
means of implementing it in the future, particularly in
the period 1963-1964, and to examine the proposed Unesco
program for these years. Lastly, the meeting was asked
to review the external aid from which Asian Member
States could benefit and to discuss problems of coordina-
tion that may arise in this connection.

An analysis of the national reports on progress made
since the adoption of the Karachi Plan indicated very
clearly the efforts of Asian Member States to achieve the
objectives set out in the plan. Although different
countries are at differing stages of educational develop-
ment, practically all of them hope to achieve the target
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402

of at least 7 years compulsory education by 1980. Some
countries such as Ceylon, Malaya and the Philippines,
hope to achieve it even earlier, others such as Burma,
India and Pakistan, have arranged their programs so as
to achieve a minimum of 4 or 5 years compulsory and
universal education before going on to the next stage
of 7 or 8 years schooling. However, in some other
countries it may not be possible to achieve the target
of 7 years schooling even by 1980, although a slightly
lower target of 5 or 6 years may be obtainable. Iran
hopes to reach the target by 1983, while Afghanistan
believes it will need another 10 to 13 years beyond 1980
to achieve the goals set by the Karachi Plan. Nepal
hopes that by 1980 it will provide compulsory schooling
of 5 years duration for the age group 6 to 11 years.
Laos, Cambodia and Viet-Nan are not in a position to
indicate the date by which they could achieve the objec-
tives of the Karachi Plan.

The meeting, having recognized the key role of education
in promoting overall social and economic development and
having heard of the decision of the Ministers of Educa
tion.in Africa to invest immediately 4% of their gross
national product in education, raising it to 5% by 1970
and 6% by 1980, and of the Ministers of Education in
Latin America to raise their investment target in educa-
tion to 4 by 1965, decided that Asian countries should
gradually progress by stages to investing 4/5% of their
gross national product in education by 1980, provided
the rate of economic growth of the individual countries
can sustain it.

The meeting concluded that the Karachi Plan is an essential
first stage, but a first stage only. It must be extended
to cover all levels of education - primary, secondary,
higher and adult . in each country of the region. Such
comprehensive educational plans must then be integrated
into overall national plans. The meeting decided on a
procedure for the establishment of these national plans
in cooperation with Unesco and ECAFE and for bringing
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402-404

the various national plans together in a draft Asian
Plan to be examined at a further meeting of Ministers
of Education of Asian countries in 1965.

The meeting adopted a series of detailed proposals
regarding ways of reducing unit costs in education, the
elimination of wastage in present educational practices
and the application of new techniques of teaching designed
to improve the quality of education and teaching practices.
It was also urged that the possibilities of improving the
use of educational buildings and reducing administrative
costs be investigated.

The Report contains the conclusions of the meeting, a
review of national progress, the final resolution and
statement, and the texts of two basic working papers:
The economic im lications of the Lan of educational
development in Asia and Some consideration on the rela-
tionship of,educational21Anning to economic and social
clemloentinreion.

403. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Educational Plannin in Asia. Paris: Unesco,
August 6, 1962.

The paper considers planning needs and methods in the
context of the Asian situation. Discussion of planning
administration is included.

404. United Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organiza-
tion, Planning for the Education Sector. Paris, Unesco,
August 6, 1963. 25 p. processed.

Reviews the situation of educational planning activities
in Asia, and then discusses techniques for prcgramming
education in relation to economic development, mentioning
.0.1eir advantages and disadvantages. There is also an
examination of problems peculiar to educational planning
as distinct from development planning, and discussion of
the administrative structure of educational planning and
the importance of statistical data.
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405. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zation, Economic and Educational Planning in Asia. Bangkok:

Unesco, March 7, 1963. (Classified 'limited'.)

The paper contains sections on economic development,
Asian national development plans, educational planning,
both in general and with specific reference to Asian
countries and statistics.

E. Afghanistan

406. Barak, K. C. Report to the Government of Afghanistan on
Planning Agricultural Development. EPTA Report,
Food and Agriculture Organization, Rome No. 1901, 1964.

The expert served in Afghanistan from 1959 to 1963 to
advise the Government on the long-range planning of agri-
cultural development, especiall in relation to the five-
year economic development plan. Emphasizing that agri-
cultural development planning in the country should con-
centrate mainly on solving the problems of small farms,
the report studies some of these problems: irrigation,
seed, fertilizers, pest and disease control, animal
production and breeding, pasture development, credit and
cooperatives, and incentives for increased production.
It analyzes-briefly the first five-year plan (1956-62) and
discusses the preparation of the second (1962-67), with
chapters on the cotton campaign, the sugar beet project,
karkul production and sericulture. Repeal of the live-
stock tax is recommended as an encouragement to animal
husbandry. The report appraises seven development projects
which had been proposed or were being executed, examines
problems arising out of the lack of agricultural statis-
tics and concludes with 16 recommendations on specific
questions or matters of general planning policy and
coordination.

407. Rahimi, G. S. and M. Y. Mail, Amlcultural Land Tenure in
Afghanistan. Country Project No. 12. Center on Land
Problems in the Near East, Salahuddin, Iraq, 1955. Rome:
Food and Agriculture Organization, 1956.
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408. Sleight, G. F., et al, A Survey of Education Within the
Framework of Social and Economic Development in Afghanistan.
Kabul: Unesco, February 1962.

The Report considers the provisions for education in the

Second Five Year Plan 1962-1963-1966-1967, for economic
development in relation to manpower requirements and the
ability to pay for the resulting educational expenditure.
This is followed by detailed consideration of the educa-
tional proposals, and recommendations for their modifi-
cation, particularly with regard to agricultural education
and the education of women. The Report does not discuss
educational planning beyond recommending the establish-
ment of a Planning Unit in the Ministry of Education.

F. Burma

409. Newcombe, F. II., Agricultural Extension. Report to the

Government of Burma. Rome: Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion, 1961.

The author sumMarizes briefly the observations upon the
completion ofappioximately one year of study in Burma.
It is estimated that 75 to 80 per cent of the total
Burmese population live in rural villages. Agriculture
and forests contribute 94 per cent of the country's total

exports. After-a-survey on the present situation of ex-
tension development the author explains the duties and
activities of field officers, in-service training on
extension, fellowships and pilot village projects. He

then makes various recommendations for strengthening the
Extension Division at the Department of Agriculture.

Sundrum, R. M. and Aye Hlaing, "The Role of Agriculture in
Economic Development: Country Experiences, Burma,"

Proceedin of the Eleventh International Conference of
Agricultural Economists, Cuernavaca, 1961. London: Oxford

University Press, 1963, pp. 226-275.

This paper was read by U Tha Hto, who a.lso replied to the

questions raised in the discussion. The authors describe
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410. (continued)

the Burmese economy around. 1800 before. the advent of the

British in Burma, in 1870 when the Suez Canal was opened

and when Burma became the world's foremost exporter of

rice, and in 1941 shortly before the Japanese occupation.

Yet at the conclusion of one and a half centuries of

fairly close contact with the modern world, Burma has

emerged as a typical 'underdeveloped' country, by all

the usual indices of income, investment, and economic

structure. But it is not so widely recognized that this

occurred at the end of a long period of intensive

'development' of the country's resources. Further, this

development occurred primarily under the influence of

international trade under conditions of the highly recom-

mended free trade patterns. In Burma the indigenous

people obtained only a small share of the growing incomes

in the agricultural sector, and the larger share went

to the foreigners who. took it out of the country.

411. Thein, B., "Land Tenure and Agrarian Problems of Burma,"

International Conference on Land Tenure and Related Problems

lAri_ic.(2_Ilte1951inWorlcur, Land Tenure, Proceedings.

Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1956, pp. 153-166.

4l20 United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organi-

zation, Report of the' Mission to Burma, Paris: Unesco, 1952.

A chapter of this report, which touches on every aspect

of education in Burma, deals with technical and vocational

education and vocational guidance. It discusses the op-

portunities available and makes recommendations regarding

the establishment of additional technical and vocational

schools, apprenticeship training, shop courses and other

methods of instruction. It recommends that teachers

should be given an opportunity to study vocational

guidance as a part of their training and that specially

qualified teachers should be sent abroad for extra

training so as to be able to organize a program in this

field on their return.
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G. Cambodia

413-416

413. Khuon-Chhup, "Land Problems in Cambodia. Country Review,"
Documentation Prepared for the Center on Land Problems in
Asia and the Far East. Bangkok, Thailand, 1954. Rome:

Food and Agriculture Organization, 1955, pp. 439-446.

H. Ceylon

414. Hardy, E. A., Report to the Government of
Technical Trainin Institute of the Gal 0

Ceylon on the
a Develosuent Board.

Food and Agriculture Organization, United
Technical Assistance Program. FAO Report

Nations, Expanded
1624, 1963.

The report discusses agricultural and settlement program.

415. National Planning Council, Ceylon, The Ten Year Plan

(Colombo?): 1959.

A plan for the development of the economy of Ceylon.

Part I considers the economy as a whole. The capacity of
agriculture to absorb the rapidly increasing population

is seen to be small and industrialization is depicted

as the ultimate solution to Ceylon's economic problems.
This implies expansion in other fields of activity and

agriculture is marked out to play the central role in
development, both by earning and saving foreign exchange.
Part II considers the programs of the different sectors

of the economy in detail. As regards agriculture, the
plan contemplates an expansion in the output of export
crops--tea, rubber and coconut--by 32 per cent between
1957 and 1968. Expansion in the non-export agricultural
sector is expected to lead to a reduction in the value
of agricultural imports by about 40 per cent, despite an
estimated increase in population by 38 per cent during
this period.

416. Planning Secretariat, Sjsment
(1954 -1 55 to 1959-1?60). Colombo: Government Press, 1955.

One chapter of the plan is devoted to educational develop=

ment. On the one hand, it takes account of the quantita-
tive expansion of the various branches of education and,
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416-417

on the other hand, it deals with certain problems of a
qualitative nature: increased use of national languages
in education; religious instruction; development of
manual work, etc.

Provisions concerning vocational training are also con-
tained in several of the chapters relating bo the differ-
ent economic and social sectors: agriculture, industry
and handicrafts, health, etc.

I. China

417. Szczepanik, Edward (ed.), Symposium on Economic and Social
Problems of the Far East. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University
rress, 1962.

Asymposium providing a comprehensive view of modern
China and her.role in the Far East, in V Parts and 17
Chapters. Part I.- ECONOMIC CHANGES IN CHINA, presents:
(1) The Growth of.Chinese Economy, containing (A) "The
Perspective of Chinese Economic History in the Light of
Recent Studies in-Communist China", by E. S. Kirby;
(B) "Soviet and Chinese Strategy for Economic Growth," by
A. Zauberman; (C) "Chinese Economic Growth under the
Five-Year Plans", by S. Mark; and (D) Discussion.
(2) China's Agriculture, including: (A) "Collectivi-
zation of Agriculture in Russia and China", by A. Nove;
(B) "China's Agriculture: a Great Leap in 1958", by
C. M. Li; and (C) Discussion. (3) China' Industry,
Transport and Trade, containing: (A) "China's Industrial
'Leap Forward' ", by R. Hsia; (B) "The Background of
Communist China's Transport Policy", by B. Grossmann;

(C) "Organizational Aspects of the Internal Trade of
the Chinese People's Republic (with special reference
to 1958-1960)", by A. G. Donnithorne; and (D) Discussion.
(4) China's Financial Problems, presenting: (A) "Monetary
System of Communist China", by J.Y.W. Liu; (B) "Capital
Accumulation in Mainland China", by S. Ishikawa; and
(C) Discussion.
II - ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CHANGES IN CHINA ON THE FAR EAST,
presents: (5) China's External Economic Relations,
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including: (A) "Appraising the External Economic Rela-
tions of Communist China", by C. F. Reiner; (B) "Balance
of Payments of Mainland China" by the Ed.; (C) "China's
Aid Program to Asian Neutrals", by R. G. Wilson; and
(D) Discussion. (6) Sino-Japanese Economic Relations,
presents: (A) "Prospects and Problems of Trade between
Japan and Mainland China," by N. Sun; (B) "Sino-
Japanese Trade and Japan's Economic Growth," by S. Okita;
and (C) Disbussion. (7) Hong Kong, Philippines and
Indonesia, contains: (A) "The Economy of Hong Kong
since World War II," by T. C. Lee; (B) "Stages of Growth
and the Philippine Experience," by B. Legarda, Jr.;
(C) "Impact of the Recent Changes in China on Indonesia,"
by M. Sadli; and (D) Discussion. (8) Regional Economic
Problems, contains: (A) "Chinese Agriculture as a
Model for Asian Countries°, by W. Klatt; (B) "The Struggle
for Economic Co=operation in Asia and the Far East: the
Experience of ECAFE", by D. R. Weightman; and (D) Discus.
sion.

III - POLITICAL CHANGES IN CHINA AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE
FAR EAST, offers: (9) Ideological Changes in China,
presenting: (A) SA 0911-B6114; (B) "The French-Returned
Elite in the Chinese Communist Party:, by C. Brandt;
(C) °The Significance of Mao's Fourth Volume", by J.
Agassi; and (D) Discussion. (10) China's Internal and
External Politics, offers: (A) "The United Front Policy
of the Chinese Communist Party towards Non-Communist
Parties", by S. S. Hsueh; (B) "Controls in the Communist
Party of China", by M. B. McCrary; (C) SA 0911-26120; and
(D) Discussion. (11) China's Foreign Aid Policy in
Asia, includes: (A) "Tradition and Transition in the
Asian Policy of Communist China", by R. A. Scalapino;
(B) "The Development of Chinese Communist Foreign Policies
in Asia", by R. L. Walker; (C) °Soviet and Chinese Foreign
Policies in Asia", by W. A. O. Adie; and (D) Discussion.
(12) China, Japan and Australia, contains: (A) "Communist
China's Policy towards Japan", by T. Ishikawa; (B) "Japan's
Political Attitude towards Communist China", by T. Ueda;
(C) "China's Impact on Australian Foreign Policy",
by A. C. Palfreeman; and (D) Discussion.
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IV - LEGAL AND CULTURAL CHANGES IN CHINA, contains:
(13) Legal and Cultural Changes in China and Tibet,
offering: (A) nTowards an Understanding of Law in
Communist China", by L. T. C. Lee; (B) "The Attitude of
the Communist Party towards China's Cultural Legacy ", by
A. Travert; (C) "The Changes in Tibet", by N. M. Ling;
and (D) Discussion.
V - SOCIAL CHANGES IN CHINA AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE FAR
EAST, contains: (14) Social Change in China, offering:
(A) "Social Effects of Economic Changes in China ", by
A. Shih; (B) "The Communes in China:, by H. J. Lethbridge;
(C) SA 0621-B5968; and (D) Discussion. (15) Chinese
Family Life, presents: (A) nTrends in Chinese Domestic
Organization,n by M. H. Fried; (B) "Changes in Family
Life in Rural Taiwan," by M. M. C. Yang; (C) "Social
Aspects of Change in the Chinese Family Pattern in Hong
Kong," by B. R. Wright; and (D) Discussion. (16) Overseas
Chinese, includes: (A) SA0000-B0000; (B) "Chinese -Malay
Relationships: The Conflict of Social Values in a
Plural Society", by W. A. Wee; (C) °Problems of the
Overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia ", by N. Uchida;
(D) "The Recent Changes in the Economic Situation of
Overseas Chinese in Southeast Asian: by P. S. Wong;
and CO Discussion. (17) Social Change in Japan and
China, offers: (A) ',Some Aspects of Social Change in
Japan", by R. Starry; (B) "Some Structural Problems of
Modernization and 'High Modernization': China and Japan",
by M. J. Levy, Jr.; and (C) Discussion. An alphabetical
list of participants and an Index.

418. Klatt, W., 'Chinese Agriculture as a Model for Asian
Countries", ammasunkopplic and Social Problems in

EastPtheFardins161. Published 19o2: pp. 197-
267.

419. United Nations, Food and Agricultural Organization, Training
Rural Leaders. An FAO study. Shatan Bailie School,
Kansu Province, China. Washington, D.C.: 1949, 2nd printing
1950.
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(1). Economic and Social Development - General Development

420. Chaudhury, H. B., et. al., "Technical Records of Sample
Design, Instruction to Field Workers and List of Sample
Villages and Urban Blocks ", India Department of Economic
Affairs, National Sample Survey 27, 1960.

421. Coldwell, M. J., R. Dumont, and M. Read, Report of a Community
Devnlo ent Mission in India (November 23, l958-April 3,
1959 New Delhi: Ministry of Community Development and
Cooperation, 1959.

The report embodies the findings of the Community Develop-
ment Evaluation Mission organized at the request of the
Gol.rernment of India by the United Nations Technical
Assistance Administration. The terms of reference of the
Mission included the assessment of the results so far
achieved by the community development program in India,
its basic objectives, its artual impact on the process
of general development and of changing attitudes in the
villages and its capacity to contribute to the economic
advancement of the country. The report is divided into
seven chapters. The first chapter deals with the back-
ground of community development in India. The origins
and growth of community development in India are dealt
with in Chapter II. Chapter III examines community
development policy and administration. Chapter IV is
concerned with the problem of community development and
the development of India1s resources. Chapter V dis-
cusses community development as a multipurpose movement
and Chapter VI evaluates the extent and nature of the
people's participation and response to the community
development program by the scheduled castes and tribes
and deals with evidence of the change of attitudes among
villagers and their expectations for the future. The role
of training in community development is discussed in
Chapter VII.
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422. Dube, Shyama Charm, Considerations of Social and Political
Structures and

Rehovoth Conference on Comprehensive
Planning of Agriculture in Developing Couritries.
Rehovoth: August 1963.

AgriCultural development in India is influenced signi-
ficantly by the country's social and political structure
and by its established traditions. A subsistence economy
leaves little margin of choice. Innovations and experi-
ments can be extremely risky, and modern technology and
developmental agencies are.also not without faults. So

long as the benefits of innovation are not demonstrated
and uncertainty remains in the mind of the farmer, his
anxiety to seek security in tradition will be understand-
able. The economic goals and social perspectives of the
Indip farmer are limited by an extremely low level of
aspiration. It is difficult to predict India's agrarian
future. The emphasis is on cooperative farming. Two
things are certain; even cooperative farming will not
be able to absorb economically the present population,
and'donsiderable work will have to be done in the human
sphere to change a faction-ridden society into a truly
cooperative one.

423. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Community
Part II

Develo ent Block Uttar Pradesh India. Bangkok:
ECAFE FAO Agriculture Division11960.

The publication embodies the findings of an investigation
undertaken to study the impact of community development
programs on economic development, particularly the
development of agriculture. The extent of acceptance of
improved agricultural practices, changes in output,
leteel of living and capital formation associated with
community development activities in the six selected
villages covered by the Ghosi Community Development
Block were studied and compared to the conditions in
six other villages in a similar area not covered by
community development activities. The study records solid
gains from the angle of changing the outlook of the indi-
vidual and promoting an all-round development of village
community, whereas in respect of improved techniques of
production and increase in productivity the achievements
are termed as modest.
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P. L. 4800's Contribution to India's Economic
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic

-vice, May 1961.

425. India, Cabinet Secretariat, Indian Villages: A Study of Some

Social and Economislaacks. Delhi: Government of India,

1962. (National sample survey. 13th round September 1957 -

May 1958. No 64).

The publication embodies the report of a survey, con-
ducted in 1,829 villages out of a total sample size of
1,848, selected on the basis of a stratified uni-stage
design, with a view towards getting a broad idea of the
position of Indian villages in connection with certain
basic amenities of life. It contains information re-
garding distance of the village from the nearest educa-
tional, health, administrative and communication centers,
conditions of the connecting roads, types of educational
and medical facilities, as well as information services
available within the villages. The data collected in
the earlier rounds of the national sample survey in
these respects have been compared, wherever possible, to
assess the progress made during the intervening period.
The distances in respect to 50% of the villages from the
nearest high school, hospital, telegraph office and police
station were 7.28, 6.95, 8.79 and 7.04 miles respectively.
Lack of adequate facilities for high school education, a
preponderance of government-run institutions among schools
and hospitals, and an improvement in the number of vil-

lages reporting availability of radio facilities and
public libraries are some of the other findings of the
survey.

426. India, Communit Project in Iv sore. Bangalore: Government

Press, 1956.

This is a report of the community project launched in
Mysore, one of the 55 project areas in India. In this

area the project covers 638 villages with a population

of 180,000. The progress made in the various sectors
of the project area is described in the report and an
attempt is made to assess this progress. Each chapter
gives data and statistics concerning money invested,
persons engaged in the project, comparisons between past

and present conditions and plans for future action.
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427. India, Economics and Statistics Organization, Resurvey of
Village Bairampur, District Hoshiarpore. Chandigarh:
Government of Punjab, 1963.

Report of a village re-survey, zonducted in 1959-1960, to
ascertain and analyze the secio-economic changes that
have taken place in the village since the time of the
first survey made in 1919-1920 by the Punjab Board of
Economic Enquiry. An all-round movement in the direction
of progress of betterment has been observed during these
40 years. Comparable figures pertaining to almost every
economic activity over the period show a definite upward
movement. The literacy rate has risen; use of improved
farm practices and of manures have increased. Member-
ship in cooperative societies has increased. The number
of mortgages and areas mortgaged have decreased. New
facilities like the Persian wheels for irrigation purposes
have coma into existence.

428. India, Ministry of Community Development, A Guide to Community
Development. Delhi: 1957.

This book, written for official and non-official workers
in community development and the national extension move-
ment, outlines the objectives, philosophy and methods of
the community development and national extension programs
in India. The book may also be of use in other countries
with underdeveloped economies where national leaders are
looking to, experimenting with, and adopting community
development as a means of improving agriculture, health,
education and village cultural practices.

Chapters that are worthy of particular attention are the
following: knowledge and use of extension methods; guides
for the block staff in diagnosing and prescribing for
village problems; the important role to be played by
village leaders in community and national extension
development; development of programs and activities for
village youth; special programs to meet the needs of
village women and the village family.

The book concludes with the statement that the community
development and national extension programs are making
progress thus proving that the improvement of village life
can be guided and hastened through institutionalized pro-
cesses within government and that the second stage of the
programs which is now under way, is of even more critical
importance than the initiating stage.
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429. India, Ministry of Community Development and Cooperation,

Report of the Study Team oacommitzantlapstrA (industrial

pilot project). Delhi: 1960.

A scheme for pilot projects for village and small scale

industries was the result of the recommendation of the

Development Commissioners Conference held at Simla in

May 1955. These projects were begun in the Community

Development Blocks started in 1952-1953. This publication

deals with the genesis, aims and objectives of these pilot

projects and also gives an account of the implementation

of the project program. It contains case studies of 12

projects visited by the Team. Lessone and experience

gained in these projects, future program for the develop-

ment of the village and small, scale industries in the

rural areas, the methods of assessment of the progress of

industry's program and industrial potential surveys

have been clearly explained in this publication.

430. India, National Council of Applied Economic Research,

14111-10:Revianspects, 1962-1964, New

Delhi: 1964.

431. India, National Council of Applied Economic Research,

212212/32=Agmalsturirg..agldang,
New Delhi: July 1963.

Gujarat ranks among the few Indian states which are

industrially well advanced. There is the fairly wide

distribution of industrial activity between different

regions. High rate of economic growth is also due to an

exceptionally rapid increase in crop production. Yet,

agriculture in the state suffers from lack of irrigation

facilities, which are limited and expensive. This report

makes a full appraisal of the state's development

potentialities and suggests a 15-year integrated program,

designed to achieve a rate of growth whiCh would ensure

a per capita income equal to the national target, by the

end of the fifth plan. These measures include development

of transport, power, education, health, and town planning.

To achieve the target, investment requirements of the

whole program would add up to Rs. 1,710 crores. Most of

the investments in agriculture, power, and transport will

have to be borne by the state government. The rate and

....
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431-433

pattern of grollth visualized in this report would create

additidnal jobs to the extent of 3.4 million cutside

agriculture by 1975-1976. This compares with an increment

of 3.2 million to the labor force during the same period.

Thus, not only the entire-national increase in the labor

force, but a part of those-now dependent on agriculture

would be absorbed in non-agricultural occupations, without

any deterioration in productivity levels.

432. India, National Council of Applied Economic Research,

Development of Dandakansm. New Delhi: October 1963.

Dandakaranya, which comprises the Bastar district of

Madhya Pradesh and the Koraput and Kalahandi districts

of Orissa, was chosen by the government of India as the

most suitable area for the speedy resettlement of dis-

placed persons from East Pakistan. The Dandakaranya

Project was started in 1957 with the two-fold objectives

of resettling displaced persons and promoting the welfare

orthe local population, particularly the tribals. This

report attempts to examine the resource position and

development pcissibilities. The resource position for

minerals is discussed in chapter one. Chapter two deals

with utilization of mineral resources for industrial and

other. possibilities. In Chapter three, the utilization

of resources from; the agricultural, livestock, and forest

section for promoting amall7sca1.e and cottage industries

are discussed. The final ohapter'summarizes the findings

and indicates theimplicationb,of the suggested development.

The net output frbkthe suggested industrial development

is estimated at abOt Re. 170 crores per annum by 1976,

and the employment-potential at about 150,000. Organiza-

tional aspects'needed:to bring about a development of

such magnitude:are indicated.

433.. India, National Seminar oil Develo Ant ....swolummuanalltimm,

Alipur, India, 1195. AR(...stcE2. Delhi: Indian Adult

Education, 1957. 1,1,

This seminar, which was held in September 1956, was

attended by.pixty delegates fr6eall over India, represen-

ting both official and non-official agencies. It was the
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433

first seminar of its kind. The subject had never pre-
viously been discussed in any great detail, nor had so
many women workers representing so many voluntary and
governmental agencies in this field ever met together

before to exchange ideas and Information.

The main issues discussed at the seminar were:

1. Formulation of objectives and programs;
2. Definition of appropriate methods and suitable techni-

ques of work among rural women;
3. Recuitment and training of personnel;

4. Organizational needs of a comprehensive scheme and

the possible sources of finances for the implementation
of the schemes.

The report contains the guiding principles for community
development work as agreed upon by the seminar, and goes
on to discuss the programs demanded for this work, which

include social education, a literacy program, cultural

and recreation programs, and other programs necessary to

ensure economic security and efficiency. These latter

programs might consist of such activities as training in
home crafts, weaving, basket making, toy making, soap
making, leather work, etc. which would, enable rural women

to supplement their family income.

It was decided that in the formulation and implementation

of programs the following basic principles should be

observed: (1) programs should not be impos.A from out-
side but should arise out of discussions held with the

fullest participation of rural women at all levels;

(2) details of all programs should be formulated after a
though study and observation of the life of local rural

women, their conditions, resources, needs, etc.; (3) the

programs should be such as to stimulate resourcefulness,
initiative and desire for self-help and to encourage the

development of local leadership; (4) the programs should

be such as to enable rural women to become aware of the

existing services in the areas of health, education,

recreation, crafts, training, etc. They should also aim

at releasing rural women from beliefs, superstition and
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prejudices which prevent them from utilizing the existing

services to the full; (5) the educational and training

aspects of the programs should concentrate on educating

and training raral women for better living conditions and

for promoting personal health.

In conclusion, methods and techniques, recruitment,

availability and training of personnel are discussed and

, the organizational and financial needs for implementing

the programs are defined.

434: India Governmeut Planning Commission, anguktuaya
Re ri Banswada Andhra) , Samalkot (Andhra). and Erode

(Madras Blocks,. (GoVe rnment of India; Planning Commission.

Program Evaluation Organization Publications).

435. India, Government Planning Commission, Bench Mark Survey,,,

Report Batala 1=1121. (Government of India; Planning

Commission. Program Evaluation Organization Publications).

436. India, Government Planning Commission, ......1Benchlmkqllatt

Report . Bhadrak (Orissa). (Government of India; Planning

Commission. Program Evaluation Organization Publications).

437. India, Government Planning Commission, ateftigark.apara

EgRad=liglaptalpolgta). (Government of India; Planning

Commission. Program Evaluation Organization Publications) ,,

438. India, Government Planning Commission, Bench Mark Surve

Re ort Malavalli sore and Chalakud Blocks.

Government of India; Planning Commission. Program Evalua-

tion Organization Publications).

439. India, Government Planning Commission,, Bench Mark.lumez

&port -...EModibitza.Engual. (Government of India;

Planning Commission. Program Evaluation Organization

Publications).

440. India, Government Planning Commission Bench Mark Sury

ports- Manavadar (Bomb Now on: Madh a Pradesh

Madh a Pradesh) Blocks. Government of India;

Planning Commission, Program Evaluation Organization

Publications).
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44L. India, Government Planning Commission, Bench Mark Surve

Reiaits Paunta Himachal Pradesh Bhadson Pun ab) and

Phathat Uttar Pradesh Blocks. Government of India;

Planning Commission. Program Evaluation Organization Publi-

cations).

442. India, Government Planning Commission, Bench Mark Sun.=
Re arts Pusa Bihar Mohd Bazar West Bengal) and
Aruncachal Assam Blocks. Government of India; Planning

Commission. Program Evaluation Organization Publications.)

443. India, Planning Commission, Report of the En ineerin Person-

nel Committee. New Delhi, Government of India Press, 1956.

The .implementation of India's first five-year plan (1950-

1955) showed the importance of the manpower factor in the

economic development of the country. As a result, the

Planning Commission set up a committee in 1955 to assess

needs and resources in engineers and technicians for

the period covered by the second plan and to recommend

what steps should be taken to meet those needs.

In .its .report the committee explains the methods it

employed to assess needs and resources. It considers

the problem of the standards of the various categories

of personnel, and draws a comparison between needs and

resources. It proposes a program for extending existing

establishments and building new ones, along with transi-

tional measures to be taken until such time as the

increase in the capacity of establishments has had some

effect. It also considers several other questions, such

as the mobility of labor, recruitment policy.

It alludes briefly (for want of more detailed information)

to the problem of the supply of artisans and skilled

workmen and the training of such personnel.

Finally it recommends the setting up of an appropriate

administrative body to work out, formulate and put into

effect a systematic manpower policy.

Annexed to the report are statistical tables, the text

of the questionnaires which the committee sent to the

ministries, etc.
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444. India, Planning Commission, Program Evaluation Board,

amath_glgation Re ort on Communit Develo ent and qame

Allied Fields. Delhi: 19 O.

Report contains economic and sociological survey.

445. India, Planning Commission, Leaderships and Groups in a
South IndianVillage: Government of India: Planning

Commission. Program Evaluation Organization Publications.

446. India, Planning Commission, Evaluation of the Gram Sahlyg,

Program. Delhi: Program Evaluation Organization, Planning

Commission, Government of India, 1962.

An .evaluation of the training and follow-up program for

Gram Sahayaks (village leaders) in nine states and one

union territory in India. The progress reports on commu-

nity development program have emphatically stressed the

role of village leaders as carriers of new ideas and

initiators of new practices. This report discusses

various aspects of the Gram Sahayak training program,

criteria for the selection of village leaders for training,

and content of the training scheme.. Suggestions are made

to strengthen the program, the nbst important of them

being the setting up of integrated training camps of

longer duration in all states.

447. India, Planning Commission, SomeSuccessful Panchayats

Case Studies, 19600 New Delhi: Program Evaluation Organiza-

tion, 1961.

The volume presents detailed studies of the working of

nine panchayats which are considered more or less

successful according to certain broad criteria, such as

existence for a reasonably long period of time, capacity

to increase their revenue resources, popular participation

and democratic functioning. Each study is divided into

three parts; (1) background information about the region,

(2) the formation and growth of the institution, and

(3) the factors contributing to its successful working.

Enlightened and influential leadership was the chief

common factor to which all the panchayats studied owed
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their success. Important among the other inherent
factors were compactness of the village, favorable caste
and occupational pattern, internal harmony and team
spirit, and a feeling of common history and tradition
among the villagers. Certain external factors like aid
from community projects and the development of nearby
markets also contributed to the success of the panchayats.

448. India, Planning Commission, Training of Village Leaders in
Bhopal. (Government of India; Planning Commission. Program

Evaluation Organization Publications).

449. India, Tea Board, Statistics Branch, An Enquiry into the
Pattern of Livin: of Tea Plantation Labor. Calcutta: 1959.

450. India, Techno-Economic Surve of Maharashtra. New Delhi:

National Council of Applied Economic Research, July 1963.

This report starts by emphasizing the necessity of eco-
nomic development, while field investigations reflect the
resource development imbalance in the state of Maharashtra.
It suggests measures to overcome this imbalance. There

is need for a more rapid and substantial development in
agriculture and allied industries, where productivity
levels are low even by Indian standards. It focuses on

the value and importance of inter-regional cooperation in
the development of power. The report recommends an
investment of about Rs. 3,545 crores over the period 1960-

1975 which would result in an 140 per cent increase in
state income. With the rate and pattern of development
visualized in this report, it is expected that no further
addition to the number of people dependent on agriculture
and related pursuits would occur. Thus, there will be

a substantial increase in productivity, not only in non-
agricultural activity, but also in the more backward
agricultural sector. The report outlines an integrated
pattern of development of Maharashtra etate over the next
15 years.

451. Indian Cooperative Union, Commiunit:aPilot
Project Under Non-Official Auspices. New Delhi: 1961.

This report shows how a community development program can
be conducted as an effective ; instrument of productivity
and an active ally of the weaker sections of the village
community.



452. International Labor Office, India Branch, liet,Deverts..
in Certain As ects of Indian Econagsr, Plantation Labor in

India: anzlasmgATIvq....9112Ingla. New Delhi: Inter-

national Labor Office, India Branch, 1960.

This publication consists of two further studies in the

series Recent Developments in Certain Aspects of Indian

Economy, of which four volumes have already appeared.

The aim is to present a discriminating selection of all

relevant information on the subject, scattered in official

:and non-official documents, in a handy and concise form.

The paper on plantation labor deals only with labor

employed in tea, coffee and rubber plantations. An ac-

count is given of recuitment, employment, conditions of

work, social amenities, etc. The paper on non -manual

workers deals with the conditions of life and work of non-

manual employees in government offices, insurance, banks,

shops, commercial offices, journalists, teachers and

nurses. 'Questions of unemployment, training and standard

of living are first considered and there are then chap-

ters on the various categories of workers under the

following subject heads: hours of work, weekly rest and

leave facilities, salaries and earning, industrial rela-

tions, social security, health and hygiene, and housing

and welfare.

453. Sharib, Z. H., Socio-Economic Or ization and Reconstruction

in aural. India and Pakismb Bombay: 195 All-India

Institute of Local Self-Government).

454. Singh, 0..) and Singh,
on the Econ of the Bar i Villa es in the Hisser District,

195 195. Punjab, India: Board of Economic Inquiry, 11

455. Singh, G., and S. Singh, Efiect2911!liakrtionaDamilx
on the Ebonn% of the Barani Villa es in the Hissar District,

1W757. Punjab, India $ Board of Economic Inquiry, 19.1,

456. Singh, G., and S. Singh, Bhakxa Dam

the Econou. of the Barani Villa.es in the Hissar District,

12.2=12.2..4. Punjab, India: Board of Economic Inquiry, 1964.

C11
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457. R ort of a Stud Team on Decentralization in Ra asthan.

ew i This ssociation of iolun ary Agenc es for Rural
Development, 1961.

Following a theoretical diScussion on the subject of the
role of voluntary agencies'in democratic decentralization,
the Association decided to condUCt a study of the practi-
cal working of the system in Rajasthan and Andhra Pradesh,

the first two states to introduce Panchayati Raj. The

above two reports are the outcome of the study tours

undertaken by the teams appointed for the purpose. The

reports testify a certain measure of success in the

working of panchayats in the two states in that they have

opened the way for local talent and initiative. Certain

disadvantages of the system, exg carrying of power
politics to the level of local administration, have also

been noted. Some steps for improving the working of

panchayate have been recommended by the study teams.

458. Taylor, Carl C., A Critical Ana sis of India's Communit

Devel.ment Pro
s ra ons 9

:. e ommunity ojects

The author of this publication has worked for a year in

India as a consultant to the Ford Foundation and has
written this analysis of the community development program
at the invitation of the Indian Government. It was felt

that an appraisal of what is really happening under the

impact of the program was necessary but that those res-

ponsible for the implementation of the program or involved

in it directly or indirectly would find it difficult to

make this appraisal.

In the introductory chapter the author describes ILdials

community development program by stating its objectives

and the methods designed for carrying it out. He stresses

the fact that the extension and community development

programs in India require not only the sanction but the

free participation of millions of persons and hundreds

of thousands of village groups. 'The changes conceived
and promoted for their improvement must be not only
acceptable to the people but accepted and put into pract-

ice by them. India's program is unique in that it is
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both a community development and an extension program.
It is a community development program in that its major

objective is to develop more than five hundred thousand

village communities by methods which will stimulate,

encourage and aid villagers themselves to do much of the

work necessary to accomplishing this objective. It is

an extension program in that it develops channels between
all higher centers of information and villages, and

develops trained personnel to carry agricultural, health,

education, and all, other types of scientific and techni-

cal knowledge to more than two hundred and seventy-time

million 'villagers living in hundreds of thobsands of

llages.

In order to measure the progress of the program by the

extent to which it has changed or is changing the outlook

of villagers, the author attempted to find answers to the

following questions: (1) Are villagers enthusiastic about

the prospects of undertaking and accomplishing the new

things they are doing? (2) Are there additional improve-

ments which they are anxious to undertake? (3) Are they

optimistic about the prospects of undertaking and accomp-

lishing these, and other, things?

Another issue which the author set out to investigate

was whether community development is becoming the people's

program with government assistance or whether it is a

government program with the people's assistance.

His answer to the question is that the program at the

moment obviously is a government program with' the people's

assistance - which is understandable since the Government

had to be responsible for initiating it. There had been

considerable evidence in India to dhow that villagers,

when encouraged and helped by education, technical assist-

ance and community development methods, would improve all

aspects of their life and work, but this evidence was so

far confined to only a few of India's more than 5000 000

villages. In launching and operating a great community

development program the Government was determined to

develop the massive resources represented by 275 million

villagers and the role of initiators of the program
had to be played by State and center governments. The

0
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issue is not therfore whether government authorities
must continue to make great contributions to the program
but whether, as a result of government action, village
people, local leaders and communities are being stead-
ily developed in terms of initiative and responsibilities.

The third question which was important to the author was
whether all State and national government departments are
prepared or becoming prepared to serve the growing needs
and rising expectations of the villagers. Are they being

moulded into a well organized team for this gigantic
task?

As to the outlook of the villagers, the author's observa-
tion is that they are no longer lethargic but are eager
for any change that means progress in their production
and in their levels of living, He considers, in fact,
that they have changed more rapidly than have the ideas
entertained by some .national leaders. Soon the problem

will be not what kind of propaganda will induce the
people to change, but how the rising expectations of the

people can be fulfilled, For this reason, more emphasis
and more effort should be given to satisfying these
aspirations by sound community development and extension
work and relatively less attention to propagandizing.

(2). Foreign Aid - Technical Assistance

459. India, Department of Economic Affairs, The Indo-U.S.
Technical Comm: Progray....11.22221:191ridabad:
19617

460. India, Department of Economic Affairs, The Indo-U.S.
Technical Cooperation Program: Report 1960. New Delhi:

461. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi-
zationep Training Project in Work Cap Methods and Techniques

for South -fast Asia, Kengeri, Bangalore, 19 ew Delhi.
19577mi.ence Cooperation Office for South Asia.
Indian Organizing Committee for Training Projects in Work

Camp methods and Techniques in South-East Asia.)
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(3). Agriculture and Development

462. Bell, F. J. eveloez..z__yrColmlaunitDiAiculture:Madha

Pradesh India. Washington: International Cooperation Ad-

ministration, 1956.

463. Black, J. D. and H. L. Stewart, &porton the Research,

Teaching and Public Administration of the Economics of Agri.-

culture for India.. Calcutta: Government of India Press,

1954.

464. Bride, M. R., "Improve Land Tenure--Success and Failure in

the Development and Settlement of Government Owned Lands:

Country Review of India," Documentation Prepared for the

Center on Land Problems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok,

Thailand, 1954. Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations, 1955, pp. 309-320.

405:
-
Dantwala, M. L., Agricultural Em lo ent in a DeveloPing

Economy. Rehdi.roth: August 19 3. Rehovoth Conference on

Comprehensive Planning of Agriculture in Developing Countries).

The brief experience of one debacle of Indian economic

development seems to confirm'Dovringis conclusion that

it wIll take many decades before there occurs any decline

in the absolute number. of persona depending on agricul-

ture. Therefore, agrizulturels most important role during

the early process of economic development --which may be

as long as 40 to 50 years--is to be.prepared to accommo-
date further additions to its already overcrowded popula-

tion. First and foremost, emphasis should be on the

maximum and most efficient utilization of existing

resources in agriculture. Organization rather than invest-

ment appears to be the more crucial factor. A second

equally important task is to attend to the motivation of

farmers. A will to improve conditions has to be incul-

cated and stimulated.

466. Desai, M. B., Indian Society of Agricultural Economics,

Re ort on an En ui into the Workin of the Bomb: Tenanc

and Agricultural Lands Act 1 8 as-amended u to 1 53

on Gu arat excludin Baroda District' Bombay: 1958.
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467. India, Cabinet Secretariat, Report on Land Holdings (4),

Rural Sector-States. Delhi: Cabinet Secretariat, Govern-

ment of India, 1962. (National Sample Survey, an round

July 1954-April 1955. No. 66).

The survey, confined to the major crop season of the

agricultural year 1953-1954, was conducted in 4,431

sample villages and covered 75,720 households, selected

in a stratified two-stage procedure, with villages and

households as the first and second stage sampling units

respectively. Data collected in respect of ownership of

land, area leased out, individual and joint operational

holdings as percentages of the total operational holdings,

distribution of holdings between agricultural and non-

agricultural operations, size and distribution of holding

etc, are presented state-wise for nineteen important

Indian states, as these existed prior to the reorganiza-

tion of states on November 1, 1956. The land ownership

pattern differed from state to state, as also within the

different states. SimiJarly, an uneven distribution of

the operated land among the households was observed.

Besides the statistical tables, the report also contains

the sampling design of the survey, estimation procedure

and the facsimile of the schedules used for the investi-

gation.

468. India, Department of Agriculture and Community Development,

Stu y on Farm Management and Cost of Production of Crops.

Volume 1. Calout a: Department of Agriculture and Commun.

ity Development, West Bengal, 19614, pp. xxi, 160.

This, the'first of a series to be published by the socio-

economic and evaluation branch of the Department of

Agriculture0'set up by the Government of West Bengal, is

aimed at finding out the extent to which farm practices

recommended by the extension service are adopted by the

farmers, the factors that accelerate or impede such

adoption, and the impact on farm production of scientific

methods of cultivation involving higher investment..

Income and expenditure of farms and the cost of product-

ion of the chief crops grown in different parts of the

state are covered on the basis of eighty farms in thirty

villages that received scientific advice and financial

aid from the Government during 1962-1963.



469. Inc i,a, Department of Cooperation, Report of the Working

Group. on C irative Farminz.: Volumes 1 and 2. New Delhi:

Department ofatooperation, 1959.

The Working Group on Cooperative Farming was appointed

by the Government of India in June 1959, to help the

formulation of an action program on cooperative joint

farming. The terms of reference of the Group were: (1)

to examine the.types and methods of organization and

management of farming societies, (2) to assess

financial reqUirements and suggest how those should be

met, (3) to assess the requirements of administrative,

supervisory and technical personnel at various levels,

(4) to suggest arrangements for training the above

personnel and (5) to recommend subh other Measures as .

mey be Oomidered necessary for promoting this program of

joint cooperative farming. The Working-Cvolv canvassed

the required information and data .with tip help of (a)

questionnaire, (b) visits to the selected societies and

(c) discussions with officials and non-officials connected

!with the working of 'these societies. Their report is

divided into three parts. Part I discusses the back-

ground on the basis ofwhich the detailed recommendations

are included in Part II. Part III consists of summary

of recommendations, note and annexrreso Volume two

comprises (1) an account of the cooperative farming societ-

ies visited, (2) study of the model bye-laws of coopera,

tivd?.fafting societies and.(3) annexures. The Working

GrouV:pleads for starting of Pilot Projects, magnitude

of assistance to Societies, Starting of Training Centers

and National Institute, Technical Guidance etc. They

hope that as a result of the program outlined, conditions

will be created in the country for the growth of coopera-

tive farming on sound lines, the movement will gain

momentum and cooperative farming will emerge as a pattern

of agriculture in the country.

470. India, Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Asulataill

Legislation in India. Volume VIII. Relief of Apicutura;

Indebtedness. MET: 1958.
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471. India, IntensimAffricultural Districts Program: Conference
Re ort of the First Central TrainnTMENTWorEgirPersonrigl
of the ogigir7;7173Th to 15.th Deceig-F1760. New Delhir
Government of India, 1961.

This report contains the proceedings of the first training
course conducted at Deihl. in December 1960, for key
officials engaged in what is known as the intensive
agricultural districts program or the package program.
The program which has as its main objective the maxi-
mization of agricultural prduction in the country, is
being implemented in some selected favorable districts
having maximum irrigation facilities and a minimum of
natural hazards. Attempts are being wade to provide
the participating farmers in these districts all the
facilities necessary for maximizing production, such as
fertilizers, improved seeds, credit, technical know-how,
-additional godowns, transport, more trained staff, etc.
The present report contains papers covering the various
aspects of the program by the participating officials
and is intended to help develop a comprehensive and
coordinated approach to see that the various measures
envisaged in the scheme are provided simultaneously to
the farmers.

472. Jha, A.M., "Agrarian Reform in the State of Uttar Pradesh,
India." International Conference on Land Tenure and
Related Problems in World A riculture 19 1. Land Tenure.

oceedings. radison: Onivers y o isconsin Press,

.1956, ppe 146-152*

473. Johnson, Sherman E., Report on Crisis and

Steps to Meet it. Agricultural Production 114717075gaman:

Sherman . Johnson. Sponsored by the Ford Foundation.
Deihl: Government of India (Ministry of Food and Agri-
culture and Ministry of Community Development and Coopera-
tion), 1959*

This is a report on India's food crisis prepared by an
American team of agricultural specialists who visited
India at the request of the Government of India with
the sponsorship of the Ford Foundation. The report is

divided into three parts. Part I examines the need for
emergency measures in food production. Part II deals

with the measures by which village farmers may be

00.
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473, (continued)

473-476

enabled to increase food production and Part III is
concerned with planning for an abundant agriculture. The

inescapable conclusion is that a rapid increase in
production of food is India's primary problem in achiev-

ing human welfare, social justice and democracy over the

next seven years. Certain crucial issues and major
proposals indicated by the team are: (I) A Third Plan

target of 110 million tons of food grains assuming the

population of 480 million by 1965-1966, (II) tripling

the rate of increase in food production, (III) Stabili-

zation of farm prices, (IV) Public works program for

increasing food production and village employment, (V)

Priorities for chemical fertilizers, (VI) Intensified
irrigation and drainage programs (VII) Selection of

certain crops and certain areas for more intensive efforts,

(VIII) Security of land tenure and consolidation, (IX)

Large scale credit through cooperatives, (X) Progressive

reduction of cattle numbers, (XI) and centralized author-

ity for coordinating food production. Pleads for

emergency action and reiterates confidence in the capacity

of India's people to mobilize in order to meet the great

crisis before them.

474. Kahlon, A.S.;."Analysie of Farm Planning Structure in

Ludhiana I.A.D,P. District." Indian Social and A riculture
and Economics Seminar Series,no pp. 2 -2 re

475. N aik, K.C., A:ricultural Education in India: Institutions

and Or anizat ons. ew De : nd an ounci. ZrAF-4-""Tyieu ur-

a °search, *

476. Narasinga Rao, P.N., "Planning and the Economic Organization

of Agriculture," Indian Economic Association Proceedin: 0

41st Conference Naga )ecem er 9 ; , pp. 2; 3

The author discusses the need for radical changes in
the economic organization in context of land reforms and

agricultural planning Which according to him has not

been a great success in India. He advocates a system of

individual farming with the state exercising wider control

over land and its cultivation and playing a more dominant

role in agriculture, including the provision of agr.toul-

tural credit, direction of crop planning, procurement of
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476. (continued)

foodgrains, etc. The possible objections to this

system are also answered. It is suggested that this
system amounts to a sort of partnership between the state

and the cultivator which would help to solve the food

problem and will be quite in conformity with the accepted

economic ideology.

477. Ong, S., "India's Experience of Farm Planning and Program.

mingen Indian Social and Agriculture and Economics Seminar

Series, 4: pp. 0-940 Sarah .

4784 Singh, T., A:ricutural Polio and Rural Economic Pro:ress.

Ahmedabad, 192 es dential address at he 11 ndia
Agricultural Economics Conference, 1962.

4794 United Nations, Economic CommiebIlail far Asia and Far East/

Food and Agricultural Organization, "Capital Formation in

Agriculture: A Case Study in Uttar Pradesh, Indian" Economic

Bulletin Asia. and Fhr East. Econ. 12(2): pp. 29-44,

4804 iftderlich, G., "Land Reform in Western India: Analysis of

Economic Impacts of Tenancy Legislation, 1946-1963." U4S.D.A.

Economic Research Service, ERS.Foreign-42, June 1964.

(4). Education and Development

4814 "Agricultural Extension and Community Development in

Wop, w. d. (Papers of a meeting held in Illinois).

4824 All-India Cooperative Union, Report on an Evaluation

of Co :rative Education Pro

India.3

Stu

New ask& A n a oopera ye

The Report embodies the results of a field investigation

conducted by the All-India Cooperative Union for an

evaluation of the education program in Bawana area about

15 miles from Delhi City. The investigation covered 11

villages and 26 Cooperative Societies. It studied

specially (1) The extent to which the trained persons

have grasped the cooperative education imparted to them;
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482. (continued)

(2) the change in the attitudes of the trained perecns

towards their society and other members and (3) the

extent to which there has been an improvement in the work.

ing of cooperative societies as a result of cooperative

education. The Report pleads for (1) increasing publicity

and propaganda of the objects and benefits of the pro-

gram coupled with personal approach, (2) elongation of

training courses, (3) need for relevant literature in

regional languages and (4) Change of syllabus and tech-

nique of training.

483. Dawson, .J0%, An.ilaisalofRuralHierEducationla
India and.a ProiiitedProaTheRuralnstWutes.
ew i z k ; n e ry o mat on, 1960.
A report on the study of rural higher education and of

mrk of the recently formed rural institutes in India,

prepared for Vile Miaratiy or Education and the rnral

-institutes. The principal points studied are: (1) Aims

and'iurposes of rural higher education; (2) Current

program in operation; (3) Strength and limitations of the

existing program; (4) A projected program for the rural

instit468; (5) Special comments on work-study education,

operating-projects at a rural institute, adaptation of

basic educational principles to rural higher education;

(6) Staff relation and preparation.

.484. Dornik, Otto, Extension Education in Communit' Devel ment.

New Delhi: Mgatry of ood and cu ture, 9.14

This book has been written for use in the train!Lng of all

categories of staff necessary to man the various positions

in Indials Community Development - National Extension

ServimProgram. It is a collection of articles by 18

authqcwith experience,in community development, who are

memberfra the staff of the training unity of the

Directorate of Extension in the Ministry of Food and

Agriculture, Government of India. 1...The book is divided

into four sections: ivart 1 outlining aims and concepts

of community development and agricultural extension in

Inditti.-part,12..contidning suggestions on program develop-

ment,..Part 3Itlersoribing extension teaching methods and

bechniques and part 4 discussing related activities, such

as home economics and the training of youth.
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485. India, Committee on Plan Projects, Eport of the Team for
the Stu a Communi Pro'ects and ainERTIKEgiiiiraY--"
Service. 'olume 19 7.

486. India, Committee on Plan Projects, Draft R ort on Teacher
Training. New Delhi: Government of India, y 19 3.

The report gives an account of the present availability
of teachers, both trained and untrained, and then goes
on to examine the possibilities and problems of teacher
education in India.

487. India, Committee on Plan Projects, Report on SecondarZ
School-Cum-Hostel Buildings in Rural. New Delhi:
Government of India, October 19 3.

The report contains design proposals for rural schools
which can also be used as hostels suitable for areas with
widely scattered school populations.

488.

I_

India, Ministry
tional Surve
rintmral
for Deli ing
at the Pri
"6E31

of Education, 11.91212.flictEduca-
A Stucv of therisutioridSizeof

A th a T iew to ou in TEETOFther

(111°°1 Arely.....glaVEL2012122112211
Ale and _; Sc ool ta es Data as

lhis :nager of Publications, 055:

In pursuance of a recommendation of the Central Advisory
Board of Education, an educational survey of India has
been carried out in collaboration with the State govern-
ments. It was commenced in November 1957 and completed
in April 1959. It has been a colossal and difficult
work, the first of its kind on such a wide scale to be
undertaken in this country. The main objectives of this
survey were: (1) To identify and enumerate every dis-
trict habitation and prepare registers giving relevant
information about them; (2) To enumerate the existing
primary, middle end high schools and the habitations
served by them; (3) To plan school areas for each primary,
middle and high schools in a rational manner so as to
derive the maximum benefit with the minimum of additional
outlay from the existing schools and those to be opened
or enlarged in future.
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1439. India, Ministry of Education, Committee on Rural Education,

Report. Delhi: Manager of Publications, 1959.

The Committee on Rural Education was formed for two

reasons. First, the rural institutes of higher education

proposed that students successfully completing they two-

year certificate course in agricultural science should be

made Eligible for appointment as Gram Sevaks. This was

in conflict with the arrangement already made by the

Ministry of Agriculture that the requisite number of Gram

Sevaks would be supplied by the Basic Agricultural Schools

and extension training centers which the Ministry had

helped the States to establish. The situation was further

complicated by the decision taken on the recommendation

of the. C.O.P.P. team on Community Development and

National Extension Service to stagger the opening of new

blocks, thus reducing the number of Gram Sevaks required

in the coming years. It became apparent that there was

some overlapping of functions between these two kinds of

institutions. The second reason for forming the Commit-

tee on Rural Education was the criticism of the Janata

College at the Sixth Development Commissionerst Confer-

ence on Community Prjects held at Mussorie in April 1957.

This report is based on visits to a number of institutions

.wheme, in addition to examining their facilities and

meeting students, the members of the CoMmittee held dis-v.

cussions with staff members and some officers of the State

government.

490. India, Ministry of Education, A Brochure on Educational

SIMUflaga. New Delhi: 7.5.77--

This work is an account of a census and studies carried

out from 1957 to 1959 with a view to improving the

planning of school building programs. This entailed,

first, listing all the villages, hamlets and settlements

in India and the existing schools and the areas they

served; determining how many new schools should be built,

where they might best be located and what areas they

should serve (changing existing boundaries where necessary);

and then, on the basis of these studies, drawing a school

map for each district, showing the existing schools, the

new schools to be built and the areas served by each

school.
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490. (continued)

490-.492

This publication describes the organization of this work
and summarizes the overall results at the national level.
Numerous statistical tablSO and charts are annexed.

491. India, Ministry of 'Education, port of the Committee on
Rural EAucation, Delhi: Ministry of Education, l9107---

This is a report of the Committee appointed to examine
the objectives of rural institutions, to recommend modi-
ficationO in them, if nedessary, and to indicate the
lines on which the syllabi should be remodelled. The
Committee considers the education of rural people for a
better and fuller life and the training of workers for
service to the rural people as the main purpose of rural
institutions. A long term approach for providing

for wwevin, Imartraa min a scale nommen-uu.s.gruaa4. clutaxwo,w4~ses,04. r.r--
surate with the needs created by the nationwide Community
Development Program, a combination of studies in
cultural and occupational fields and the promotion of
the village school as the community center are some of
the important recommendations made.

492. India, National Council for Rural Higher Education, Proceed-
in:e of the Fourth Meeting of the National Council for Rural
'1 her uca on an to S an ng omm ee, e a

ni etan West emal on = ch 29 to 1 19 New Delhi:

N.17M-rbryorMucation7.9392

Among the important items of agenda were: (1) approval
of syllabuses of studies for the rural services diploma
and the preparatory course; (2) consideration of possi-
bilities of emOopent for students of rural institutes;
(3) the question of advanced grants to rural insititutes;
(4) consideration of the suggestion that seminars be
held for subject teachers; (5) the question of setting
up a Board of Studies; (6) the distribution of income
from fees, and agricultural farm, village industries
departments etc, between the rural institute and
the Ministry; (7) language standards in agricultural
science courses; (8) approval of the handbook of instruct-
ions for the superintendents of examinations; (9)
translation of question plpere for agricultural science
courses into several languages.
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493, India, Planning Commission, Re ort of the Workin Groom

on Technical Education and Ikea ional alias. N'ew ihi:

overnmen of n eas, 9 II

This report contains the f:Indings and recommenations

of the working group setup to study the development of

technical education (secondary and higher) and of vocat-

ional training during the implementation of the third

five-year plan.

494, India, Planning Commission, Third Five-Year Plan (1961-

1962 - 1965-1966) Draft 007:07"

Two chapters of the plan are devoted to education and

vocational training* Though they give only general trends

and overall figures they represent a synthesis of a

great many studies carried out in collaboration by the

Planning Commission, the Ministry of Education and other

departments conoerned, at both national and State levels.

The main aims in view, are: the extension of free and

compulsory education to all children between the ages of

6 and 11; improvement in the standerds of secondary and

higher education; the development of science teaching;

the training of teaching staff; the expansion of technical

and vocational education in line with the:economic and

sooial needs assessed by the working group on technical

education. The plan is also concerned with the develop-

ment of education and vocational training provided by

establishments responsible to bodies other than the

central. Ministry of Education and the education depart-

ments of the different States, for instance, the

ftaistries of Labor, Community Development and Coopera-

tion, Agriculture, Health, etc.

495, Planning Commisoiont Training of Villwe Artisans in Bihar.

(Govevnment of India; anning 09 on. °gram

Evaluation Organiristion Publications),
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496. India, Planning Commission, Community Projects Administ-

ration, Training for Work. Delhi: The Pdbli-

cations Division, no date.

This is a manual for the training of personnel for village

work. The improvement of village life was given the

highest priority in the first five-year plan in India

and great importance was.,attached to 'the provision of

training facilities in the community development programs.

The workers needed for village' work can be divided into

four types: (1) village level workers; (2) social
education organizers; (3) block development officers;

and (4) extension'officers, i.e. experts in health or

farming, overseers, engineers, etc. The training facili-

ties available for each of these categories are examined

and the methods used to train the various types of

personnel are described in detail. One chapter is

devoted to in-service training, which is another aspect

of the training program. A list of training centers is

appended and there is also a map of India showing

extension training centers and training centers for social

education organizers, development officers and public

health personnel.

497. India, Secondary Education &mission, Report. New Delhi:

Ministry of Education, 1953.

The task of the Secondary Education Commission set up in

1953 was to study the situation prevailing in secondary

education and suggest measures for its reorganization

and improvement, 'particularly in regard to its aims and

structure, its rel4tions with primary and higher educat-

ion Slati'pig.betwed011e different types of
. .

secondary schOoli.

The commissionts report contains its findings and recom-

mendations on the following subjects: the structure

of the secondary course, language teaching, curricula,

teaching methods, character training, guidance of pupils,

health and physical education, examinations and the

assessment of pupils' work, teaching staff, administrat-

ion and buildings, financing.

Several documents are annexed, including the text of the

questionnaire sent by the commission to a great many

persons and institutions.
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497. (continued)

The reform of secondary education which was subsequently

undertaken was based largely on the commission's recom-
mendations

498. Indian Adult. Education Association, Adult Education in

Community Developments A Symposium. Delhi s 10E7'

This symposium consists of four papers each by an expert

on adult education. The first is a general review of
the subject, adult education being envibaged as remedial

education, as an agent:, for removing social tensions,

as a means of strengthening social consciousness, as a

link between the research center-and the home, and as a

means of expanding the mental horizons of men and women.

The second paper is "a discussion of the future of adult

education; the author puts forward some suggestions as
to how work in the field could be made more effective,

pointing out in particular that (at the time of writing)

consolidation is more necessary than further expansion.

The third paper is a study. of literacy work in adult

education; this author makes a special plea for young

.
adults to be given. thei opportunity of learning to read

and write in'thdir own language, as only then will they

be in a position to participate in community development.

The fourth paper is entitled "Adult Education - Matrix

of a New Civilization." Here the author calls attention

to the need for proper training of workers in the field

so that they may be effective in removing the intellectual

and emotional barriers which thwart progress in community

development.

499. Indian Council of Agricultural Research and Educational

Services, 'seminar On Teaching Methods in Agricultural and

Veterinary Sciences., 3, Bombay,-19601" Rertort, Indian

Council Agr. Res. Educ, Ser. 11, 1960.

500. Mather, J.0., and P. .Neuratz, An Indian Experiment in Farm

Radio Forums, ( ed. ) by UNESCO. Paris X 1959. (Press,

Pilm and Radio in the World Today Series).
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50Ia Piress.E.A., The Rural PrimarLTeacher. Deihl.: Ministry
of Education,17377

In this study the author discusses the following topics
in relation to the rural primary teacher: (1) the role
of the teacher; (2) the problems of the rural teacher;
(3) the program of the rural primary school; (Li) the
qualities needed for rural teaching; (5) school -
community cooperation; (6) the.recruitment, training and
selection of rural teachers; (7) in-service guidance.
It is pointed out that school programs, should be related
to the needs of the community and that the teacher
should strive to improve the children's physical, economic
and social environment.

502. Sharma, P.S., "Training Extension Workers in India Who Have
Not Had Agricultural College Training." Cornell U. Camper.
Ext. Edw. Seminar, Mimeo Release 2: pp. 16A6, July 1960.

503. Smith, Louis, The Rural Institutes of Hi: er Education: A
Study With Recommendat ans. nistry o ducation,

1958.

The rural institutes of higher education are a new
venture, part of a comprehensive pattern of educational
pioneering designed to meet the special needs of rural
India. There are ten of these institutes, situated in
widely separated rural areas of the sub-continent. The

writer spent three months talking with their leaders,
meeting staff and students and studying the plans for
programs and buildings. With the directors, he travelled
into the surrounding countryside to meet village school
teachers, extension workers, panchayat members workers
at handicraft centers and the like. This report attempts
to summarize his experience and offers some suggestions
to leaders and staff members.

These institutes are, of course, in their infancy, the
first having begun its program only in July 1956, and
they are judged here in terms of the start they have made
and the potentialities they show. The writer is convinced
that the basic idea of the institute is sound and that
they show good promise of becoming strong centers for
training rural leaders and pioneering effective approaches
to rural development.
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504. Ulrey, P., Evaluation: A Tool for Educational and Economic

Dove' ment7TIZEWMITTRWRI572atensfaT157
EMI 19, 963.

K. Japan

505 Japan, Agricultural, Forestry, and Fisheries Productivity

Conference, Agricultural Extension Work in Japan. Tokyo

1959. (Agricarer5.77ToF77157,-713T5753177Foductivity
Conference 1959, Agricultural Development Series 1).

506. Japan, Economic Planning Agency, New Long-Range Economic

Plan of Japan (196'1..1.970). TokydT"TEFUEWTIE57779511r.

This plan, which is not of a binding nature but simply

proposes some very wneral objectives with a view to guiding

.government action, points out the importance of training

skilled workers and qualified personnel in order to meet

the requirements of the Situation created bysthe expan-

sion and modernization of the economy. More attention

is given to education in this plan than in the preceding

one (1958-1962). However, it does not deal with eduoat-

ion as a whole. In Chapter III'of the second part,

entitled "Improvement of Human Ability and Promotion

of Science and Technologylo the government is urged to

develop both higher scientific and technical education,

along with secondary education, with special attention

to secondary technical education, and vocational training.

The report makes recommendations concerning some of the

targets to be aimed at and some of the means to be

employed in reaching them.

507. Japan, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Report of..112

Sury :' on the Trends of 'lament in A: icultural Forestry

and shiny -T1 is es

The only data available in Japan about the social

structure of populations engaged in agriculture, forestry

and fishery. Among other things, the status of employ-

ment of rural people in industries other than agriculture,

forestry and fishery, tabulated by different classes of

the community are of great use for vocational guidance

of pupils in rural schools.
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5080 Japan, Ministry of Education, Research Bureau, Demand and

Sulplli9U°E1221=212E2EaLtaa. Tokyo: 1958.

This publication summarizes the results of a series of
investigations carried out by the Ministry of Education
to provide a basis for its policy for the development
of higher educationi

The first part is an.historical study, covering the
period 1926 119550 of the growth in the numbers of gradu-
ates from higher education institutions considered in
conjunction with the economic development of Japan. The
second part gives an analysis of the findings of two
surveys concerned with the present distribution of
graduates, according to their fields of study in the
various sectors of economic activity.

On the basis of this analysis and the economic forecasts
of the fiiii.4ear'Plan, together with various other
factors, the authors of the study assess the numbers and
types of graduated needed for the period 1955-1960.
They then calculate the numbers of graduates to be expect-
ed annually for each branch of study and compare them
with requirements.

This work is usefully supplemented by a second edition,
Which appeared in June 1959 and brought it up to date
for the period 1958-1962. It also describes the way in
which the surveys were conducted and shows how the
findings were used.

509. Japan, Ministry of Education,.Research Bureau, Demand and
and S for Graduates From Secondary Schools and
nivers t es. o os

In this work the forecasts, which are made for a period
of ten years, also cover pupils completing secondary
education.

After explaining the object of this study and briefly
recalling the main lines of the preceding one, the
authors examine the educational level of the working
population and the distribution of those holding diplomas
of higher education institutions or secondary school
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0.9. (continued)

certificateibi branch of study and for each sector of

economic activity. The data for this analysis were

compiled from two surveys carried out between 1958 and

1960. The authors go on to assess, first, the demand

for graduates as affected by various factors, including

the economic plan for the period 1961 -1970, and secondly,

the supply of such graduates, comparing the former with

the latter. The last part ammarizes the main lines of

the plans drawn up, to give a better adjustment of

supply to demand.

Statistical tdbles and the questionnaires used for the

surveys and 'given as an annex.

510. Japan, Ministry of Education, Research Bureau, Youth

.............221.L.Tin'SEductitimitChocie...tr. Tokyo: 19610--

The Objedt of this publication is to present the problems

of secondary education and the basic facts that will

have to be taken into consideration when development

plans are drawn up.
.

In the first part the authors describe the progress of

secondary education from 1950 onwards. Special sections

are devoted to the 'growth in the numbers of girls en-

rolled and to regional differences in the development

of secondary education*

The second part, consist of a study of the present situa-

tion and certain recommendations both of a quantitative

and of a qualitative.nature with regard to general and

technical secondary education, part-time education,

correspondence courses and teacher training. In this

context, the case of pupils who do not continue their

education once' they have completed the period of com-

pulsory schooling is also discussed.

In the third part, the authors give forecasts concerning

the growth of the number of pupils in secondary schools

in relation to demographic, sociologicalstachnological

and economic development and determine the main aims to

be pursued in a plan for the development of secondary

education. Various statistical tables are given in an

annex.
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511. Japan, Ministry of Health and Welfare, libite-Paner on Health
and Welfare, 1962.

A reportmade during the period 1960-1961 concerning the
administration of welfare 'and health in Japan, gives
detailed information On the present living, standards in
rural communities, the rural diet, and medical problems
in villages. Also provides valuable materials for draw-
ing up the curriculum for isolated rural schools.

512. Japan, Niigata Prefectural Board of Education, Report on
Rural Schools in Winter, 1962.

A review of rural education in Niigata prefecture, which
sets up more branch schools during the winter time than
any other prefecture in Japan. The report sets out
problems in education in rural areas with heavy snowfalls.
It reports pupils attendance in the snowy season and
provision of audio-visual teaching materials in rural
schools.

513. Japan, Report onapieyelmmesloUsc214.ped Islands, 1960.

Japan ia an insular country consisting of Hokkaido, Kyushu,
Shikoku, Kyushu, Islands, and of-approximately 3,000 small
islands. The IlIsaW.on the development of remote islands??
was enacted in 1953 for cultural development in isolated
islands. This report describes development in remote
islands, giving information On their present status and
future programs.

514. Toyama Prefectural Institute for Educational Research,
Rural Education in Tgetma Prefecture, Japan, 1959

In Toyama prefecture, there are not so many rural schools
as in other prefectures, but discrepancy in educational
and cultural levels between urban and rural areas has
recently appeared. The school board of education is there-
fore planning a method of eradicating this discrepancy.
The report gives a general survey of equipment, teachers,
pupils? physical conditions, and motivation and learning
attitudes of pupils in rural schools.
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515.1 Landejinekr, LI., "Land Reform in Japan: A Comment."
International Conference .on Land Tenure and Related Problems

n enure, IFJEFM76767----""

son: Univer of sconsin Press, 1956, pp. 224-229.

516. *Tatsuno, T., and R. Kaneke, A icultural Extension in Ja an.
Tokyo: 1.958. (Food and Agricultural Organization of the
Union Nations, Forestry and Ileheriee Productivity Con-
ference. Tokyo).

Malaia.

517.. 41 b) S., "The Attitude of the Malayan Peasant Toward the
Tenure Problem of Malaya, With Special Reference to the
State of Kedah." International Conference on Land Tenure

and Related Problems in World culx14-4
nienure. ocee Tn son:ngs. versitr ^ sconsin

JPress, 1956, PP. 176 -178.

14, Nepal

518. Nepal, Ministry of Education, The Five-Year Plan for
Education,in N::1 (1956-1957 :70675717617747VEM:
Malege uca on

This plan follows closely the plan, projects and recom-
mendations of the National Education Planning Commission

appointed in 1954 to stucly the future organization of

education in Nepal. Much attention is therfore devoted

to estimat nori nemt, ntypitnT outlay and other financial

aspects involved in the organization of a long-term
educational system.

519. Nepal, National Education Planning Commission, Resort.
Katmandu: 1955.

The report contains a general introduction and a survey
of the background to educational programming in Nepal,

outlining the nature of and the need for educational
planning. The national plan is described in Part II,

consideration being given to the vocational emphasis of

basic education, the activity. method of learning in the
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519. (continued)

519-522

Montessori school, the religious influence of the
Pathashala and the Gompa, and the academic standrds of
the English and Sanskrit systems. Part III contains a
summary and recommendations, and Part IV traces the
educational progress made since the inauguration of the
existing program. Appendices deal with various aspects
of the projected plan and examples are given of question-
naires addressed to illiterates, educated laymen and

professional educationists,

520. Wood, Hugh B., and Bruno Knall, Educational Planning in Nepal
and Its Economic Implications. rWMITT7necamaii,--1EFI9627
11Filerr56MITTErDnescoliieErion to Nepal), January-May
1962),

The report surveys the program of Nepalese educational
expansion initiated in 1954, and makes recommendations
for its modification in the light economic development

needs and potential and the resources available for
education. Although educational planning activities were
early initiated, there is a lack of research and statis-
tics to back them up (Chapter 3, Section II). Also
considers the economic planning machinery and its products
as a frame for the further editoationat planning activity,

the possible extent of which is discussed in a final
chapter, together with its organization,

N. Pakistan

521. Akhtar, S.14.1 "The Land Tenure Situation in Pakistan."
International Conference cr.( Land Tenure and Related Problems
117767=TRITUF7931. and enure. oceedings.

Madison: nivers y or Wisconsin Press, 1956, pp. 125-133.

522, Alaxander, T.H., R port to the Government of Pakistan on
A icultural Extension. fA RepirighT01176775angr"
Agricultural ganization of the United Nations, Rome No,
1839, 1964, pp. 26, 6.

The author reports on his activities in Pakistan from
September 1960 to December 1963 to advise the Water and
Power Development Authority (NAPDA) on an extension
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522* (continued)

522-523

service for the Ganges-Kobadak Project and on the
coordination of rural services, to assist in a training
course and in the preparation of teaching material,
and to collaborate with the other members of the FAO

team to develop an agricultural program for the project.
The first recommendation is to broaden the scope of the
FAO team on the project to include all WAPDA projects
needing planning and personal training assistance. The
Baradi Training Center should beexpanded and its facili-
ties increased; WAPDA Should act to assist farmers in the
fields of cooperation, credit, seed and fertilizers, etc.;
working relations shodWbe.improved, and responsibilities
better defined between agricultural and engineering
groups; the farm club construction program should be

accelerated, and more emphasis should be given to the

practical training of'f#Mers. In addition, the WAPDA
Extension Service shoUld"be transferred to the Ministry
of Agriculture as soon as this becoems possible.

523* Beringer, C. and I. Ahmed, The Ube of A .cultural S line

Commodities for Economic pdgZalii a an. achis

nsti ute o velopmen conomics, 9

The purpose of importing Surplus commodities under
Atkistants second five-year plan was first to avoid de-
flatide and then to provide resources for development.

An immense program was proposed for public works, parti-

cularly in East Pakistan. It is argued that the scope

for extension is limited because the composition of

commodities available for import appears to bear little

relation Wthe pattern of income elasticities of demands

wheat (thwpain commodity in .surplus) is a poor substitute

for milk or tea. Price adjustments are not easy, for a

fall in the price of wheat affects the production of

wheat in West Pakistan and a rise in the price of other

commodities is inflationary. There are also difficulties
in substituting the production of cotton for wheat. The

conclusions are reached with the aid of multiplier
analysis, using data from consumption surveys. It is

suggested that in East Pakistan reluctance to eat wheat

as a:Substitute for rice is a greater obstacle to the

use"Bf'sdrplus commodities for development than greater
affluence*
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524. Cheema,14A.1. "Land Tenure and Land Reforms in Pakistan,
Country Review." Documentation Pr. e red for the Center
on Land Problems in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok,
Thailand, 1954. Rome: Food and Agricultural Organization
of the United Nations, 1955. pp. 451-468.

525. Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, A Note on
the 'Utilization of_Agricultural Surpluses for Economicrr
......a.L.bi..._n_peiLe_Develmercistan. Study prepared by the CAFE/EW
Agriculture Division, Economic Commission for Asia and the
Far East. Bangkok: FAO, 1961.

Under the auspices of the Executive Secretary of ECAFE
and the Director-General of the FAO case studies were
conducted on the disposal of agricultural surpluses,
particularly in Pakistan, with special reference to the
procedures and problems involved in their utilization
for economic development. Some of tb9 subjects discussed
are: (1) considerations leading to the purchase of
surplus agricultural commodities, (2) factors to be taken
into account in deciding which surplus and in what'
quantities should be procured on special terms, (3)
administrative procedures, arrangements and institutions,
(4) specific plans for using the additional resources
obtained through surplus transactions to increase invest-
ment, and (5) assessment of effects of surplus disposal
transactions.

5264 Graham, A.B., et al., Technical Education in Pakistan.
Paris: UnescdrOn. "(RZFOit of CrEggraligIBEto
Pakistan, February-March 1961).

The report discusses the proposals of the National
Commission on Education and the Second Five-Year Plan
referring to technical, commerical and agricultural
education, and makes modifying recommendations in the
light of further knowledge of the future economic needs
of the country. The need to extend educational planning
services is also mentioned.
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527. Hall, W.F., Agriculture in Pakistan. Economic Research

Service, U.S. Department or Washington, D.C.

No. ERS.Foreign 129, 1965, pp. iv, 28.,

About one -fouth of Pakistarils 365,600 square miles is

classified as arable Ind. In 1957/1958 some 61.4

per cent of the land area in East Pakistan and 20.1

4per cent in West Pakistan were under cultivation. Some

0 per cent of Wept.Pakistants cultivated area is under

wheat and some 85 per cent of that in East Pakistan is

under rice. Cultivation' and harvesting methods are
primitive, with technology mostly confined to expand

irrigation, higheriertilizer.inputs, improved seed,

plant protectiowand improved hand tools. The production

of staple crops (rice, cereals and pulses) falls short

of domestic requirements, whereas there is a surplus of

commercial crops, such as jute (the major source of

foreign exchange). Goals of agricultural policy are
self-sufficiency in food grains and higher output of

raw materials for the domestic industry and for export.

To meet the foreign exchange costs of agricultural and

economic development under the five ..year plan, Pakistan

suppltipiente it's foreign exchange* earnings with foreign

aid. In'1962/1963 such aid .constituted 42 per cent of

the Government budget. The export trade is predominantly

in agricultural commodities'or products manufactured

therefrom. Agricultural commodities accounted for 19

per cent of all imports in 1962/1963. Details are also

givenAjakistants trade with the USA. The prospects

for the next decade point to a rapid rate of economic

growth but farm output is unlikely to expand rapidly

enough to keep pace with population growth. Import needs

for food grain's on concessional terms will probably

continue to grow in the near future.

528. Malik, I.H., The Devel ment of Cottage_ Industries on

Co rative Lines. Nab, ak a an s oard of conomic

529. Niaz, LS., Stu of Ralationshi Between Land Reforms and
araoh t overnmenCommunit Deve

Planning ommivuee al a an, 19.5.

The study is a consequence of the 1960 EWE resolution
and review the hypothesis that land reforms and community
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529. (continued)

529-530

development program in India, Pakistan and Taiwan are
mutually complementary and, should have better prospects
with further improvements. Impacts of this hypothesis on
West Pakistan conditions are analyzed and the following
features discussed: (1) the agrarian situation in West
Pakistan in 1947 and changes in the system of operating
the land; (2) a brief, history of the Village Agricultural
and Industrial Development (Village AID) Program and its

achievements, during.:: the first Plan period; (3) the

contribution of Village AID to the implementation of land
reforms, and vice versa.

530. Pakistanl Commission on National Education, Report. Karachi:

Government dniristan Press, 196707-

A National Commission was set up in 1959 to review the
educational system in the light of the aspirations and
needs of the people of Pakistan and also of the country's

social and economic structure, and to recommend such
measures of reorientation and reorganization as might

be necessary to ensure a.general and balanced development
of education.

The commission opens its report by stating what it regards
as the essential aims of education in Pakistan, stressing
the part education should play in the inculcation of
moral values, the promotion of national unity, character
building, and economic and social growth. Here the
commission-points out that the development of education
and of vocational training constitutes an economic in-
vestment and is an indispensable prerequisite for the
overall development of the country.

In the light of these general principles the commission
formulates recommendations for each branch of education,
covering aims, organization, curricula and examinations,
staff, administrationlfinancing. In the case of technical
education it emphasizes the necessity of setting up a
body to undertake research into requirements in the matter
of .qualfied manpower. It goes on to study various general

questions: religious. instruction, the language in which
teaching is given, the dignity of manual work, guidance
for pupils, etc. It considers the questions of the
training and status of teachers. The problems of
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530. (continued)

administration and finance which are.examined in several

passages of the report are dealt with as a whole in

two special chapters which..also contain the commission's

recommendations on this subject, and stress the need for

planning.

....This report, which covers the whole field of education

within the general context of the nation's problems,

provides the basis for the planning activities subsequently

initiated in Pakistan.

The questionnaire which was distributed by the commission

to many persons and institutions is given as an annex.

531. Pakistan, Planning Commission, The Second Five-Year Plan

(1960 - 1965). Karachi: Government of Pakisigrivss, 1960.

The chapter in which the plan is presented explains

that education was: regarded as one of the sectors which

should receive priority, and the chapter on education

emphasizes the fact that the development of education and

vocational training is of vital importance to the economic

and social progress of the country. The principal recom-

mendations of.the National.Commission on Education have

been taken into consideration whenever possible.

A11,branches of education are dealt with, particular

.attention being paid t9 measures for..the quantitative

expansiorrand qualitative improvement of primary, technical

anditteational education and of teacher training. In

considering secondary and higher education the plan

suggests means for improving quality and results.

Several of the chapters dealing with the different

'economic and social sectors.,(agriculture, industry,

health, housing, etc.) include suggestions for the de-

velopment of means of vocational and technical training

for which the traditional education services are not

responsible. With that object the general chapter on

manpower recommends the creation of a body whose task

it would.be to cocvdinate all the vocational training

activities instituted by the various ministries and

services.
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532. Pakistan, Planning Commission, Review of Progress in

1961 1962 Under the Second Five-Year Plan. Revised edition.

Karachi: 'arming:Cc mion, Governm5E of Pakistan,

June 1963.

Evaluates the progress in the second year of the second
five-year plan. Ahel economy has expanded by five
percent at constant .prices and income per head of pop-

ulation increased bythree per cent since 1960/1961.

Agriculture, which accounts for over half the nation's

income, grew br3.6-per. cent at constant prices, and if

the increase is compared with production in the pre-plan

years the improvement is more striking. Foodgrains,

jute and sugar cane.were nearing.the targets set for

the plan. Industrial output rose by 12 per cent. Prices

rose only slightly. Earnings from exports went up by

two per cent.

533. Papaneki. G,F., Pakistan :. The Development Miracle. Washington:

Information DivisionlEmbassPacistan,.19.----

531. Rahim, S.A., "Diffusion and Adoption of Agricultural
Practices:. A Study of the Pattern of Communication, Dif-

fusion.and Adoption of Improved Agricultural Practices in

A Village in East Pakistan. ". Comila. Acad. Rur. Devlpmt.

Tech, second edition, slightly revised, January 1965.

535. Shafi Niaz M., Stu Tr of Relationshi Between Land Reforms

and Communit Development ills e Aid TERRETTaligrm.
ment of Pakistan Press, 19 , Agriculture and Food

Section, Planning Commission) Government of Pakistan,

Karachi.)

An historical review is provided of land reforms and

the community development program in West Pakistan.

This is followed by an analysis of field survey under-

taken to test the hypothesis, mhether, and to what

extent, the cause of land reforms was assisted by the

community development program, and conversely, whether

or not the implementation of land reforms contributed

to the success of the community development program.
The 'study was undertaken early in 1961, and the data

accoriingly refer to that period. Caution is advised

in the use of the conclusions due to the very small
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535v. ..(continued )

II

size of the sample,' and.various other limiting factors,
The study indicated that tenants of alLtypes were, to
varying extents, generally aware of the land reforms
'introduced by the government from time to time. There

was practically no evidence of the Village AID (Agri-

cultural'and Industrial Development) Organization
playing any perceptible part in informing the farmers,
nor was there evidence to suggest that educational
campaigns were arranged by the. organization to enlighten
the farmers on various aspects of land reform. However,

most of the land reforms: were introduced before the
Village AID program was laundhed in the areas studied,
and there were a nuMber'of other reasons for its lack
of impact. No positive' relationship could be established
between land reforms andVillage AID. There was, however,

evidence of a greater interest in the community develop-
ment:programs by the maSses.during the last year or two,
especially in areas whers tenants'have become owners of
land as a result of land reforms. This increased interest
was due partly to the implementation of land reforms and

partly to the efforts of program' workers, since land
reforms and the community development program have a
common objective (the improvement of the economic and

social conditions of the people). They should be com-

plementary to each other. In fact it is shown that
there has been practically no relationship between the
two in the areas studied. It' is, however, concluded
that the information obtained and the conclusions emerg-
ing from the study can provide helpful guide-lines to
ensure that these programs function complementarily to

each other in future.

536. U.S. 'White House, Department Of Interior Panel on Water-
logging and Salinity 'in Truest' Pakistan, Re ort on Land and

....12EWerrientintheetndus''Plair1. ashington: 27647

O. 'Formosa; Republic of calla

537. Asian Technical Conference on Vocational Training for
Industry, Rangoon, 1955. ExchanelAViews on the Present
State of Devel ment'of Vocational Trainin for Indust

In Asian Countries. a er Pre ared by the xovernment of
the Re 1=77him, Geneva: n ernational a or

ganizATATT7007-
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537. (continued)

537-543

Summarizes tfiiiarious aspects of vocational training

for industry as it,eXists in the Republic of China,

including organization, administration, teacher recruit-

ment, qualifications and salaries, and the specific needs

of industry. The types of school which offer such

training and the different trades are also reviewed.
Training beOncbetwilem.thel.iages of 12 and 18 for a

three-year course &CS:311116r vocational school after

which a student can go on to the senior and higher

technical institutions.

538. Coiling, F., and T.S. Lu, A ioultural Extension Through

theFs:mam#m..rrsfAssooiemeIeu1oofOhinji,.
Unitedifc----TIceor.lationeCoritheAppleationieSbience
and Technology for the Benefit of Less Developed Areas.

(Working Papers, Agriculture) v.l. No. 12, September 21, 1962.

539, Tang, H.S "The Rent Reduction and Land Purchase Program

in Formosa." International Conference on Land Tenure and

aleated.ProblealftwirgaliCiiculture, i7517rirdinurer.
TiTareangs, sans ver ...ty of Wisconsin Press, 1956,

pp. 214-219..

140. Tsiang, RAgricultural-Levelopment in Taiwan," Pro-

222SES.2EIRELIP00 AffaL.tat 1: pp. 31-27, April 1963*

541 U.S. Bureau of International Programs, Economic Devel ments

Taiwan(Formosa) 1961. U0S. Bureau of oreign Commerce
andWorlcTESWIEformation, April 1962.

P. Thailand

542. Bjorok, L. "Report to the Government of Thailand on Home

Economics at Kaseteart University." Food and Agricultural

Organization. of the United Nations. Expanded Technical

Assistance Program. Miten2EL111, 1959.

543. Brown, L.R., "Agricultural Diversification and Economic

Development in Thailand: A Case Study." U.S. De artment

of Agriculture Economics Report 8, March 1
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544. International Bank for Recontstruction and Development,
Mission to Thailand, A Public Develo ment Pro ram for
Thailand. Baltimore: Johns op ns ess, 19 9.

(Report of a mission organized by the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development at the request
of the Government of Thailand).

U.S. Agency for International Development, Thailand,

6212242111EAVEritARILIanito by O.J. S"ville,
and A. ieme, ng o t 9 .

545.

VII. Middle.East

manpower situation in India, Jordan, Lebanon, PakistanI

'end the United Arab Republic; (3) several reports
!'describing the work undertaken in Iran. In short, this

publication gives a general outline of the first efforts

.":..made in several. countries of the Middle East and Asia

0... 00
s

sla

4 towards establishing and promoting a policy of manpower4. Oft

` 'development. Problems concerning the relationship
between manpower development and educational development
are frequently referred to.

'A. Economic and Social Development

546 ,:..Middle 4e:.st Conference on Training and Manpower Development,

Teheran; 1959. Man'ilower.Devel ment in the Middle East:

Pa ors and Conclusions. eheran: rvis ono conomic

Affairs, lan gan zation, 1960.

A conference on manpower development, attended by
representatives of Iran and several Asian countries, was
held in Teheran in 1959. Its purpose was to assess the

..:?..*%.work already done in this field and to enable the

.participants to exChandi the benefits of their experi-
ence.

This publication contains the conclusions reached at the

conference and the reports submitted; the latter are of

three kinds: (1) general studies on manpower develop-
ment, its aims and methods; (2) reports concerning the
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B. Agriculture and Development

547. Aktan, R. and C. Issawi, The PrelemoLAELEaLLE21
Taxation From the Point of View of AericultU7falDevelt.
cdhor-7rlbo..eneron---7- the

Near East, Salahuddin, Iraq, 1955. Rome: Food and Agri-

cultural Organization of the United Nations, 1956.

548. Bruce, V.W. and B.J. Gregory, l'Administrative Requirements

for the Planning and Implementation of Agricultural Develop-

Wrkdh. on Or anization and Administration of

adolluml e cos in the Arab States afro 9 Report

of a Uritbrid- a one norkehop e a iro, ini ed ab

Republic, March 2 to 15, 1964, pp. 94-100. 1964.

549. Dajani, N.I Practical Problems in Carr yin Out Planned

Settlement. Paper el vexed a e en er on =nd o ems

Infingi East Salahuddin, Iraq, 1955. Rome: Food and

Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, 1956.

550. El-Ricaby, A. and M.R. Ghonemy, The Problems of Size of

Holdin s for Land Settlement and Develo
mks op po o. :n er on gin o lems n t e Near

East, Salahuddin, Iraq, 1955. Rome: Food and Agricultural

Organization of the United Nations, 1956.

551. Ghonemy, M.R. and S.G. Madiman, Communit Devel ment and

Land ReformyjmoLd. Workshop Report a. 7. enter on

rialicaIgns in the Near East, Salahuddin, Iraq; 1955.
Rome: Food and Agricultural Organization of the United

Nations, 1956.

552. 'semi, C., Policies and Measures to Su lement Land Reforms.

Round Table Discuss on Repor o. en er on and

Problems in the Near East, Salahuddin, Iraq, 1955. Rome:

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations,

19560'

553. Parsons, K.H., The Concept of Land Reform, Paper delivered

at the Center on )and ilvobleed liTTEnTir East, Salahuddin;
Iraq, 1955. Rome: Food and Agricultural Organization of

the United Nations; 1956.
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554. West, Quentin M., AgEleullural Deve3_,..mmen...1bPron.L..asof

Iran Ira and Sudan: Effects on Prod2pIk_gompetitive
th U.S. Farm orts. Washington: -Y.S7Wertment of

cul ure, 19

C. Education and Development

555. wort on the First Near East Seminar on Hi her and Inter-

mediate cu tors ducatlon. s e rut, = anon, ctober

.21- 1, 1 3 op. 1 ood and Agricultural Organization

'of the United Nations, Rome No. 1802, 1964.

The purpose of the Seminar, Which brought together 40

participants from ten countries, was to evaluate personnel

needs in the food and agricultural fields And to examine

the problems and requirements of agricultural education

establishments with respect to the training of such
personnel. It was also planned to lay down guidelines

for the development of agricultural education in the

region. The Seminar studied intermediate and higher edu-

cation and the various aspects of demand for qualified

personnel, taking all food and agricultural fields into

account. In its report, it sought to make a sound

estimate of training needs, with a view to encouraging

and assisting member states to establish agricultural

education in the Near East, the planning of agricultural

education, problems inherent in intermediate and higher

agricultural education, and the question of technical

assistance in the field of agricultural education.

556. Shaheen, Abbas Attia, Technical and Vocational Teacher From

a Pe2ples1224121107703;77REEENEFOTENERTEVE7
1:5474,

This paper was prepared for the Conference on Vocational

and Technical Education for Arab States of the Middle

East, which was held in Cairo in 1957. It discusses the

importance of industrial and vocational education and

re*E:iiwb-the historical background of the subject and

progress made. In Part II the author briefly summarizes

the systems and methods of training teachers, and in

Part III he reviews the branches of knowledge with which

a teacher should be acquainted. Certain forms used by

teabhers as aids in the teaching of vocational industrial

subjects are included.
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557. United Nations Educational,
Organization, _____a,lce..Confer
of Education

.2E2E1$0 6.

Scientific, and Cultural
Re resentatives of Ministries
Mateo of Unesco on the Needs

t, e nrr,rustrY 9* W

D. Iran

This report opens with a description of educational
development in the Arab countries during the period 1950
to 1959. It draws attention to the need for a balanced
development of national educational systems and lists
the essential auxiliary services required for planning.
Five problems requiring special attention are then
examlrads curricula and textbooks, the provision of
school services, school buildings and staff; and budget
and financing. The report concludes with a restatement
of needs and an examination of the possibilities for
regional action.

The report also contains the text of the resolution
adopted by the conference. This resolution relates to
the need for planning, the aims to be pursued, and
the methods to be.adopted in joint, regional action by
Arab countries in this field, with assistance from
Unesco.

558. Ahari, H. and V.W0 Joirlson, A ricultural Bank of Iran Tehran.

The Agricultural Bank of Iran n an expanding economy,
Rev. Tehran: 1961.

559. Alamo A., "The Land Tenure Situation in Iran." International
Conference on Land Tenure and Related Problems in World

7-"Larler lui07*-rS5cTe; alires.Tamarr365:
n versi o

.wand
Press, 1956, pp. 95.103.

560. Hendricks, H.E.0"Agricultural Development in Iran in Relation
to Credit." Count Seminar on A riculture and Cooperative

.217211112,221± g pp. (X), 110 5 -IITIZEga 0

561. Im lementation of Iran's Land Reform Program Opens March
e an: 9 2.

562. Johnson, 17.1f., "Agricultural Credit in Relation to Credit
Problems in Irene" Country Seminar on A culture and
Cooperative Credajlem pp. 2 117;17'960.
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563. Najjar, H., Resort to the Government of Iran on A: icultural

Extension. 19 9 PI sanded echnical ss s ant

TR5EFE7 FAO Rep. No. 1073

564. Parviz, A., The Program 0: the Ministry of Agriculture in

the Economic Development of Iran." Country Seminar on

A. iculture and Coerative Credit Rg-ort 1: pp.132:1E8,

16 9. shed 9.0.

565. U.S. Ilegemy.lor International Development, Agriculture

DivisionprAhnual Report, 1963,1 U.S. AID Iran. Published 1964.

E. Iraq

566. Ir4(1, Conference on Vocational and Technical Education in
the Arab Sates of the Middle East, Cairo, 1957, Report of
the Government of the Kin dom of Ira on Vocational and
WWITETSWEISinh ra . airo: nis ry of ducation,

This paper. consists of four parts: agricultural educat-
ion, industrial education, commercial education, and
home economies. Each part begins with a short historical
summary and then describes each type of education.
According to this report, Iraq has ten agricultural
schools with an enrolment of 623 students, four trade and
four industrial schools with a total enrolment of 155
students, commercial schools with an enrolment of
2,201 students, and six schools for the teaching of
home economies with an enrolment of 1,110 students.
Curricula for the different schools are given.

The main difficulties are listed as follows: shortage of
...specializediscippl-mistresses; shortage of suitable

premises anOquipment; absence of suitable texbooks;
and faulty curriculum.

F. Israel

567. Bonne, A., "Major Aspects of Land Tenure and Rural Social
- Structure in Israel." 'International Conference on Land

Tenure and Related Problems in nor A: Jou ure, 19 1.
tanza.57rmzsmaa ge. '_ son: vets
Wisconsin Press. 1956, pp. 111-117.
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568. Lowe, LI A:aLctatralonddA:sectsofKibbutzim.
Study of Israel, StudyGrbupofiPii
and Group Settlement, April-May 1956. Rome: Food and
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, 1956.

569. Weaver, Jack, cultural ani Home Making Education in
Israel Schools. JerustiiNrInited OEM Operations
21;7313R777: (Report by an agricultural adviser).

G. Jordan

570. Chessman, W.J.W., "Report to the Government of Jordan on
the Founding of the Jordan Cooperative Central Union Ltd.
and Future Cooperative Possibilities in Jordan.n Food and

Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. Expanded

Technical Assistance Program. FAO Rat 1161, 1959.

571. Jordan, Conference on Vocational and Technical Education
in the Arab States of the Middle East, Cairo, 1957, Report
of the Hashemite Kin dom of Jordan on Vocational and Technical

ducation n Jordan. airos nis.-111-617"=yofdrrcaTior57=

This report reviews the progress made in the fields of
industrial, agricultural, home economics and commercial
education in Jordan. It states that there are seven
technical schools in the country, one governmental and
six private. Entrance requirements for the Government
school are that candidates must have successfully com-
p/pted their third year in secondary school and be not
more than 17 years of age. The duration of the course

in this school is three years. Vocational training
programs for employed adult workers are given at the
school in the evenings for a period of ten weeks. There

are also special summer courses for the training of
teachers engaged in instructing at the junior secondary
schools, and for the training of students in industry.

Commerical education was started in Jordan in 1950. It

is reported that courses are now given in 31 schools and
that the total enrolment for the 1956-1957 school year

was 4,057 pupils.
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572. Qurephi, Asa., "System of Land Tenure. and Taxation in

Joeddn." Land stems in the Middle Eatii Washington:

'Intarnationa one ry Fund, 19

H. Kuwait

573, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The

Economic Development of Kuwait: Re ort of a Mission.

FaMrk, 2:1': 10016: Paragon ook allery, td.

I. Lebanon
t

574. rot. 6er, G.C., AttitUdes Toward Selected A eats of Rural

e' and Technolo cal Chan e Amo entral BekiTiTe=.1mrs.

Amer I, :e rut, acul. Mgr. Soi., une 9.1

J. 'Syria
. .

575« ElRica:by, A., "Land Teniire in Syria." Ifiternational Con-

ference on Land Tenure and Related PrObigiglErEFEN-
nd enure. oceedings. d son:

laW51V-70715consin Press, 1956, pp. 8!-95.

'576. Syria, Conference on Vocational and Technical Education for

the Arab States of the Middle East, Cairo, 1957, Easort of

the Government of the Re ublic of Syria on Vocational

MEEMITTduca ion n Syria. Cairo: nistry' o duca ion,

*11x4 Ministry of Education Almarum 152?, 1954. (Rural

Education Decree.) 'Dgariascus 19

The paper consists of eight articles setting out the aims

of rural education, giving a 'definition of the rural

school and tha conditions under which primary schools

should be -changed with rural schools and pointing out

the necessity of spreading and consolidating rural

education all over Syria.
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K. Turkey

578-581

578. Saro, Omar Celal, Education in Countries in Process of

leglamaL.29m42122 of Turkey. Paper given at the

International Economic Association Conference on the

Economics of Education, Menthon St. Bernard, August 29 -

September 7, 1963,

The paper contains a brief description of the educational

system in Turkeys with indications of, some of the

particular educational problems faced; the degree of

success in overcoming them, and consequent proposals

for modification of the educational system.

579. Sargut, I.A., tiThe Program of Agricultural Development in

Turkey." International Conference on Land Tenure and

Related Pr784-'ia=MobleTdThlturandenure.
Proceedings. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1956,

Moe 117-122.

580. Turgay, S.N., Land Distribution and Settlement Pro;ecte in

Turkey. Count7F7a71-717776enter on Lan Problems in

tLa Near East, Salahuddin, Iraq, 1955. Rome: Food and

Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, 1956.

581. Turkey, Ministry of Reconstruction and Resettlement, Elazig-

Keban Re: on - Re anal Economic and Social Devel.ment
Plan and Land se. Ankara: 19

The Elazig-Keban region covers four. provinces, Elazig,

Malatya, %well, Bingol in East Anatolia, Turkey, with

a total area of 40,435 sq. km. and a population of about

one million people, of which 46.5 per cent are under the

age of fourteen. About .83 per cent (1960) of its popu-

lation is engaged in agriculture, mainly on a subsistence

level, and the average annual income is estimated at $120

per caput. At present this area accounts for 2.5 per cent
.of Turkey's- total grain output, 5 per cent of the live
stock produced, 60 and 75 per cent of the copper and lead

production respectively. The main aim of the area develop-

ment plan is the building of the Keban dam in the Euphrate

valley. Total costs are estimated at $250 million, i.e.

one fourth.of the annual national budget. Targets for

the general economic and social improvement of these
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581. (continued) t

regions are: (1) an increase of non-farm income through
industrialization; (2) a quicker rise in industrial than
in agridultural outputs (3) the transfek of 100,000
families from agriculture to industry' (4) creation of
150,000 non-agricultural working places; and (5) invest-
ments of $1,000 million over 20 years at a ratio of
134 for agriculture and industry.

582. U.S.: International"Cooperation Administration Operations
Mission to Turkey, A icUltural Extension in Turke: An

raisal of the A cultural en -on an za ion in
n Recommen at ons or its her evelop-,

nont. Amara, 19 0..

'L. United Arab Republic

583. Mustapha, Hassan, Education Plannin: and Teacher Training.

aitro: United Arab Ublic na i ute of riffintlanning,
1961. (Report No. 101

Part One is concerned with a review of educational progress
between 1953 and 1960 which includes most of the peri,Nd
of the first five-year plans begun in 1956, rand relation
of" this to.the provisions of the record five-year plan,
begun in 1959. Then thfciiret yearls progress of the
second plan is considered, and proliOsale for policy changes
to permit fulfillment of the plan .are made. Part two

is a more detailed exposition of the second five-year
plants provisions.. ''

584. United Arab Republic, Ministry of 4Education, Rzat_2121
Plahning.g22Beral Secondary Edtcation.Curhcula in the

allaLIVIItSTALLE4P"'Itir°8 19657-7--

The report deals chiefly with curricula planning and
revision in the United Arab Republic.. This report was

eubmitted to the 23rd International Education Conference
"at Geneva (1960)

585, United Nations, Economic and Social Council, Technical
Assistance Committee, 12611212.ftanded Pro ram of Technical
Assistance for the United Arab R: ublic !wt 'n sact ion.

o: 9 la
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VIII. Latin America

A. Economic and Social Development - General

586. de Vries, Egbert and Jose Medina :Echavarria, (eds.), Social
A ects of Economic Develo ment.in Latin America.. WiFfak,
LT.: nese°, 19 3. , Plume 1. .

This is Volume 1 of a UNESCO study, in four Parts and
sixteen Chapters with a foreword and introduction by the
editors. Part I - The Situation in Latin America, presents
(1) A Theorectical Model of Development Applicable to
Latin America, by J. M. Echavarria; ..(2) Requirements for
Rapid Economic.and Social Development: The View of the
Historian and Sociologist, by J. Lambert; (3) SA 0911-
85189, by R. Vedemans and J. L, Segundo; and (4) Popu-
lation Growth and Structure; A Socio Demographic Study,
by D. Glass. Part II - Prerequisites for Rapid Economic
Development, includes: (5) Economic Development and
Problems of Social Change in Latin America, by J. Ahumada,
(6) Requirements for Rapid Economic Development in
Latin Americas the View of an Economist, by B. Higgins;
(7) Requirements for Rapid Economic and Social Develop-
ment: Economist's Point of View,. by F. Pazos; and
(8) Pattern and Rate of Developments in Latin America,
by Fo Fernandes. III-The Strategy of Development Pro-
gramming, contains: (9) The Strategy of Fostering Social
Mtibility, by G. Germani; (10) The Strategy of Fostering
performance and Responsibility, by W. E. Moore; (11) Pro-
grammed Economic Development and Political Organization,
by D. C. Villegas; and (12) The Relationship Between
Economic and Social Programming in Latin America, by

J J. C. Abegglen. IV -Role of Education, Administration
and Research Development, presents: (13) The Educa-
tional Situation and Requirements in Latin America, by
O. Vera; (14) Education and Development, in Latin America,
by Jo R. Moreira, (15) SA 0624-B5080, by H. Emmerich;
and (16) Priority Areas for Social Research in Latin
America, by We Bazzanella. Appendices.

587. United Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organi-
zation, et al. . The Demographic, Economic Social, and Edu-
cational Situation in Latin America. .N. Economic and
Social Santiago, Chile, February 19, 1962.
Conference on Education and Economic and Social Development
in Latin America,
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587. (continued)

A survey of the demographic, economic and social situa-

tions in Latin America and their influence on educational

needs. Hence an integrated approach to the planning of

education and of development.

588. Mragley, C., "The Dilemma of the ,Latin American Addle Classes."

Proceedin: a of the Aeade of Political Science 27 (4),

y 19 pp 2-

The middle cleilifew, of Latin Aterica exhibit some common

Aspirations, such lib r the desire for increase in both the

quantity and quality. of public services and the recogni-

tion: of the necessity for economic development. These

aspirations contrast, however, with the political and

social realities of their 'environment. This dilemma

between the dream and reality has. produced in these

middle. classes the feeling of frustration. However,

their precarious economic position .acts to discourage

their endangering the status quo, by supporting revolut-

° ions, which may seem the inevitable result of this

. frustration. The prevalence of military juntas through-

out Latin America is in.part attributable to the

L acquiescence of these middle classes An regimes which

claim to stabilize the status quo.
ens

B. Agriculture and teveloPment

5890 Allee, R.H., "Education and Training for Agronomic Develop-

ment in Latin Americact" Soil and Cr .Seio Soo. Fie.. Pro-
ceed...LA.1i so 183 pp. 63 -.69,.

. .

590. Arca-Parro, A. "Land Tenure Problems Rooted in the

History of Latin Americai". International Conference
Tenure and Related Problems"sinirreFra..12753,=051
Land Tenure, ;alga rrZri 167ffiblii7Tiirir'sii314. of
Press, 1956, pp. 277-283....

591. Brahamananda, P.R. "Agricultural Versus Industrial Develop-
ment," Economic Development for Latin America. Proceedings
of a con (memo. e erna on=65nomic Associat-
icn,. Ho ;arc S. Ellis (ed. )"0 London, New York: 1961,
pp. '''''99-4?9.

Ethnic
on Land

74E;onsin

The object, of this paper is to examine.the nature of the
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591. (continued)

591-594

factors affecting the relative priority of agricultural
investment in a program of economic development. The analy-

sis deals with over-populated, under-developed countries.

The demand for and supply of agricultural commodities is

examined frOm the point of view of the pressures created

during a wogram df increased investment outlay. An

appendix deals in more detail with agricultural investment

and planning experience in India."

592. Carroll0 LP., Land Tenure and Land Reform in Latin America:

A Selective Annotated:abliogra Ii77EUTIETER771707.:
Inter-Amer can ve opment ank, 962.

593. United Nations, Towairag_apypaggplevel ment Policy for

Latin America. Wrorks'lev-Paper includes agr cultur-

al policy and land reform).

C. Education and DevelOpment

594. Harrison, J.P0, "Learning and Politics in Latin American

Universities." Proceedings of Political Science

27(4), May 19648 pp. 23-3

By studying theorigins of the university reform move-
ment in Latin America from 19180 we can gain insights

into the political activities and attitudes of present-

day university students of that continent. By directing

itself at facilitating university entrance to sections

of the community berond the upper classes, the movement

made universities stages in tIle overall process of social

reform. Students regard theme, Ives as the vanguard of

this process and assume the attendant political respon-
sibilities. The lack of a Worm of instructional
standards in these Universities is viewed with little

trepidation, since to deal more effectively with current

problems would be to aid the, as yet, "unreformed" ruling

political elite. This pattern, however, is not uniform,

for some parts of this ruling oligarchy have recognized
the more immediate needs of society and have sponsored
several more efficient and appropriate institutions.
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594. (continued)

The.products of these institutions are liable to be

more competent. in dealing with society's problems than

graduates of the -!!traditional" and nreformedn universit-

ies. Since the more efficient . institutions draw students

from the upper classes, it appears tbe.politioal elite

will remain in the hands of,the very:social class which

the 1918 reformers have:struggled against for almost

fifty years.

5950 Organization of American States, avalopmeni.sa Education

Americas Pr oto for the t e. Washington,

D.C.490.,:19 3, Document 6. at the Third Inter-American

Meeting of Ministers of Education, May 29, /963, originally

pUblibbed.in,gpaniSh).
61.. 118 4.110

I .1

This important Report recognizes, an appropriate education-

al system as the basic condition for the development of

Latin America which is the aim of the Alliance for

Progress. Aocordingly this reviey of the educational

situation in Latin America specifies areas ?or priority

action if the educational system is to make its proper

contribution to. Latin American development.

596. United Nations Educational,. Scientific, and Cultural Organi-

zation, A Basis for an Estimate of Educational Tar:ets for

Latin Amer ca an nancia esources 1eeded o Tce ems

rffarolloa a er. ar a: 2, orma on document

prepared y e oretariat of Unesco for examination by

the committees of the Conference on Education and Economic

and Social Development in Latin America, held at Santiago,

chile, from Mardh 5 to 19, 1962)..1.,

597. United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organi-

zation, and other agencies, Conference on Economic and

Social Devel ment in Latin ril-merrEa aThm-rALTF71015 to

19i 19 al epor aria 962.

This report includes details of the attendance, proceed-

ings and organization of work at tie conference, a

summary of the discussions and conclusions, and the text

of the recommendations. Annexes give the list of parti-

cipants0he inaugural addreeppo, titles of the working

papers presented, and the study on which discussions
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597. (continued)

597-598

were chiefly base" ITILPIEW1019.1122P2219.41211.:21.
and Educational Situation in Latin America.

The conferencs was sponsored jointly 'by Unesco within

the framework of its Major Project on the Extension and

Improvement of Primary Education in Latin America and by

the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America,

the United Nations Bureau of Social Affairs and the

Organization of American States, with the participation

of the International Labor Organization and the United

Nations Food and Agriculture Organization.

Four major problems were considered: (1) social and

economic factors affecting educational development; (2)

extension and improvement of education in relation to

economic and social development; (3) integration of

educational planning with economic and social planning;

(4) international cooperation for the promotion and

implementation of educational plans in relation to

economic and social development.

A number of recommendations were adopted, including the

'Santiago Declaration', which constitutes the conference's

main achievement. Among other proposals, the 'Santiago

Declaration' recommends that the countries of Latin

America should strive towards a situation in which Latin

America as a whole can devote not less than 4% of its

gross product to education, it being understood that the

countries that are now substantially below that level

shall endeavor to increase the present proportion by

at least 1% by 1965 and a further 1% by 1970.

598. Wolfe, Marshall, Manning of
Socio-Economic Devel
ant ago, e, i ecem er 6,

(Conference on Education and
ment in Latin America).

Education in Relation to

* oonom 00 r, Council,

1961. (Limited distribution)
Economid and Social Develop-

.

The paper contains introductory remarks on the relevance

of planning of the different levels of education in relat-

ion to development, and factors to be considered.
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D. Technical Exchange and Assistance c

599. Shafer, Robert J., Director, Latin American Program, Maxwell

'School, The Servicio riences The Past and Pro:.ects

of Joint 0.erat one in 'echnica 'ss stance, echnical

1713.ErEance aesearch a eject, Wsouse Tffigisity.

4

E. Bolivia

600. Heath; D.B., "Successes and Shortcomings of Agrarian Reform

in Bolivia." Wisconsin Universit , Land Tenure Center Dis-

cussion Paper 2: pp. 9

601., Wisconsin University Land Tenure Center, "Land Reform in

Bolivia: An Informal Discussion.'" Wisconsin University

ri !.Lar452LnureainPa...= pp 3

F. 'Brazil

602. Brazil, Presidencia, Three-Year Plan for Economic and Social

Bevel met....22.7=acitt7,-"Erzli -176="--

603. Pau, Ruy Miller, "The Role of Agriculture in Economic

Developments Country Experiences (2) Brazil." Eleventh

International Conference of A; cultural EconomiNFMZeed-
.1963=rnavaoa, 9 onentterart----",y

, pp. 220-226, 2714.

Brazil's economy was formerly characterized by the came

tract between an export sector with a satisfactory income

level and a subsistence sector with low productivity.

The author found Brazil's recent rate of growth favorable,

its inflatibn--seen from the inside -4.not so bad, its

balance of payments probleM serious. Two measures which

played a fundamental role iu changing the country's rate

of economic growth Imo: (1) the measures taken to

benefit coffee during the crisis of 1930, and (2) the

adoption of a system of exchange control, throigh which

4), part of the income from the export sector is channell-

ed to subsidize domestic activates considered important

for economic development.

V

0
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604. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service,
A iculture and :Rural Devalament in Brazil! .A Review. of
he..A oam, SDA SiiiVerTniaMTER7Warariaons
19 3.

605. U.S. International Cooperation Administration, Operations
Mission to Brazil, Food and Agriculture Division, 1959
Re art9 1960.

tar

G, British Guiana

606. Germanacps; C.A., et al. Rti-brt'of the Unesco Educational

212.Evevitc1621Ega..L.TIMh ana. arias nesco, une 1963.

In the absence of any economic plan the Report attempts
to survey and make proposals for the improvement of the
educational.system in close relation with potential
economic deielopments and suggests the need for reformu-
lation of Government proposals in relation to the re-
sources available for their fulfillment. Hence the
Report is designed to act as a basis on which an educat-
ional plan closely related to development needs can be
formulated, Appendix I gives detailed proposals for
an educational planning unity, and other planning
activities.

H. Chile

607. Astorgal'J.R. 'land Tenure Problems in Chile.n Internation-
al Conference on Land Tenure and Related Prob/ems"ThW
A r.cul.ture 19 , nd enure. oceedings.

n vers y o isconsin Press, 1956, pp. 246-250.
son:

608. Blitz, Rudolph Co, Some Observations on the Chilean Education
stem and Its Relation o cono o Growth cago,

ee on cono c owth, oc al ence Research Council,
1963. (Classified 'restricted') (Paper given at the
Conference on Education and Economic Development, Comparat-
iva Education Center, Univarsity of Chicago, April 4-6,

1963.).

The main part of this paper describes the Chilean
educational pyramid, and offers reasons for the high
rate of wastage illustrated.



I. Colombia

609. Bernal, P., "Land Tehure Problems of Colombia." Internation-

al Conference on Land Tezati46 and Related Problems-KETTRREF"
Fier 17E7; 11937T, iirrure enurryre77;13geidilirs. Nalson:

bbfvers* oklaisconain Press) 1956, pp. 289-293.

610. Ehiteford, "Social Change in Popsyan." Wisconsin

Universit Land Tenure Center Discussion Pit er'4: pp.17-17,

ovem er 19 3.

611. Phelan, J,, "Prospects for Political Stability in Colombia."
Wisconsin Universit Land Center Discussion Pa r 1: pp. 4-9,

anuary per no u s souse on 0 Anderson,

W. Glade, and G. Wood).

612. United Nations Educational, .;Scientific, and Cultural Organi-

zation, AID, IBRD, Recommendations for Educational Planning.
A report to the Minsero uca on p c o o om a.
No publisher, February 8, 1963.

The report discusses the functioning of the educational
planning office in Colombia, and reviews the shortcomings
of existing educational provisions. It makes proposals
for reorganizing the Planning Office, and about subjects
for its study.

J. Honduras

613. Di Nam), J. and R.A. Clifford, Ana ioal Stud' of the

Extension Service of Honduras. Status rt 19.2.
t at rater - e can ns u e o 'grid Ural Sciences,

September 1962.

A.follow.up analysis of the recommendations made in a
previous report on Honduras extension services. An
evdluation is made, a year after submitting the first
report, of the work achieved in implementing each recom-
mendations. There have been sincere intentions to
strengthen personnel and adminlstratione

u

0

0
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K. Jamaica

614-616

614. Jamaica, Minititry of Agriculture anti Lands, Me Atricu1tural
Deirel ment Program, 1960-1965. Kingston: 19 O. iinistry

aper No.

615. Jamaica, A National Plan for Jamaica 1957-1967. Kingston:

The GoverERECTATIer, 19 7.

The development of agriculture and of education are the

chief concerns of the plan. The main educational targets

are.as follows: to extend primary education to all

children between the ages of 7 and 11 within the next five

years; to extend post-primary education As widely an

possible in order to train the qualified manpower the

country needs and, by means of a system of grants and

exemption from school fees, etc., to make such education

available to all children capable of profiting by it.

The plan specifies the means by which these objectives

can be attained, the overall coat for a period of ten

years and also the cost per annum for the first three

years.

The training of specialized personnel of certain cate-

pries is dealt with in the chapters relating to the

corresponding types of activity as well as in a general

chapter on vocational training.

L. Panama and Mexico

616. Damn, Louis J., Human Resources of Central America Panama,

and Mexico 1950-1980 -in stela

ew orkt i ed a one, 9

..A study of the relation between demographic factors and

economic development which includes reference to the

human resource and educational factors involved, and

provides much data from which, the formulation of regional

educational plans could begin
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M. Paraguay

617. Pan American Union, Department of Cultural Affairs, Division

of Education, Voca.alEdu.....cationirr,, Washington,

D.C.: 1951.

Report prepared in answer to a questionnaire sent out

by the Pan American Union in 1950. Part three begins

with a brief history of vocational education, followed

by a review of industrial education based on an occupa-

tional survey.conducted in 1949 in Pour large cities of

Paraguay. There are statistical data on the number of

employees in the various moupatione and the number still

needed, entrance requirements, etc. Only one technical

vocational school exists, but there are a number of

specialized schools for agriculture, dress-making, business

training etc. Pupils must have completed their elementary

education and be at least 16 years of age in order to

enter these schools. Teaching time is allocated to the

Various subjects and to practical work in the proportion

of 70 per cent practical to 30 per cent theoretical.

618. Romero, C., "Review of the Tenure Situation in Paraguay

and an Integrated Land Reform Program." International

:Conference on Land Tenure and Related Problems in World

cult e 1 1. and enure. oceed ngs. d son:

nivers y of isconsin Press, 1956, pp. 257-263.

N. Peru

Op. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,

....:.. :.The A icultural Develo merit of Peru. Part II Detailed

eport. aehington, C.: 9 9

620o ,,,Ponce de Leon, F., "The Problem of Land Ownership in Peru."

Iniernational Conference on Land Tenure and Related Problems

worl culture 19 1. an enure. wee .ngs.

sconsin Press, 1956, pp. 263-277.ion: nvers 0
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O. Uruguay

62:14. Llovety. E., "Agricultural Production
Problems in Uruguay."' IhternationAl
Tenure and Related Problems in World
Igirrag: oceediAgs. Madison:
Press, 1956, pp. 250-2570

P. Venezuela

621-624

and Some Land Tenure
Conference on Land
Agriculture 19 i7

nivere ty of Wisconsin

622. Mission to Venezuela, The Economic Deval ment of Venezuela:

11.2vrt of a Mission. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins easy 19 1.

Pacific Islands and Australia - New Zealand

A. Australia

623, Australia, Commonwealth Office of Education, EIEELLELty:
Correspondence in Australia. Sydney: 1958,

624. Davenport, William (Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut),

When a Primitive and a Civilized Money Meet," eummmiel
of the 1961 Annual q rin Meetin of the American Ethno-
Irdrarrietv Viola E. Garfield ed.), January 64-68.

The manufacture, Valuation,' and circulation of a currency

made of feathers in the Santa Cruz Islands of the south-

west Pacific.is described, In recent years more and

more Australian money has come to circulate alongside and

completely convertible with the native feather money.

While this appears to be a simple accultruative situation

where a European money is replacing the local money

because of a utilitarian preference for the former, the

use of 'Ole 'two competing currencies has actually created

a monetaly crisis in which feather currency is increasing

in value-and Australian money is decreasing. According

to GreshamIs Law, the more valuable of the two is being

hoarded and withdrawn from circulation, thus making

way for more Australian money to circulate.
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Jacoby, E.C., Methodsof School Enrolment Projection° Faris:

Unesco, 1959. 723EatrigraiRes end documenti77

School enrolment projection is an.essential component
of educational planning. The present publication is
not a manual but a case study based on the experience

of the author, a statistician in the New Zealand Depart-

ment of Education. He first makes a number of general
observations and points out, in particular, that planning

is necessary if all children of school age and all

students are to be enrolled in educational establishments.

He explains several of the terms used in his study. He

then describes certain methods which can be used for

school enrolment projection, and he explains and appraises

the ways.in which they have been applied in. New Zealand.

Since conditions in New Zealand are particularly favorable

for statistical work, the author devotes his last chapter

to the study of countries in which projections are much

more difficult because, on the one hand, school enrolment

is only partial and, on the other hand, the basic

statistics necessary for such projections ,are uncertain

and incomplete. In this connexion, he discusses the

situation in New Zealand-during the Nineteenth Century

and the present situation in Western Samoa.

C. Papua and New Guinea

626; International. Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The

Eoonomic Devel ment of the Territory of Papua and New

Guinea Eat more: ohns Hopkins Press, 19

This report, prepared at the' request of the Government

of Australia, comprises the views and recommendations of

an economic survey mission of ten specialists who visited

Papua and New Guinea from early June to early September

1963. Its three guiding principles were: (1) concent-

ration of effort in those areas where the prospective

return is highest; (2) the selection of stundards suit-

able to the territory; and (3) the need to foster greater

responsibilities among the population. The report covers

the main sectors of the economy and includes a summary
of the major objectives, principles and conditions for
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626. (continued).

implementation underlying the missiorit program the
main recommendations and the budgetary implications.

X. Europe

A. Hungary

627. Hungary, Department' of Primary Education, Instructions for
Teachers Res oneible .f or-.: Sytudy Groups of Pupils in Classes

of General Schools. Budapest: REGNIEs
7756EFees'inagher e uca ion, 1959 -1961, 3 volumes.

628. lime, Olav, An Outline of Norwegian Education. Second revised

edition.. Oslo , :Royal TEaa03678327512Fondgn Affairs,
office CA.01:11tui41 Relations an0he Royal Norwegian Ministry
of ChUrchilidEdication

A thorough survey of the Norwegian school system, its
adminstration'and organization. Describes the different
types of schools .iii separate`. chapters.

.629. Kirke, og undervisningsdepartementet.. Plan1eg n 0 by
av skolehuso Instilling #a Komiteen for undervisninmygg.
NITURECIEhl, 1560.

'A report' of the Committee for School Buildings on the
planning and building of. schools. Special paragraphs
deal with the undivided school.

C. Union the Soviet Somt*WitRbpilblics

630. Bergson, A., "The Conference on Soviet Economic Growth:
Conditions and. Perspectivess".Social Science Research Council
Items. Menasha, Wisconsins arquiferrr,71676757197-35
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631. USSR, Central Committee, MateriaIr XIII Slezda KPSS. Moscow,

Gospolitimd4 1961.

This compilation contains the report of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to

the 22nd Congress of the Party, and N.S. Khrushchev's
report and concluding speech on the program of the
Communist Patty of the Soviet Union, which deal, inter
alia, with the results already achieved in the field

ETTIducation and with the future development of education
in the next twenty years.

D. UTIted Kingdom (Great Britain)

032. Great Britian,, Ministry of Education, SchOola and the
Count side:. :'London: Her Majesty's SEMONIFTRice, 1958.
Pamphlet no. 35).

633. United Kingdom, Teachers and Youth Leaders. London: HMSO,

1944.

'.'This report considers the supply, recruitment and train-

'ing of teachers and youth leaders, a matter of particular

importance in view of the proposal adopted in the Educa-

tion Act of 1944 to raise the school leaving age by one

year;-thus creating a large and-sudden demand for

teachers. The report considers and makes proposals for

widening the field of recruitment, improving the salary

and recognition of teachers in primary and secondary

schools, establishing a Central2raining Council. Other
. .

proposals concern the.setting.Up of regional training

centers, with specific:recoMMendations as to their size,

location and facilities, their curricula and staffing,

the testing of stUdentd and the responsibility of local

education authoritiesfor School practice.

634. Great Britain, Ministry of Education, Re ort of the Second

Commonwealth Education .0onfOrence. London s Her ajestyrs

sta=tiosig"---71M77.194ry62.
.

635. United Kingdom, Board of EdUcation','The Education of the

Adolescent (The Hadowlitport). LondarTMV71707.

This report contains a review of the development of higher
primary education from the beginning of the Nineteenth

0

.4 0

t1 v

V

11
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635. (continue)

635-637

century, _states the present problems-encountered in the
dmoation of the adolescent and makes recommendations for

---.their solution. These cover types of schools designed to
cater for the adolescent - their curricula, staffing and
equipment; the admission of children, the question of a
leaving examination and administrative.prdnms.

636. United Kingdom, Central Advisory 'Council for Education -
England, 15 to. 18 (The,. Crowther Report). London: Her
.Majesty's NatTalay Office, 1959-1960, 2 volumes.

;
..This report reaffirms the necessity, of carrying into
effect two.provisions'of the Education Act of 1944 so
far unfulfilled - the raising of the school leaving age
to 16 and the creation of county colleges for compulsory
part -time: education to 18. It recommends that extended
courses beyond the, age. of 15 should be made available
for all school pupils, and that no-pupil who has the
ability to attempt some of the subjects in the General
Certificate of Education examination should be denied
the opportunity to do so.

637. United Kingdom, Laws, Statutes. etc., Education Act, 1944.
London: HMSO, 1944.

As is to be expected of an act passed in time of war, when
people wore deeply concerned with reviewing the values
'upon which their nation4 life was .based and indeed some
of their hopes for the future, this act contains consider-
ed proposals for far-reaching reforms. Administratively
it establishes a national Ministry of Education with much
greater powers than those held by the previous Board of
Education. It places upon the, parent the responsibility
of seeing that his child receives efficient full-time
,education suitable to his age,., ability and aptitude; it
places upon the local authorities the responsibility of
contributing towards,the spiritual, moral, mental and
;hysical developmea, of the community, by ensuring that
efficient education.: hroudhout all three stages is made
available without.charge It raisas the upper limit
for compulsory.schooling from 14.to 15 and provides for
raising it later to 16. It.provides for education to be
organized in three progressive stages to be known as
primary, secondary and further education, This act
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637. (continued)

embodied many reform and developments suggested in
prOious official paliCationa and gave rise to a number
of 'proposals published subsequently concerning different

Sectors of education.

638. United Kingdom, Ministry of Education Challenge and

Response. London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1950.

An account of he production, natureOmplementation
WA results of the national post-war:plan for the

emergengy training of teachers to. meet both the deficit

of traified teachers which had accumulated during the

war years ancf the new demands -ciamoed by the raising of

.the school leaving age from 14 .to'154,

63p: United Kingdom, Ministry of EdudiitionlIThe Future Devel
.

''" of Hi her Technical Education.' t4olndon: er Majesty's

Stationery fade, 19 O.
ncv

cnididere brie4ythenature'ind extent of existing
educational proVisiOn for higher technical education;

,,.essential requirements for the "development of education

for technologists in.:technical .colleges, the desirability

of establishing a national Colleigo'of Technologists and

its functions, nature, constitution, awards and financing.

610: United Kingdom, The Organization 'ate? Bmance of Adult

'' Education in En land and Males. 7a ).-tondong Her Majesty's

tS :
6.

at onery ce, 9

This report recommends"the.continuance of the existing

partnership in adultedication:between voluntary bodies,

universities, local education authorities and the Ministry

of Education, and considerettleir respective responsibi-

lities. Grants should be made available after considera-

tion of the qualitrand standard's of the work accomplished

by the responsible body as well:as its proposed program,

the needs of the region in which it operates and the

activities of other interested bodies in the region. The

present arrangement whereby the ministry helps to pay

only teaching costs and not administrative costs should

continue.

,

p
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United Kingdom, Secondary. Education WAILtecial Reference

to Grammar Schools and Technical High 5choolt. London:

Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 19 O.

This report, as its title. indicates, deals with the first

'andthird of the three types of 'school - grammar, modern

and technical.4- envisaged by the Hadow Report. An 80-

page historical sketch of the development of the tradi-

tional curriculum iS followed by a review of the present

provision-for Secondary :and junior technical education,

a brief outline of the more salient features of the

physical and mental development of children between the

ages of 11 plus and 16 plus, consideration of what should

be the. curriculum ,of :the grammar school, the nature of

the schdol certificate examination, the nature and

functions of technical high :schools and other technical

schools, and administrative problems.

642. United Kingdom, The Su 1 and Trainin: of Teachers for

Technical. Cale ondon: rer jes y s a ionery

EM:79
_his report states the need for a large increase in the

full-time and part -time staffing of technical colleges.

Proposals are mada.for a new cooperative relationship

between industry and the technical colleges and recommenda-

tions concerning how economies may be effected in the

use of staff, the.place of part-time teachers, the qualV.

fications required for teaching in various types of

Courses, salaries,' pensions, hours of work, research and

consultant work and opportunities for training and

further study. The.establishment of a Staff College is

recommended and the inclusion of technical education

in University Departments of Education.

643. United Kingdom, The Trainin of Teachers. London: Her

Majesty's Stationery" Office, 19 7.

This pamphlet outlines the considerations which were

taken into account when the decision was made to

lengthen the general course of teacher training from

two years to three. It deals with such matters as the

calibre of the students entering training colleges, the

relatiOn between the vocational and cultural aims of

the course, the variety of courses offered, the content

of the curriculum and its relation to the needs of

primary and secondary schools, the size of the colleges,

and examinations.
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..614i. 'United kingdom, Youth Services in England and Wales (The
Alberni/tile' Reportrsraderri inErmitiniliaTraiely
Office, 1960.

*;.!

The terms of reference were iTo review the contribution
which the Youth Service of England and Wales can make
in assisting young people to play their part in the life
of the communityvin the light of changing social and
industrial conditions and of current trends in other
branches of the education services; and to advise accord-
ing to what priorities beet value can be obtained for
the money spent.'

The report recommend? a ten-year development program,
divided into two stages of five years each.

I .

;645, MAO, E., The'Ple.nnin of Educational in Yu:oslavia.
Conference an econom c growth ancThmveErmiirn,
Washington, 1961. Working document, Paris: °EEC, 1961.

This report was submitted to the Washington conference
on economic growth and inveubiant in education. It gives

an account of the principles and methods followed in the

process of planning the development of education in
Yugoslavia, the bodies responsible for such planning and
thiCmitnner in which it is integrated with the overall
ecdhdic and social planning. The five-year plans deal
'Ohief34y with school enrolment, premises, teaching staff,
'capital expenditure and operational costs.

'0he section of the report describes the new system adopted
for financing the plan.

An appendix contains several stisitistical tables illust-
rating the progress achieved in education during the last
Mr years as compared with the pfti-war sitastion. Other

tablos give the overall forecact6.-of tho 1961-1965 plan.

646. 'gated Nations, Organization for Ecoathic Cooperation and
' Development, Policies for Scienoe and.Education. Costa
g.'.Reetest Yu arlo gan za on for anomic

3per.. on a opment, 1962, pp. 0, 62.
='"
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647. Yugoslavia, General Law on Education in Yugoslavia. Beograd,

Jugoslavija, 1959.

This publication gives the text both of the general law
on education which marked an important stage in the reform
of the Yugoslav school system, and also of the explanatory
memorandum with which the draft law was presented to the
Federal People's Assembly.

This 'law is the outcome of numerous studies and experiments
which are mentioned in the explanatory memorandum. It

was preceded by partial reforms. Its aim is to meet the

requirements of the country's political, social and
economic development, and to establish a homogeneous,
flexible and Ontinely democratic school system. That

system comprises not only ordinary schools, but also
institutions providing vocational training and further
training for adults.

After stating the fundamental principles and aims of
education, the law lays down rules for the structure of
the school system and of its component parts, the organi-
zation of school life and work, and the part to be
played by the school committees and the various people's
committees and their administrative organs in the
community management of the schools, on which the new
organization is:based.

F. Mediterranean Area

648. United Nations, Food and Agriculture Organization, FAO
adatEraiLeaLltesLeloentProjectilterzatedDeveloment
of Mediterranean A iculture and Forestry in elation to
Economic rowth: A stvuautmga2_E2EATBn. flgieg

19397'
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XI. Canada and the United States

Canada

:
a

r, . .

649-654

649, High, N.H., D.L. Parks;'did'1440. Pahl, S oat= on Rural

Extension for Canada: Present arid Fhture. art -

reirErruieTrtiptrdranamior Wa7rs6o,

650, Bodging. S;ft:a.;."Recent Developments in Agricultural

Eft' tiiiionTATOk in Canada." A Tricultural Adviso Services

in e and m North America ojec o. 9 . eport

o .e erns ona wbr ng conference of directors and

senior, of of agricultural advisory services in member

and associatii'dointried,'held at OEEC 'Headquarters, Paris,

in June 1957. Paris: ETA/OEM, 1994 pp. 89-96*

B. United States - EdheatiOn

651. Adams Sargent, Repoi.t; Univ6reity Relations (Adams

.Sargent Report, 1963.--"r-

652. Bell Report, R ort to the President on Government Contract-

653. Bloomington Conference on the Impact of University Contracts

on the American University, Education and Fbrei n

volume 9, November 1956*

...

,1

D

u D

D

Q 2

1:1

D

654, Skolmikoff study, AlliContractual Relations with Universities

(Skolmikoff Stu4071N2.


